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62 DIY Flight Readily available engineering software and lenient regulations make the United States the

ideal place to design, build and fly your own airplane. But even as amateur aeronautical engineers use their

formidable talents to create amazing flying machines, they know that one tiny flaw can be deadly. BY JEFF wise

70 Super Storms Scientists say it's only a matter of time before a massive tornado or hurricane smashes
into one of the nation's most populated areas. PM reveals the ways that cities across the U.S. are preparing

for disaster by studying how worst-case scenarios might unfold. BY DOUGLAS fox

78 Rethinking the Home of the Future In a contest to build net-zero houses, which produce as much
energy as theyconsume, students in the 201 1 Solar Decathlon defy conventional construction ideas and tech-

niques with bold new ideas, next-gen technology and wide-open minds. BY harry sawyers

Good to Go Copper mines, dirt back roads and miles oflakeside asphalt are just some of the ingredients

for the ultimate joy ride on Michigan's Upper Peninsula. PM tests five adventure-touring bikes—the SUVs
of the motorcycle world—on roads, rocks and everything in between. BY SAM SMITH

the
cover

DIY plane designer Cory Bird used carbon fiber to fabricate his beautiful two-seater, Symmetry, seen here in Mojave, Calif., in

May. This aeronautical work of art features a 200-hp engine and can reach 284 mph. Photograph by Jason Madara.

PHOTOGRAPH BY JAMES MINCHIN
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DEPARTMENTS In Every Issue A How to Reach Us 8 Letters 124 This Is My Job

Tech Watch

11 Fumble & Recovery Solar-wind samples

salvaged from NASA's Genesis capsule

reveal new facts about Earth's formation.

Plus: A camera that lets you focus after the

shot; how to land on an asteroid.

Upgrade

29 Stay Tuned BKNYdesign's hand-carved

walnut V-luxe iPad Stand is retro-cool.

Plus: We test the DeWalt Heavy Duty

Work Stand and rank 11 gadgets released

this month—some amazing, some less so.

New Cars

45 Iconoclast The 2012 VW Beetle: more powerful and not as cutesy as its predecessor.

Plus: Tech that gives smaller, high-efficiency engines the power without the thirst.

1

1

Aspire O
ZG8 under
an infrared

camera. The
hottest areas

(95 F) are in

white, the

coole

Stickyourhand behind the ventilation grille ofan HDTV
or a cable box, orfeel the bottom ofyour laptop. These
things are like space heaters.

"

—Digital Clinic, page 96

Columns

54 Building the Perfect Jeep While the Pentagon struggles to replace the Humvee, PM
consults top U.S. military-vehicle designers to craft a tougher, safer battlefield ride.

56 Invasive Species? If You Can't Beat 'Em, Eat 'Em Our ecosystems are threatened by

unwanted transplants. PM contributor Glenn Harlan Reynolds proposes a delicious fix.

60 What Went Wrong: Explosion in San Bruno A natural gas pipe blows up in a San Fran-

cisco suburb without warning, leaving eight dead and ravaging 108 homes. PM investigates.

cover

70 Killer Storms 84 PM Test: Adventure Bikes 62 Build Your Own Plane

108 Make a T-Shirt Bazooka 111 Car-Paint Touchups 78 Energy-Saving Ideas

Me!

ech

Tech
91 Beyond Automatic How
to use your DSLR camera's

manual controls to produce

pro-quality photos.

96 Digital Clinic Keeping your

smartphones and other gad-

gets from getting too hot to

handle. Plus: Fighting illegal

phone charges; understanding

how the latest Internet piracy

policy affects you.

Home
99 Air Supremacy Fall is won-

derful—except for the fallen

leaves. We test leaf blowers

to give you a fighting chance.

102 Homeowners Clinic

Meeting the challenges of

working with reclaimed lum-

ber. Plus: How to fix stripped

screw holes; sealing your

driveway.

108 PM Saturday Embrace

your inner mascot with our

DIY T-shirt-launching cannon.

Auto
111 Fixing Paint Scratches

Take 20 minutes out of your

day and finally touch up those

lingering imperfections.

116 Car Clinic Tips for remov-

ing the most stubborn screws.

Plus: Revive a failing key fob;

remove decades-old brake-

bleed valves; smooth a jerky

cruise control.

The PopMech App
Check out our latest

iPad edition. Just
open iTunes, go
to the store

and search for

"Popular Mechanics
Magazine."

PHOTOGRAPH BY DEVON JARVIS
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Revitalizes fuel system and freshens stale fuel

Easy to use, just pour in the fuel tank

Safe for use in 2 and 4 cycle engines

Smoothes rough idle and cures stalling
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I'm that guy at work who doesn't stop talking about his car. Pm that neighbor in

the driveway every weekend pampering his ride like it was an Egyptian artifact.

Pm part of a legion of millions and we use Black Magic to keep our rides shining

like they just rolled off the showroom floor. Who am I? Pm a Carcissist" and I love
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With more than

6 million home

robots sold

worldwide,

iRobot is

revolutionizing

the way people

clean. From

acuuming to

floor washing,

let the robots

do the work

for you.

www.irobotcom/popmech

PAINTING SECRETS Fast, efficient professional

painters have mastered techniques that produce

topnotch results with no lap marks or stray

brushstrokes, all while making the job look easy.

We talk to the pros to learn their trade secrets.

popufarmechanics.com/painting

SUPERBUG breeding GROUNDS From fungi that

flourish in the harsh environment of a dishwasher

to antibiotic-resistant microbes in the trash,

superbugs are thriving in new and unexpected

parts of your home. How worried should you be?

popularmechanics.com/superbugs

startup WOOD SHOP Don't miss out on the

fun of woodworkingjust because you don't

have a huge garage. With the right tools and

some careful planning, you can set up a wood
shop in a basement, apartment or other indoor

space and start building.

popularmechanics.com/woodshop

For extra photos and video from our editors,

follow Popular Mechanics on Twitter at

(3/PopMech and on Facebook at

facebook.com/popularmechanics.
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Rust-Oleums EPOXY SHIELD
Garage Floor Coating provides a

stunning showroom finish with a

simple roll-on application.
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Find Flo! Your favorite Progressive checkout girl issomewher

picture. Can you spol ner? And don't forget Int te time it takes yoo

to find her, you could save hundreds on car insurance at progressive.com
PROGRESSIVE

WANT WORP SCAN M«E
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PM LETTERS

Scuba diving at Ohio's White Star Quarry, reader Bruce Bennett of Chardon, Ohio, goes deep with

his "101 Gadgets" issue of Popular Mechanics. "I read PM cover to cover/' he says. "It always has

such a wonderful variety of subject matter." The fish seem to agree!

Getyour Send a hi-res photo ofyourself
photo in with the latest issue (plus your

0***%lLf**nk name, city and state, and a short
fOpPieCfl noteaboul win von love I'M) to

popularmechanics@hearst.com.
See some of our favorites at popular
mechanics.com/readerphotos.

May) was great, but there's one prob-

lem: I have a wife, kids, a dog and a

mortgage, and the only time T seem to

have to myself is in the shower! Can you
please do an article on showerheads

that totally waste water and provide the

most relaxing shower in the world?
That way, these 10 minutes a day would

be heaven.

E.J. LONG PHILADELPHIA

Jay Leno Is One of Us
As someone who has rebuilt his own
cars, T always look forward to Jay Leno's

column. I feel that he's a real car guy,

not just some overeducated engineer

who talks a good story. He loves cars

like the rest of us do. When I read his

column I feel like I'm talking to one of

the guys.

NORMAN CLARK WELLBORN, FL

Flying Lessons
Your August story "Flight Risks," explor-

ing the Air France Flight 447 crash and

the safety of automated cockpits,

addresses some serious problems. I flew

about half of my 5500 hours in the

equally large C-5 but "grew up" in fight-

ers. Stalls were no big deal in the aero-

batic planes. I was stunned, however, to

see so many transport pilots crash high-

altitude stalls in simulations. They sim-

ply couldn't bring themselves to hold

the yoke full-forward long enough to

break the stall. That's what happened to

Air France and could happen again today

to nearly any transport crew. Teaching

airline pilots to fly the violent maneuvers

required to save a plane in these situa-

tions must be included in sim training.

Let's emphasize basic aircraft control

and reevaluate an airline culture that

values being smooth over being skilled.

ED HERLIK COLORADO SPRINGS, CO

Where's the Flood?
Your article about the best shower-

heads that meet EPA regulations ("How
Your House Works: Shower Power,"

Garages Are for Women Too-Of Course!
Popular Mechanics is one ofmy favorite magazines, and I especially enjoyed the

article about DIY garages ("The Ultimate Garage," August). Butwhy the "domesticated

residential world" dig at mothers, girlfriends and wives? As a woman, I'd love to have

a garage space all my own (complete with a welding station!), and I'd never prevent my
engineer boyfriend from having a space for himself as well. Please don't forgetyour

female readers, who love the same things you do. ASHLEY HENNEFER RENO, nv

Hello, PM readers on
Facebook and "TWitter—and
thank you for responding to

our stories. Here are some
recent comments:

Great megabug photos to

gross out your students.

@SP0NGELAB, VIA TWITTER

('Megabugs: The World's

Largest Insects, "popular

mechanics.com)

Popular Mechanics has this

feature on the U.S. Navy SEALs.

Good stuff!

@P0INTBLANK2108, VIA TWITTER

('Secrets of the Navy SEALs,

"

popularmechanics.com)

a.
In response to Backyard

Battle: Gas vs. Electric Lawn
Tools," from the PM site:

Gas-powered machines are still

the most reliable and best.

NKULULEKO SIMELANE,

VIA FACEBOOK

Electric. I hate the gas ones.

DAN NIATHIAS, VIA FACEBOOK

Old-school hand tools

sharpened and oiled are still

among the best.

MICHELE FERLISI, VIA FACEBOOK

I'm a gas man. :D

DAN GRAVEEN, VIA FACEBOOK

What
doyou
think?

WRITE TO US Send email to popularmechanics@jhearst.com and posted mail to 300 W. 57th Street, New York, NY 10019. Please

include your full name, address and phone number (even if you correspond by email). All letters maybe published and are subject to

editing for length, style and format. SUBSCRIBE Go to subscribe.popularmechanics.com.
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Where's your next project? Whether it's at home, in your workshop, at a jobsite or in your own garage, Mechanix Wear has a glove specifically

designed to protect your hands and help you work faster, safer and cleaner. So next time you're looking for the perfect

tool for the job. start with Mechanix Wear Gloves. The Tool That Fits Like a Glove.® US: 800.222.4296 Canada: 604.542.7055
i hiechanix.com



CUT YOUR HEATING AND COOLING

COSTS UP TO 80%.

Cut your energy bills. ClimateMaster geothermal systems tap the constant

temperature of the earth to provide heating, cooling, and hot water. Your

home stays comfortable year-round while trimming your energy use by up

to 80%. And now with new federal tax credits, you will save an additional

30% on the total installation. Best of all, ClimateMaster systems are not

only a good investment, they are a cleaner choice for the environment.

To learn more about how the geothermal technology leader can help you

cut your energy bills, visit climatemaster.com or call 877-436-6263 today.

ClimateMaster
Geothermal Heot Pump Systems

An LSB Industries, Inc. Company (NYSE: LXU)
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L CAMERA

~ Technicians in

France have

finished a mosaic

of 106 detectors,

forming a billion-

pixel digital

camera for the

European Space

Agency's Gaia

mission. Due to

launch in 2013,

Gaia will be

stationed about

930,000 miles

from Earth. There,

its goal is to map
a billion stars

during a five-year

survey. While the

camera will be

the largest ever

based in space, it

is dwarfed by the

llion-pixel

Large Synoptic

Survey Telescope

being built in

northern Chile.

^ A massive

natural gas
extracting,

processing and

storage facility

anchored about

125 miles offthe

coast ofAustralia

will become the

largest floating

structure in the

world. Royal

Dutch Shell will

build a floating

liquefied-natural-

gas(LNG)unit

stretching more
than 530 yards

long and weighing

more than

600,000
tons—six times

heavier than the

largest aircraft

carriers. The

facility will allow

gas to be

liquefied and

shipped, rather

than moved in

pipelines.

UNDERWATER
STICS

~ Microphones

pick up small

vibrations

created by

pressure waves
of sound, but

underwater the

pressure makes
those sound
waves so subtle

that they're

hard to detect.

Naval engineers

trying to create

a versatile

underwater
microphone are

also hampered
by the huge

range in

pressure.

Stanford

researchers

created a

hydrophone
that, like the

ears of orca

whales, fills

with water
to equalize

pressure. It

also uses a

laser system

to detect

vibrations at

any depth.

A :

• COSMIC DISCOVERY

Fumble &
Recovery

When a malfunctioning parachute caused the Genesis probe to

crash in 2004, many thought that the mission—NASA's first to return

extraterrestrial material to Earth since Apollo's final moon landing in 1972—ended
in failure. Indeed, the crash in Utah destroyed most of the samples of solar wind

(particles ejected into space from the sun) collected a million miles from Earth. But

researchers salvaged particles from undamaged detectors and this year published

their first analysis. The samples revealed that solar wind contains higher levels of

the most common oxygen isotope than do Earth and other inner planets. This

provides strong evidence that the planets and the sun did not form from the same
materials; the sun was shining when Earth formed, —alex Hutchinson
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TECH WATCH DIGITAL
FUTURE

Prepping for Bigger Boatso The operators of the Panama Canal are

widening and deepening the waterway to

• ••

BAYONNE

BALTIMORE

CHARLESTON

SAVANNAH

PANAMA CANAL

f *••**• » » '

allow larger ships to access the Atlantic and Pacific

oceans starting in 2014. Even as port operators prepare

for the vessels (see below), work on other vital trade

connections is lagging. Experts such as Paul Bingham,

an economist with the transportation consulting firm

Wilbur Smith Associates, say U.S. road and rail networks

are unprepared for the increase in commerce. "The most

critical problems are in urban areas near the ports,"

Bingham says. "These are dense regions without a lot of

room to expand." Ships will unload twice as much cargo,

causing logistical gridlock, says Johanna Mendelson

Forman, senior associate with the Americas Program at

the Center for Strategic and International Studies.

"Railroads are at capacity in the U.S., and we have not

invested what we need to be competitive." Bingham

says the clock is ticking: "Three years is a blink of an eye.

It's almost too late." -amirkhan

GROWING CARGO SHIPS

Draft:

39,5 ft

Panamax

New Panamax

965 ft 106 ft

Draft:

50 ft

m IBayonne, N~J.

The Bayonne Bridge

at the mouth of

Newark Bay has a

clearance ofjust 151
feet—even current

ships have a hard

time fitting beneath
it. The Port Authority

of New York and

New Jersey recently

approved a $1 billion

plan to raise the

bridge to 215 feet.

Construction is

expected to begin

within two years and

to be completed by

2016. Officials say
the bridge will remain

open to traffic during

construction.

1200 ft

m i

160 ft

Baltimore, Md.
Engineers have been
increasing the depth

of this shipping

channel from 45 feet

to 50 feet to

accommodate New
Panamax ships at

the docks. The $105
million project will be

finished in 2012, two
years ahead of the

2014 opening of the

expanded canal.

Officials credit the

quick work to the

establishment of a

public-private

partnership that

spared the project

from budget cuts at

the state level.

Charleston, S.C.^
The port currently

supports larger

Panamax ships only

at high tide. This

year, local officials

and the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers

approved a study to

investigate the

environmental and

economic impact of

dredging the

channel. But a lack of

funding could delay

the analysis for eight

years, long after the

new canal opens to

ship traffic. Dredging,

if it happens, could

cost $310 million.

Savannah, Ga. *
Big ships destined for

Savannah are filled

to half-capacity and

enter the port during

high tide in order to

avoid scraping the

river bottom. The

state has partially

funded an impending

dredging project, but

local environmental-

ists express concern

that deepening the

channel could

decrease the already

depleted dissolved

oxygen levels in the

river and introduce

salt into freshwater

wetlands.

Life

Beyond
Flash?
^ A replace-

ment for a
computer's
flash memory
is closer,

thanks to a
new advance
by IBM.
Phase-change
memory
(PCM) relies

on specialized

material that
transforms
from a highly
organized
crystalline

structure to

an amorphous
form when
voltage is

applied. Like
flash, PCM
involves no
moving parts
and retains

information
even when
the power is

turned off.

But it can also

read and
write data
100 times
faster than
flash and
can endure
millions of

times more
read-write
cycles. The
IBM research
shows that a
multilevel
form of PCM
can store

information
without
errors for

at least five

months,
a significant

improvement
upon previous
versions.
- ALEX HUTCHINSON
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TECH WATCH MANNED
SPACEFLIGHT

PAST LIVES

N
Did Dino Blood Run Hot or Cold?

O A team of researchers led by
Caltech has developed a new
technique to help settle the

long-standing debate about

the body temperature of

dinosaurs. The team analyzed
the concentrations of carbon-13

and oxygen-18 isotopes in 11

dino teeth dug up in the west-

ern U.S. and Tanzania. Since

those two isotopes clump in a

predictable way depending on
temperature, the researchers

were able to conclude that

Brachiosaurus had a body temperature within a degree or two of

100.8 F, and Camarasaurus, 96.3 F. While those temperatures are

similar to that of humans today, it doesn't necessarily mean dinos

were warmblooded: Their large size may have allowed them to

conserve heat efficiently. The new data will have to be incorporated

into dinosaur physiological models, along with factors, such as the

spacing between fossilized tracks, that offer clues about the speed
of dinosaur metabolism, -alexhutchinson

NASA's New
Space Plane

Sierra Nevada
Corp. received $80
million this year to

develop its Dream
Chaser space plane

(above), aiming for a

2015 test flight. The

money is part of

NASA's Commercial

Crew Development
program, which is

funding research on a

manned spacecraft

that would replace the

space shuttle. Dream
Chaser is the only

space plane in the

CCD program; two
craft in development

are capsules, and the

third would take off

and land vertically.

Dream Chaser would
launch atop an Atlas V
rocket, dock with the

International Space
Station and land on

a runway.

-JOEPAPPALARDO

Change
of Tunes

On Oct. 23,

2001, Apple

introduced its first

portable music

player, the iPod,

to mixed reviews.

Ten years and

315 million sales

later, the iPod's

influence on

consumer

technology is hard

to overstate. But

the iPod era is

coming to a close.

Smartphones

with music and
video players are

replacing the

iPod, along with

the category it

helped create.

—JQHNHERRMAN

iPod

Price: $400
Capacity: 5 GB
Vanquished foe:

Archos Jukebox

iPod 4G
Price: $300
Capacity: 20 GB
Vanquished foe:

Creative Zen

iPod Nano

Price: $200
Capacity: 2 GB
Vanquished foe:

SanDisk Sansa

iPod Touch

Price: $300
Capacity: 8 GB
Vanquished foe:

Microsoft Zune

iPhone 4

Price: $200
Capacity: 16 GB
Vanquished foe:

Apple iPod
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The 430® Tongue and Groove Plier. Behold, its a beefy 18 ounces of American high-

/ carbon C1080 steel. At a healthy 10 inches long, it's got the leverage you need to really get around on a
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Scan here to go to Plier U and see how the

CHANNELLOCK® 430* Tongue & Groove Plier
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Do you have an irregular heartbeat called atrial fibrillation

not caused by a heart valve problem?

And do you take warfarin, or Coumadin®, to reduce your stroke risk?

Doctor Compensated

3*

M

If vou need help pavino for your medication CARES can help,
FBUNIMTIONF»UNDATION

and for more information about PRADAXA call 1-877-PRADAXA or visit pradaxa.com. \ii|||iy ingelheim



Here's why you should ask your doctor about PRADAXA.

In a clinical trial, PRADAXA 150 mg reduced stroke risk 35% more than warfarin

Risk reduction was greatest when compared to patients on warfarin

whose blood tests showed lower levels of control.

Unlike warfarin, no regular blood tests.

PRADAXA is a prescription blood-thinning medicine

used to reduce the risk of stroke and blood clots

in people with atrial fibrillation not caused by a

heart valve problem. With atrial fibrillation, part of

the heart does not beat the way it should. This can

cause blood clots to form, increasing your risk

of a stroke. PRADAXA lowers the chance of

blood clots forming in your body.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
ABOUT PRADAXA
PRADAXA can cause bleeding which can be serious

and sometimes lead to death. Don't take PRADAXA
if you currently have abnormal bleeding or if you

have ever had an allergic reaction to it. Your risk

of bleeding with PRADAXA may be higher

if you: are 75 years old or older, have kidney

problems, have stomach or intestine bleeding that is

recent or keeps coming back or you have a stomach

ulcer, take other medicines that increase your risk of

bleeding, like aspirin products, non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and blood thinners.

Call your doctor or seek immediate medical
care if you have any of the following signs

or symptoms of bleeding: any unexpected,

severe, or uncontrollable bleeding; or bleeding that

lasts a long time, unusual or unexpected bruising,

coughing up or vomiting blood; or vomit that

looks like coffee grounds, pink or brown urine;

red or black stools (looks like tar), unexpected

pain, swelling, or joint pain, headaches and

feeling dizzy or weak.

It is important to tell your doctor about all

medicines, vitamins and supplements you
take. Some of your other medicines may
affect the way PRADAXA works.

Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed

by your doctor. Don't stop taking
PRADAXA without talking to your doctor

as your risk of stroke may increase.

Tell your doctor if you are planning to have any
surgery, or medical or dental procedure, because

you may have to stop taking PRADAXA for a short

time. PRADAXA can cause indigestion, stomach

upset or burning, and stomach pain.

You are encouraged to report

negative side effects of prescription

drugs to the FDA.
Visit www.fda/medwatch or call

1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see more detailed

Medication Guide on next page.

Reduce your risk of a stroke caused by a clot that starts in the heart. Prodoxd
dabigatran etexilate

CAPSULES
PX94644C0NSA



Pradaxa
dabigatran etexilate

CAPSULES

MEDICATION GUIDE
PRADAXA (pra dax

1

a)

(dabigatran etexilate mesylate)

capsules

Read this Medication Guide before you start taking PRADAXA and

each time you get a refill. There may be new information. This

Medication Guide does not take the place of talking with your

doctor about your medical condition or your treatment.

What is the most important information I should know about

PRADAXA?
• PRADAXA can cause bleeding which can be serious, and

sometimes lead to death. This is because PRADAXA is a

blood thinner medicine that lowers the chance of blood clots

forming in your body.

• You may have a higher risk of bleeding if you take

PRADAXA and:

• Are over 75 years old

• Have kidney problems

• Have stomach or intestine bleeding that is recent or keeps

coming back, or you have a stomach ulcer

• Take other medicines that increase your risk of bleeding,

including;

• aspirin or aspirin containing products

• long-term (chronic) use of non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs)

• warfarin sodium (Coumadin®, Jantoven®)

• a medicine that contains heparin

• clopidogrel (Plavix®)

• prasugrel (Effient®)

Tell your doctor if you take any of these medicines. Ask your

doctor or pharmacist if you are not sure if your medicine is

one listed above.

• PRADAXA can increase your risk of bleeding because it

lessens the ability of your blood to dot While you take PRADAXA:

• You may bruise more easily

• It may take longer for any bleeding to stop

Call your doctor or get medical help right away if you

have any of these signs or symptoms of bleeding:

• Unexpected bleeding or bleeding that lasts a long time,

such as:

• unusual bleeding from the gums
• nose bleeds that happen often

• menstrual bleeding or vaginal bleeding that is

heavier than normal

• Bleeding that is severe or you cannot control

• Pink or brown urine

• Red or black stools (looks like tar)

• Bruises that happen without a known cause or get larger

• Cough up blood or blood clots

• Vomit blood or your vomit looks like "coffee grounds"

• Unexpected pain, swelling, or joint pain

• Headaches, feeling dizzy or weak

Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed. Do not stop taking

PRADAXA without first talking to the doctor who prescribes

it for you. Stopping PRADAXA may increase your risk of a stroke.

PRADAXA may need to be stopped, if possible, for one or

more days before any surgery, or medical or dental procedure.

If you need to stop taking PRADAXA for any reason, talk to the

doctor who prescribed PRADAXA for you to find out when you

should stop taking it. Your doctor will tell you when to start

taking PRADAXA again after your surgery or procedure.

See "What are the possible side effects of PRADAXA?" for

more information about side effects.

What is PRADAXA?
PRADAXA is a prescription medicine used to reduce the risk of

stroke and blood clots in people who have a medical condition

called atrial fibrillation. With atrial fibrillation, part of the heart does

not beat the way it should. This can lead to blood clots forming and

increase your risk of a stroke. PRADAXA is a blood thinner medicine

that lowers the chance of blood clots forming in your body.

It is not known if PRADAXA is safe and works in children.

Who should not take PRADAXA?

Do not take PRADAXA if you:

• Currently have certain types of abnormal bleeding. Talk to

your doctor, before taking PRADAXA if you currently have

unusual bleeding.

• Have had a serious allergic reaction to PRADAXA. Ask your

doctor if you are not sure.

What should I tell my doctor before taking PRADAXA?
Before you take PRADAXA, tell your doctor if you:

• Have kidney problems

• Have ever had bleeding problems

• Have ever had stomach ulcers

• Have any other medical condition

• Are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known
if PRADAXA will harm your unborn baby.

• Are breastfeeding or plan to breastfeed. It is not known if

PRADAXA passes into your breast milk.

Tell all of your doctors and dentists that you are taking PRADAXA.

They should talk to the doctor who prescribed PRADAXA for you,

before you have any surgery, or medical or dental procedure.

Tell your doctor about all the medicines you take, including

prescription and non-prescription medicines, vitamins, and herbal

supplements. Some of your other medicines may affect the

way PRADAXA works. Certain medicines may increase your risk

of bleeding. See "What is the most important information I

should know about PRADAXA?"

Especially tell your doctor if you take:

• rifampin (Rifater, Rifamate, Rimactane, Rifadin)

Know the medicines you take. Keep a list of them and show it to

your doctor and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

How should I take PRADAXA?
• Take PRADAXA exactly as prescribed by your doctor.

• Do not take PRADAXA more often than your doctor tells you to.

• You can take PRADAXA with or without food.

• Swallow PRADAXA capsules whole. Do not break, chew, or

empty the pellets from the capsule.

• If you miss a dose of PRADAXA, take it as soon as you

remember. If your next dose is less than 6 hours away,

skip the missed dose. Do not take two doses of PRADAXA
at the same time.

• Your doctor will decide how long you should take PRADAXA.

Do not stop taking PRADAXA without first talking with

your doctor. Stopping PRADAXA may increase your risk

of stroke.

• Do not run out of PRADAXA. Refill your prescription before

you run out. If you plan to have surgery, or a medical or a

dental procedure, tell your doctor and dentist that you are

taking PRADAXA. You may have to stop taking PRADAXA
for a short time. See "What is the most important

information I should know about PRADAXA?"
• If you take too much PRADAXA, go to the nearest hospital

emergency room or call your doctor or the Poison Control

Center right away.



What are the possible side effects of PRADAXA?
PRADAXA can cause serious side effects.

• See "What is the most important information I should

know about PRADAXA?"
• Allergic Reactions. In some people, PRADAXA can cause

symptoms of an allergic reaction, including hives, rash,

and itching. Tell your doctor or get medical help right away
if you get any of the following symptoms of a serious

allergic reaction with PRADAXA:
• chest pain or chest tightness

• swelling of your face or tongue

• trouble breathing or wheezing

• feeling dizzy or faint

Common side effects of PRADAXA include:

• indigestion, upset stomach, or burning

• stomach pain

Tell your doctor if you have any side effect that bothers you or that

does not go away.

These are not all of the possible side effects of PRADAXA. For

more information, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

Call your doctor for medical advice about side effects. You may
report side effects to FDA at 1-800-FDA-1088.

How should I store PRADAXA?
• Store PRADAXA at room temperature between 59°F to 86°F

(1 5°C to 30°C). After opening the bottle, use PRADAXA within

30 days. Safely throw away any unused PRADAXA after 30 days.

• Store PRADAXA in the original package to keep it dry. Keep

the bottle tightly closed.

Keep PRADAXA and all medicines out of the reach of children,

General information about PRADAXA

Medicines are sometimes prescribed for purposes other than

those listed in a Medication Guide. Do not use PRADAXA for

a condition for which it was not prescribed. Do not give your

PRADAXA to other people, even if they have the same symptoms.

It may harm them.

This Medication Guide summarizes the most important

information about PRADAXA. If you would like more information,

talk with your doctor. You can ask your pharmacist or doctor

for information about PRADAXA that is written for health

professionals.

For more information, go to www.PRADAXA.com or call

1 -800-542-6257 or (TTY) 1 -800-459-9906.

What are the ingredients in PRADAXA?

Active ingredient: dabigatran etexilate mesylate

Inactive ingredients: acacia, dimethicone, hypromellose, hydroxypropyl

cellulose, talc, and tartaric acid. The capsule shell is composed of

carrageenan, FD&C Blue No. 2, FD&C Yellow No. 6, hypromellose,

potassium chloride, titanium dioxide, and black edible ink.

Distributed by:

Boetmnpr t*x»he.m Pharmaceuticals mc THis Medication Guide has been approved by
R*9*f««.CT06877USA ^ y g^^^^^^
/*^\ Boehrinser CMw^*irtB<H^>i<«^*rtiHH mihih^m
( 1 __ j® Janttwn® is a registered bademart tor USL Ptwro

^1 W InSClnCirn PlawKi»sareff5teradtrad<imarVof5anoriav«ili5
'""'

EfflarWB is 8 tcgtsteiod tiadomark of Eli Lfty and Company

i is a rcgetfirw) trademark of Boehrmger Ingelhelm

Pharou GmbH S Co KG and used under license

Copyrighl© 2011 Bwhnnget Ingetwim PharmKOJictfs, Inc.
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TECH WATCH

EXPLORING SPACE *sS .^nrir^ 1

HARPOON
LAUNCHER

SOLAR
PANELS

XENON
TANKS

ION
ENGINES

POTABLE
WATER TANKS

\ \ CABLE

HABITATION
AND SCIENCE
MODULES

CREW
CAPSULE
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How to Harpoon
an Asteroid
• NASA plans to send astronauts to an unspecified asteroid by 2025—but how the

spacecraft carrying them will land is still an open question; an asteroid's gravity is too weak to

hold a lander. Instead, astronauts will have to grapple the asteroid to secure their ship to its

surface. Inspired by fishermen, hikers and mountaineers, researchers at MIT are investigating

techniques for shooting projectiles into the rock to stabilize spacecraft with cables. A capsule

could travel down the tether on mechanized rollers or fly around the entire asteroid to wrap it

with cable, providing astronauts with downward pressure that would serve as artificial gravity.

Projectiles would need to be tailor-made for each target (see below). "Some asteroids might

have a metallic core, and trying to anchor to them would be like banging a nail into an anvil,"

says Jeffrey Hoffman, a professor of aeronautics and astronautics at MIT and a former

astronaut. "Others may just be a rubble pile, which would be like trying to pitch a tent on a

snowfield." Astronauts could also use these docking techniques on the moons of Mars—which
the Obama administration has cited as possible destinations—because of their similarly weak
surface gravity, -alysonsheppard

\'

. v.

LAUNCHERS

Spring-loaded gun -> Simple and
lightweight, this launcher could

repeatedly shoot a projectile without

using an energy source.

PROJECTILES

Electromagnetic launcher * Two
metal rails flank the projectile,

zapping it with a large electric current

to cause high acceleration.

Piton -» Made of steel alloy

and aimed at surface cracks,

pitons are well-suited for

asteroids with metal cores.

.

Harpoon -> Barbs on the

harpoon open once it sinks

into rock, preventing the

anchor from coming loose.

-

Steam catapult -» Steam pressure

drives a shuttle carrying the projectile.

The shuttle shoots to the end of the rail

and propels the projectile into space.

Corkscrew -> After sinking the

tip into its target, a motor
twists the corkscrew to

secure it in granular rubble.

[Hi

o

L/l

Why not send robots to an asteroid?
People can adapt to unplanned situations much better than robotic systems can. The whole environment of asteroids is still

unknown, so the more flexibility we have with anchoring equipment, the more likely we'll be successful. We'll take as many
different methods as possible and let the astronauts try them out, make adjustments on the spot, and see which ones work best.

— JEFFREY HOFFMAN, professor ofaeronautics and astronautics at MITand five-time space shuttle astronaut

m

m
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1&1 DUAL HOSTING

Best value for your
business! We are dedicated to

security, innovation and value when
it comes to your website.

Dual Security:
Your website is simultaneously hosted

in 2 locations in our geo-redundant

data centers!

High speed

Global Network:
21 GBit/s Connectivity

Environmentally

Responsible:
100% Renewable Energy

Solid Technical

Foundation:
1,000 In-house Developers
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NOW
6 MONTHS

FREE!* GoDaddy

Packaqe

Domains

Wcbspace

Traffic

1 -Click Applications

E-mail

MySQL

FTP Accounts

Dedicated IP Address

Superior Security through

1&1 Dual Hosting

Programming Language

Support

SSL Certificate

Set-up Fee

Monthly Cost

Annual Cost

1&1 BUSINESS

1

ULTIMATE

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

/

/
PHP5, PERL, Python,

Ruby, Zend

1 (forever)

$999

$9.99
6 MONTHS FREE*

$69.93

Network

Solutions®

UNLIMITED

1

unlimited unlimited

unlimited unlimited

unlimited

1,000 unlimited

unlimited unlimited

50 unlimited

/

PHP5, PERL, Python,

Ruby on Rails

1 {just initial term)

PHP5, Python, Ruby

on Rails, Zend

$139.00 (per year)

$11.99 $ 29.1

3

$143.88 $488.50

1-877-GO-1AND1 www.1and1.com

1-855-CA-1AND1 www.1and1.ca

Visit our website for

more special offers:

1&1 UNLIMITED
Package just

$6.99 per

month

'Offer vaild for a United lime. 12 month minimum contrail term required. Other terms and conditions may cpply. Visit www.landl .com for full promotional offer details. Program

and pricing specifirations and avai>3biliiy subject to change without notice. 1&1 ar>dthe 1&I logo are trademarks ol »$1 internet AC. all other trademarks arethepiopert/of their

respective owners ©2011 1&I Internet AG All rights reserved.



TECH WATCH

• THE ART OF PHYSICS

Constant
Change
-* Every four years an

international group called

the Committee on

Data for Science and

Technology makes public

its accepted values for

the fundamental

constants of nature. That

way, for example, every

physicist studying

quantum mechanics is

using the same figure for

the size of a proton (right).

The committee adjusts

these figures in response

to more accurate

measurements.

-JOEPAPPALARDO

PROTON RADIUS

QUANTIFIES THE SIZEOFA
FUNDAMENTAL PARTICLE

Recent experiments led the

group to recommend a slight

increase in the proton's size.

This recommendation
dismisses as "inconsistent"

the results of other recent

research, which used an exotic

form of hydrogen and

suggested that the proton

size was smaller.

PLANCK CONSTANT

DEFINES THE SIZE OF THE
SMALLESTENERGIES OF
LIGHTPACKETS

Two ways of calculating this

constant—one that counts

silicon atoms in a pure crystal

and another that compares
electrical and mechanical

power—come up with slightly

different values. The new
figure reflects the fact that the

two values are converging.

CONSTANT OF GRAVITATION

DICTATES THE STRENGTH
OFNEWTONIAN GRAVITY

New ways to measure gravity

have determined that this

constant is slightly less

powerful. The value appears
in both Einstein's theory of

relativity and Newton's law
of universal gravitation, but

the change does not greatly

influence either theory.

AMAZING OPTICS

V
Shoot First, Focus Later
Despite substantial improvements in quality, the way cameras take photographs has barely changed over the past

half-century: Point, focus and click to capture a static image. This fall, Lytro, a Silicon Valley startup, plans to release

a commercial "light-field camera" that reinvents the time-honored process. — MARY BETH GRIGGS

How does it work". A light field is "the amount of light

traveling in every direction in every point in space," says Ren

Ng, Lytro's founder. Instead ofjust recording how much light

hits each pixel in the camera's sensor, a light-field system

incorporates a microlens array and software to capture the

color, intensity and direction of the light rays.

What advantages does it have over a conventional

camera? Light-field camera pictures can be refocused

after they are taken or converted into 3D images. Also,

by inserting a microlens array into a microscope,

scientists can observe live specimens from multiple

perspectives.

L FOCAL POINTS j l
USING SOFTWARE,
FOCUS IS POSSIBLE
ANYWHERE AFTER THE
IMAGE IS CAPTURED

MICROLENS
ARRAY

LENS
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BEST

VALUE!

.com
ICANN Fee

Private Domain
Registration

Annual Cost

»

$&9Q
Included

FREE!

GoDadd/

$0.99*
first year, then S9.99

$11.99

$0.18

$9.99

$22.16
then $22.16

Network
Solutions®

$34.99

Included

$9.99

$44.98
then $44.98

MEMBER OF

united
internet;!

YOI IP PRIVACY IS IMPORTANT.
WE AGRFF

at s why at 1&1, all domains come with FREE

Private Domain Registration to protect your

name, address, phone number and e-mail from

spammers and identity thieves.

1-877-GO-1A www.1and1.com

1-855-CA-1AND1 www.1and1.ca

price is a limited time offer and is valid for the first year only. After first year, standard pricing applies. Private domain registration is not available for .us, .co, and .ca domains.

Visit www.1and1.com for full promotional offer details. Program and pricing specifications and availability subject to change without notice. 1&1 and the 1&1 logo are trademarks of

1&1 Internet AG, all other trademarks are the property of their respective owners. © 2011 1&1 Internet AG. All rights reserved.
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PREPAREDNESS

AFTER THESTORM
FIRST CAME THE SWARM OF TORNADOES, THEN THE BLACKOUT. OFFICIALS EXAMINE THE
AFTERMATH OF A DISASTER TO HELP OTHERS PLAN FOR THE WORST. BYJOEPAPPALARDO

Thousands of workers fanned
out in Alabama to repair

damaged power lines.

No one in Huntsville, Ala., expected the storms that ravaged it on April 27
to knock the city and surrounding areas off the grid completely. But a series

of tornadoes severed all eight major power feeds into Madison County,

leaving at least 340,000 northern Alabama residents in the dark for six days.

Two months later, federal officialsjoined a public-private roundtable in

Huntsville to review some of the observations that could be applied to other

disasters. The risks go beyond weather—cascading equipment failure, solar

flares and cyber attacks could also shut down power, making the lessons

from Alabama applicable to every citizen, business leader and politician.

o©
i
ADVICE FOR INDIVIDUALS

l [ADVICE FOR INDUSTRY
]

SEEK OUTBIG HOTELS I n

Huntsville, major hotel chains had fuel

for their generators shipped in, enabling

people to get online or power cell-

phones. "Hotels were one of the best

places you could go to connect to the

world," says Rodney Robertson,

executive director of Auburn Univer-

sity's Huntsville Research Center.

RELYONBATTERY-OPERATED OR
HAND-CRANKED RADIOS Officials

delivered news every morning, and local

stations constantly reported updates.

"People called in to say, 'Get gas in

Athens,' or 'There's a grocery open with

ice/" says Dale Jobes, chair of the

Energy Huntsville Initiative, a public-

private advocacy group.

TAKECARE OFEMERGENCY
GENERATORS » Having emergency

systems is not enough. "There was a

major nationwide retailer here that had

a generator to operate their facility in

case something like this happened,"

Robertson says. "But they never

maintained it. They never got the

generator working during the event."

MAKESURE SENSITIVE
LOCATIONSARE SECURE •
Huntsville is home to many defense-

technology firms. After a few days in the

dark, the emergency batteries powering

security systems died, leaving secret

information and facilities unguarded.

Better backups, including guards and

stockpiles of batteries, are needed.

ADVICE FOR GOVERNMENT

MAINTAINA LISTOFCRITICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE - Some futilities

are clear priorities, such as hospitals

and nursing homes. Other places may
not be so obvious. In Huntsville, the

Army's Redstone Arsenal was

designated as an industrial center and

therefore low on the list to receive

public power. But with classified

projects under way and vital repair work

on tight schedules—not to mention

families living on post—the base needed

quicker attention.

DIVERSIFY YOUR POWER SUPPLY
• One of the benefits of renewable

energy is decreased dependence on a

centralized grid. For example, despite

widespread storm damage, the

communities in northern Alabama

supplied by a hydroelectric power plant

kept their electricity. Using local sources

of renewable energy to create

redundancy is a smart way to safeguard

against the unexpected.
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Mother Nature is full of surprises. Be prepared for all of them with

the Zippo Outdoor line. From hand warmer to emergency fire

starter, this rugged, durable line is designed to keep outdoorsmen

warm in any conditions that the great outdoors throws their way.
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Select products available at Gander Mtn., Sheels, Sportsman's Warehouse, Cabela's, and Zippo.com
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HD HERO
Starting at $179

World's Most Versatile

HD Camera
Wear it. Mount it. Love it.

1080p/960p/720pHD Video

Professional Quality Sound

30 and 60 FPS Recording

5MP Auto Photo Mode

Lithium-Ion Rechargeable

32GB SD Compatible

Waterproof 180' /60m

gopro.com
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GEAR + TOOLS + TOYS

Upgrade

MAGNITUDE 4 2
DEPTH 5.8 ..."

Stay Tuned
It began as a birthday present and

won funding from Kickstarter. Now
designer Paula Anne Patterson of

Brooklyn, NY., is scaling up production

of the BKNYdesign V-luxe iPad

Stand ($499) from an initial run—of

30. To gauge interest, she showed off

an early walnut prototype outside an

NYC Apple Store. Several double-

takes, guffaws and lots of smiles later,

she was back in her shop, carving up

V-luxes by hand, by herself. A push-in

dowel aligns with the iPad's home
button, well-placed holes accommo-

date the charger and headphone jack,

and the cabinet is sized just right for a

kickin pair of Bluetooth-enabled

Soundmatters FoxL V2 speakers.

The only thing missing is a set of

rabbit ears.— harrysawyers
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Genesis
of the

Tractor

» Your first car was the
family Pinto. Make up for it

with a proper first tractor:

John Deere s 1026R
($12,595). (You made
enough money to buy a
pasture, didn't ya?) More
than 25 attachments
include a land plane, belly

mower, backhoe bucket
and the always-popular
front-end loader, each of
which hooks up by simply
driving u[D to it with the

main rig. "Guys buy these
with five or sixjobs in mind,
then take it home and do
20," product manager Dan
Paschkesays. Got a
driveway to grade?

Rough
Justice-*
Rust on the

railing? Weld
standing proud?

Just want to

reduce the

surface area of

an object by a

thousandth of an

inch? Fire up
25,000 rpm on a

4.4-pound

Makita 18-Volt

Cordless %-lnch

Die Grinder

($169Aool;
$379/kit)and

find out how a

monster Dremel

would operate.

Light-Headed -> If 200 lumens and

four brightness settings can't guide you

back to camp, maybe you shouldn't

stumble off in the dark. Good thing the

Mammut X-Shot Headlamp ($89) also

has an emergency beacon good for 96
hours of steady, desperate blinking.

PM-TESTED Stalwart Sawbucks

-> Rated to support up to 1000 pounds apiece, DeWalt Heavy Duty Work Stands ($89)
practically invite abuse. With a pair of universal miter-saw mounting brackets (a $30
add-on), the stands can be configured for a multitude of duties. Our pair held bench-top

machinery, suffered merciless percussive strikes, endured circular-saw crosscuts and even

served as seating at a sweltering summer barbecue. — STUARTDEUTSCH

Bench Tools
The mounting brackets

have potential beyond just

miter saws. After attaching

a plywood platform to the

brackets, we bolted down
a 10-inch drill press and
found the stand to be a

very stable base for each

machine. A disc sander, a

bench grinder or a portable

planer would also do well.

Jigs and Vises
We mounted a 40-pound

bench vise to one of the

stands, stuck a foot-long

2 x 4 in itsjaws and beat

on the board with a

3-pound hammer. A secure

footing minimized motion,

but the stand did slide a bit.

Not bad for a tool meant to

support static loads.

Workpieces
We fastened sacrificial

2 x 4s, then used a circular

saw to rip plywood sheets

with ease. Two stands had

no trouble with traditional

sawhorse work. Ordinary

bar clamps and C-clamps

secure small pieces along

the rails, and notches and

holes at each end hold

pipes and accept DeWalt's

track-saw clamps.
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PROMOTION

SUBSCRIBE AND SAVE!

October

PopMech
iPad App
Each month, the Popular Mechanics team

takes every word and picture of the print issue,

optimizes it for the iPad and adds interactive

functionality to enhance the individual stories.

The result? PopMech: a must-download app!

This month you'll enjoy the "Build Your Own

Plane" cover story, brilliant concepts for the

home of the future from the 201 1 Solar

Decathlon, and in-depth analysis of the disturb-

ing rise of the megastorm.

I

THE NEW 3? FTER
TRONGE
EW FITS

AVAILABLE AT

JCPENNEY
and JCP.COM

HLEECOM
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Boiler Extraordinaire -» All due respect to the furnace, but

spending a winter buffeted by hot, dry air doesn't compare to lolling in

the cozy comfort of hydremic radiant heat. Those mittens drying on the

iron radiator? Wonderful! Now there's a stellar new option for feeding

those heating units and more. Bosch Greenstar Boilers ($4390 for a
lOOK-Btu unit) can burn up to 98.7 percent of the natural gas or

propane pumped in. This is incomparable efficiency for a combination

boiler and water heater, which supplies H
2

to radiators and showers. A
modulating fan adjusts air intake to optimize fuel use. An aluminum/
silicon heat exchanger's 50-plus fins transmit heat better than

all-aluminum units. The machine heats up when the weather cools,

thanks to an outdoor weather monitor. And an expansion vessel allows

the system to churn up to 120 liters of water—perfect for stately

radiators big enough for the whole family's mittens.

Two to

Tailgate
+ While developing
Stanley's Nineteenl3
Carbonated Drink
Bottle ($28), senior
industrial designer Tyler

Gilbert staked out Big
Gulpersata local soda
fountain until he devised
an ideal vessel to

prolong the fizz. Domed
interior sides resist

pressure buildup, and a

firm lid leash keeps the
cap from smacking you
in the face. The cofa

could stay a bit colder,

but that's where the
Yeti Roadie 20 ($199)
comes in. Its 2.5-inch

polystyrene insulation

dwarfs typical inch-thick

cooler walls. Bungee-
style rubber fasteners

shut the lid tight; a hefty

gasket seals the deal. A
padlock port stymies
bears and thieves. And
after a 23.5-hour test,

we still had ice. Cheers.
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When something needs to

get fixed —whether a leaky

faucet or faulty electrical circuit

—

you're the kind of man who rolls

up his sleeves and takes care of

business. But to do the job right,

you need the right tools.

From a sledgehammer and drill

to a circular saw and even

earmuffs, these are the

essential tools you MUST

have in your arsenal—

with instructions on

buying and using

each and every one

PopularMechanics

EVERY

NEEDS

TOOLS
IHI»tt««Mt«lt«Mlft|||« atfli

And How to Use Them Like a Pro

Available wherever books are sold, or call 1-866-338-3778 to order,

or go to bn.com/75tools
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UPGRADE

Swinger
4 Not too many power
tools combine the precision

of a jigsaw and the versatil-

ity of a reciprocating saw,
but then again, few pair

those qualities in as many
ways as the Rockwell
Trans4mer ($120) does.

For instance, the 3-inch

blade can pivot 90 degrees
until it's in line with the
handle, like a reciprocating
saw—andttiat'sjust one of

the hybrid's six cutting
positions. Considering the

whole package almost fits

in your palm, the tool is

surprisingly capable: It cuts
up to 2-inch-thick wood,
5/32-inch steel sheet and
1%-inch-diameter PVC pipe.

The 2400-rpm stroke won't
do demolition like a

Sawzall, but it can sneak
into a stud bay just the
same. Use it to notch
framing, trim 12-gauge
sheet metal, alter a shop
shelf and more.

i

^ fttoogg l̂jir^

Debut Socket
-> Fed up with spending

Saturday projects

searching for a lost socket,

civil engineer E.J. Kim
invented a universal head

he calls the Go-2 Socket

($15), a tool that also grips

and extracts rounded,

damaged bolts. A fat

machine screw through the

side of the socket cranks

down on a flat facet,

wedging the head into a

V-shaped nook. The socket

should then jolt the bolt

free. It's a promising

concept, but in our testing,

we wished the threads

were finer for more precise

adjustment. But, hey, it's

Kim's first tool on the

market—nice start!

Chain Breaker*
Snipping link after link of

No. 135 zinc-plated chain

with the Knipex CoBolt

Compact Bolt Cutters

($78) took less effort than

squeezing a pair of

Vise-Grips. Credit the flared

recess near the pliers'

pivot point, which bites

and holds links, nails, bolts,

rivets or hanging rods for

drop ceilings while the user

musters up a measly

190 newtons of fist force.

An offset-lever action

multiplies that grip by a

factor of 20. Up against

induction-hardened cutting

edges rated on the

Rockwell scale at

64 HRC, shanks don't

stand a chance.
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The Tech-0-Meter
-» New gadgets hit the market at such a fast pace that they can all become a blur.

Here we present 11 items worth focusing on, for better or worse, byjohnherrman

WINDOWS PHONE MANGO The first

major update to Microsoft's smartphone

is a giant leap forward at a make-or-break

moment forWindows Phone: It can

finally hold its own against iOS and

Android, but is it too late? (from $200)

WH U Nintendo's next

console has a wireless,

tablet-like controller.

Demos look promising. If

it's a hit, it could match
the success of the Wii. If

not, well, remember
Sega? (price not set)

ULTRABOOKSThe
Samsung Series 9 is

part of a new breed of

thin, attractive, solid-

state laptop PCs. Intel

calls them Ultrabooks.

With similar machines

due from Asus and

HP,theUltrabook

template is a clear look

at the future of

laptops. ($1 150)

SV

PANASONIC
TOUGHBOOK
Just another

Android

tablet, but it

can take a

lickin'. (price

not set)

EARTHSHAKING

m

KX

OLYMPUS PEN E-P3 SERIES The acronym is EVIL

(electronic viewfinder with interchangeable lens),

but Olympus's retro-style cameras are good. The
family—the full-featured PEN E-P3, the smaller,

cheaper E-PL3 and the silly-thin E-PM1—features
improved sensors and image processing. All

make a solid case against entry-level DSLRs.

(E-P3, $900; others, price not set)

\

OLYMPUS

-/

t^»«**

*
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MOTOROLA
TRIUMPH An
Android phone

with a twist: It's

on Virgin Mobile,

contract-free.

(phone, $300;
plans from

$25/month)

SONY VITA With the

Vita-call it PSP, take

three—Sony bets that

console-quality graphics,

a touchscreen and

downloadable games will

keep the smartphone

gaming threat at bay.

We'll see. ($250)

«V#
% m

SONY PLAYSTATION 3D DISPLAY A 3D gaming monitor with a

minor but brilliant trick: The glasses show two players two
different outputs. No split screen. But worth the price? ($500)

*****

NOKIA N9 Poor Nokia

planned a new smartphone

OS, MeeGo, and lovely

hardware to go with it. Then
Nokia switched to Microsoft

Windows Phone and MeeGo
was euthanized. The N9 may
be the only MeeGo phone

released. DOA. (price not set)

IRRELEVANT

BLACKBERRY 7

PHONES
Once upon a time,

"BlackBerry" meant
"smartphone." The

world has moved on.

This new line is

already disastrously

outdated.

(est. from $200)

KINGSTON
WI-DRIVE The
best way to add
storage to an iPad

is with this 16 GB
wireless external

drive. But it's not

just the best way,

it's the only way.

($130)
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INTRODUCING

T50 elite
IM

PROFESSIONAL MANUAL STAPLE GUN
AND 1" BRAD NAIL GUN

History has a way of repeating itself

With its sleek new look, ergonomic feel and versatile features, the T50elite*
M

is the latest

innovation from the home of the original T50® Staple Gun.

\&[ U.S. Patented Drive Technology:

Easier to squeeze with up to 60% more power*

Ef High-Low Power Setting

Ef Built-in adjustable wire guide

Ef Fires six sizes of

to a 1 " brad nail

T50elite ...Maximum versatility,

at home or on the jobsite.
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Protecting the Future of Nature
Arctic sea ice, a critical habitat for polar bears, is vanishing before

our eyes. As polar bears are forced to spend more time on land, the

potential for conflict between humans and bears grows. WWF creates

global solutions to cut carbon emissions—a leading cause of the

depletion of sea ice—while also working with local communities,

scientists and governments in Alaska and Russia to reduce the

threats to polar bears. We can protect the needs of polar bears

while respecting the needs of local communities.

Be Part of Our Work worldwildiife.org



QUIKRETE® ZIP & MIX

QUIKRETE*Zip&

Mix Repair Mortar is

specifically formulated to

make structural repairs to

any concrete, masonry or

stucco surface. Just mix

and use right out of the

pouch. It's so easy, just

unzip the 3 pound plastic

pouch, add water and

knead thoroughly.

Visit www.QUIKRETE.com for more information.

8 DAYS IN PANAMA FROM $995

Cruise the Panama Canal in special smaller boats. Study the

operation of the famous locks from above. Savor the fun in

the vibrant new Panama City. Relax at your beach resort. All

Inclusive Vacation Package. A travel destination perfect for

men and women. 2012 is your year to go!

^^ VACATION BEGINS ATCARAVAN.COM

Caravan
Since 1952 • COITI

Visit www.caravan.com for more information.

PROGRESSIVE INSURANCE

Homeowners insurance from Progressive is now available.

At Progressive, we love helping people save money on

insurance. Now you have one more way to get the kind of

savings you expect. Saving you time and money. Now that's

Progressive.

PROGRESSIVE

Visit PR0GRESSIVE.COM
or call 1-800-PROGRESSIVE for more information.

GREAT PRODUCTS AND PROMOTIONAL
OFFERS FROM PM ADVERTISERS

LOCTITE. TRUSTED PERFORMANC
PROVEN RESULTS.™

For over 50 years, people have trusted the proven

performance of Loctite® adhesives to stand up to

the world's most challenging jobs, from jet

planes and race cars to the space shuttle.

And there's a Loctite specially formulated

for your important job too, whether you're

building a deck or repairing a vase. To

find the Loctite that's right for your next

project, from Super Glue to Construction

Adhesives, visit loctiteproducts.com. LOCTITE

Visit www.loctiteproducts.com for more information

JOIN RADIOSHACK'S THE
GREAT CREATE

w t
'

tv T r

CREATEd

At RadioShack
;
we know the

coolest things about the parts

we offer are the things you

make with them. That's why

we've launched The Great

Create. We're searching for

the most interesting creations

made using RadioShack parts. Have a great creation you'd like

to submit? Want to see what others have come up with? Visit

RadioShack.com/DIY and join The Great Create today.

Visit www.RadioShack.com/DIY for more information.
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A standard 3,000-mile oil change gets you coast to coast M
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The AMSOIL 25,000-mile oil

takes you around the world.
J
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When AMSOIL applied jet age
lubricant technology to automobile
engines in 1972 the rules changed.

AMSOIL synthetic motor oil was in a different

class. It expanded the boundaries of lubricant

performance and delivered value that

motorists had never realized before. To this

day, only AMSOIL premium synthetic motor

oils come with a 25,000-mile/one-year*

oil change interval guarantee. Accept no

substitutes. AMSOIL is the first

•^,1 H
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It's not easy to remake an icon. And
yet the 1998 New Beetle was a

massive hit. So what to do for an

encore? Lose the Beetle's cutesy

image and replace it with a little

machismo—and substance.

Volkswagens designers brought

forward the original Beetle's flatter,

chopped roofline for a hunkered,

more serious look. The $18,995
Beetle will come with a standard

170-hp inline-five model or an

optional 200-hp turbo four-banger

for $23,395. Both will be mated to

VW's DSG or manual transmis-

sions. The new car rides on a

shortened version of theVW
Jetta's chassis. But only the Turbo

wears an independent rear

suspension. Slide into the Beetle's

front seat and you'll notice retro

touches such as the second

Kaeferfach glovebox. On the roads

surrounding Berlin, the Beetle

Turbo was completely docile and

rode smoothly despite the big,

19-inch tires. Dig deep into the

throttle to pass another car and

there is serious lag time before

something happens. Select the

DSG's Sport mode—problem
solved. The Beetle snaps to

attention and is happy motoring at

a quick clip. Although the Beetle

Turbo is a rung or two below the

GTI in terms of sportiness, bending

it into a series of curves certainly is

fun. Unfortunately for diesel fans, a

TDI model won't be on sale until the

spring of 2012. - ben Stewart
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New Cars test drives

O SAAB STORY

The 9-4X is Saab's first all-new

model in years and a legacy of

the period when GM owned
the Swedish brand. Thus, the

9-4X ($34,205) rides on the

same chassis as the Cadillac

SRX and borrows a couple of

GM V6 engines. That Caddy
hardware pays dividends—the

9-4X has the same creamy

refinement as the SRX. We
spent three days cruising

around metro Detroit in a

top-of-the-line Aero and found

the 300-hp turbo engine easily

up to the task of motivating

the 2-ton wagon. The Bose
surround-sound system kicked

hard, whether we were
listening to Iggy and the

Stooges (hey, this was Detroit)

or soothing classical. We dig

the 9-4X's huge, 20-inch

wheels and the novelty of the

marque. More than one fellow

motorist felt compelled to roll

down a window and ask, "Hey,

what is that?" Yup, it's a Saab,

only prettier than the brand's

utilitarian reputation would
suggest. - JOE BARGMANN

O HOG HEAVEN

For 2012, the Road Glide

Custom is the meanest bike

spawned by Harley-Davidson's

Custom Vehicle Operations

(CVO). It packs a whopping
110-cubic-inch twin-cam

V-twin motor that generates a

Metzeler-melting 122 Ib-ft of

torque, thanks in part to the

high-flowing Heavy Breather

conical air-intake system. At

800 pounds, the Glide is a big

machine. Yet this beast will hit

triple-digit speeds faster than

any big Hariey we've ridden.

And it's reasonably easy to

bend into corners without

scraping the floorboards. Each
bike gets a custom paint job

and other sweet modifica-

tions. The downside? The

$30,699 price tag. Start

saving. - BEN STEWART

The Evoque, Land Rover's long-awaited baby Range Rover, finally hits the streets this

October. The gorgeous proportions and jewel-like details are faithful to the 2008 Detroit

auto show concept, the LRX, and its driving demeanor backs up its good looks. With no
transfer box or low ratio, this is an all-weather SUV rather than an off-road mud
plugger, but with a Haldex clutched 4x4 system, there's enough traction and ride height

for peace of mind in the snow states. A 237-hp 251-lb-ft 2.0-liter four-cylinder punches
well above its weight, and the six-speed automatic performs admirably. With great

looks, positive handling and a very fine interior, the Evoque effectively stretches the

Range Rover lineup. The new Audi Q3 will undercut Evoque's price ($43,995), but this

mini Range is the more desirable object. — Andrew English
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O ONE ROOMY RIDE

At $10,990, the 2012 Nissan

Versa sedan is a heck of a

bargain, but we wouldn't

characterize it as a steal. We'd
say that any prudent shopper

wanting the most interior

room for the money ought to

compare it with cars such as

the Hyundai Accent, Ford

Fiesta, Honda Fit and Toyota

Corolla. The Versa drives fine.

All of the responses are

predictable, if very light

(especially the steering), and

wind noise at highway speeds
is noticeable. Its placid ride is

comfortable, even when the

road is not A lot of midsize

luxo-sedans can't match its

impressive back-seat room,

including the 2011 Benz
E-Class. Not that you will ever

mistake this interior for that

car's. The grade of fabrics, the

feel of the plastics are all

strictly T.G.I. Friday's, not even

Panera. — michael frank

Mitsubishi's EV program is not well-known in the U.S., especially when compared with

the highly hyped Nissan Leaf and Chevy Volt. But back in Japan, Mitsubishi has offered

a small, battery-powered runabout, the i-MiEV, since 2009. Next January, a larger

version of the car will be available stateside. The new model will be known plainly and
without apologies to Apple's Mr. Jobs as the i. Not the i-MiEV, iEV or the iCar—just i.

Intended for urban commuters, the North American i seats four. It's roomier and more
attractive than the skinny Japanese version, but equally competent—and dull—to drive.

The 66-hp AC motor gets juice from 88 lithium-ion battery cells integrated in the floor.

Zero to 60 mph arrives in about 15 seconds, with 80 or 81 mph following eventually if

you keep the amp pedal mashed long enough. While the comfortable and understeering

i won't spark a fire in the hearts of driving enthusiasts, its efficiency is impressive: 126
mpge (miles per gallon gasoline equivalent) city, 99 mpge highway. The $27,990 price

undercuts Nissan's Leaf by more than $5000; whether that's enough to make you
consider living with a skimpy 62-mile range is up to you. -rexroy

O A GIANT OF A KILLER
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The 2012 Dodge Charger

SRT8, one of four vehicles

offered by Chrysler's Street

and Racing Technology

in-house tuning brand, is a

great alternative if you really

want a Mercedes-Benz AMG
E- or S-Class but don't happen

to have 100 large. For about

$47,000, this menacing

rear-wheel-drive sedan easily

rips off mid-4-second 0-to-60

runs, tops out at 175 mph
and has enormous slotted

Brembo brakes. Power comes
from Chrysler's signature

Hemi-head engine, which

displaces 6.4 liters and puts

out 470 hp with 470 Ib-ft of

torque. The heavy-duty,

five-speed automatic features

paddle shifters and good
shifting algorithms, but it's

missing at least two cogs

compared with competing
high-performance sedans.

Interior niceties include

comfortable leather buckets

and a bright 8.4-inch LCD with

a multifunction performance

computer. The Charger is

surprisingly tossable for a

4400-pound car—if you
overcook a corner or botch an

apex, the forgiving chassis

saves you. The two-stage

electronic stability control

offers a third position, and
when the dash telltale warns
it's off, it really is. — R.R.
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New Cars engine of the month LLUSTRATION BY MICHAEL TSCHERNJAJEW

^OVJ^RCLOCKWISE ROTATE ^
The wave

compresses
the mixture, which is

ignited to start

combustion, expansion

and power
generation.

ENGINE

OF THE

Once the rotor

passes to the area

where the exhaust port is

closed, the outwardly

traveling air-fuel

mixture rams the

housing wall, creating a

shock wave that surges

toward the middle.

biF

Fresh intake

charge, flowing from

the engine's center,

replaces the exiting

exhaust gases. The ports

are simply slots in the

housing's walls, similar

to what you see in a

Wankel rotary.

The last bit of

spent gases exits the

chamber. The geometry
and dynamic properties of

the engine are optimized

to prevent unburned fuel

from contaminating

the exhaust.

MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY'S WAVE DISK ENGINE COMPRESSES AIR AND FUEL BY USING INTERNAL SHOCK WAVES
; Si:

Michigan State University researchers,
headed by professor Norbert Mliller, have developed

an ingenious Wave Disk internal combustion engine.

The engine is flat, about the size of a saucepan, with a

15-blade rotor, and it relies on Shockwaves to

compress the fuel and air mixture. The intake charge

enters the area between the blades through ports at

the hub, while the exhaust exits through ducts at the

rotor's outer edge. The cycle works like this: Starting

from the center of the disk and radiating outward, the

incoming intake charge replaces spent gases as the

rotor spins. When the chambers between the blades

pass to the area where both the intake and exhaust

ports are closed, the outwardly flowing intake gases

slam against the housing wall. This creates a shock

wave, which travels back toward the center, com-
pressing the air-fuel mixture. The fuel is ignited and
the gases expand, pushing the rotor counterclock-

wise. The engine operates at a constant rpm, and the

geometry of the parts is optimized to reduce

emissions. When used as a backup generator in a

hybrid car, the engine could potentially increase

efficiency by more than three times compared with a

piston-engined vehicle—thanks in equal parts to the

engine's cycle and its simple, lightweight design.

MSU recently received a $2.5 million grant to

continue research, and Mliller plans to have a 34-hp

unit running this year. — larry webster
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New Cars tech trend

THE REPLACEMENT

FOR DISPLACEMENT
IN A MOVE TO SAVE FUEL, THE MOTTO "THERE'S NO
REPLACEMENT FOR DISPLACEMENT" HAS BEEN CAST ASIDE.

NOW THERE'S A NEW RELIGION IN THE HALLS OFTHE WORLD'S
AUTOMAKERS: ENGINE DOWNSIZING. BY REX ROY

NGINE SIZE IS DEFINED BY DISPLACEMENT, the combined volume of the

cylinders expressed in either cubic inches (350 cubic inches) or the metric

equivalent (5.7 liters). For years, carmakers satisfied market demands for

more power simply by making larger-displacement—and thirstier—engines.

But thanks to the first major tightening of Corporate Average Fuel

Economy (CAFE) regulations in decades and customer preference for

higher efficiency, the trend now is for smaller, not bigger, engines.

Since 1994, the percentage of GM's engines under 4.0 liters has

grown from 55 to 71. Also in 1994, GM's smallest engine was a 2.2-liter

four. Today, the automaker offers three motors under 2.0 liters.

Ford, like almost every other

automaker, is offering smaller

turbo four-cylinder engines as
alternatives to the ubiquitous

V6. New tech means these
thriftier engines suffer few
downsides.

While buyers generally don't care

what size engine is under the hood,

they want to feel a reassuring shove

when they hit the gas. So technology

has become the necessary replace-

ment for big cubes and cylinder count.

Nowadays, even low-priced cars

have high-tech engine systems such as

direct fuel injection and variable valve

lift. Those features, however, offer only

modest power and efficiency gains. To

really make a small engine perform, you

need some type of boosting system.

One answer is turbochargers, the

exhaust-driven compressors that stuff

more air into the engine and increase

power. Turbos are not new (the first

appeared around 1905 and were briefly

popular in cars in the 1980s), but better

materials and electronic controls have

mitigated disadvantages such as turbo

lag, the brief delay between pressing

the gas and the turbo kicking in.

Consider Ford's upcoming 2.0-liter

EcoBoost inline four. This engine will

produce 240 hp and will be available

alongside the 290-hp 3.5-literV6 in the

Explorer. The turbo motor will improve

highway fuel economy by 12 percent, to

around 28 mpg. How? When the engine

is lightly loaded and the exhaust flow is

minimal, the turbo provides little or no

boost. But floor the throttle and the

turbo awakens, pumping in extra air-fuel

mixture to provide a second wind. It's a

little engine that acts big on demand.

Another option is electric boost,

such as GM's eAssist system, which is

standard on Buick's LaCrosse. This

"mild" hybrid setup uses a 15-hp

starter/generator in place of the

alternator to assist the 2.4-liter

four-cylinder, boosting fuel economy
about 20 percent, to 25/36, with power
equal to a small V6 (182 hp). And the

mild hybrid system is simple and

relatively cost-effective.

Expense is an issue. Extra turbo and

electric hardware can inflate sticker

prices by anywhere from $500 to a

couple of grand. Technology is never

free, but in this case, customers will

likely save enough at the pump to offset

the difference, pm

I
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Scientifically

Engineered
to Defy Gravity!
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This is my story
I used to be more active. I used to run, play

basketball, tennis, football... I was more than
a weekend warrior. I woke up every day filled

with life! But now, in my late 30's, I spend most
of my day in the office or sacked out in front of

the TV. I rarely get to the gym - not
that I don't like working out, it's

the nagging pain in my knees and
ankles. Low energy and laziness has

got me down. My energy has fizzled

and I'm embarrassed to admit that

I've grown a spare tire (I'm sure it's

hurting my love life). Nowadays I

rarely walk. For some reason it's just

harder now. Gravity has done a job

on me.

S

Wear them and you'll know
That's what my doctor recommended. He said,

"Gravity Defyer shoes are pain-relieving shoes."

He promised they would change my life-like they
were a fountain of youth. "They ease the force

of gravity, relieving stress on your heels, ankles,

knees and back. They boost your energy by

propelling you forward." The longer he talked,

the more sense it made. He was even wearing a

pair himself!

Semi-Rigid
Hool Stabilizing

Cage

Removable
Comfort-Fit'" Insole

Accommodates most
orthotics '

Twin Stabilizers

Smart Memory *"

Master Spring
Propels you forward
and reduces fatigue

VersoShock™ L

Trampoline »

Shock-Absorbing
Membrane Heel

Excitement swept through
my body
I received my package from GravityDefyer.

com and rushed to tear it open like a kid at

Christmas. Inside I found the most amazing
shoes I had ever seen - different than most
running shoes. Sturdy construction. Cool

colors. Nice lines... I was holding a miracle

of technology. This was the real thing.

GDefy Benefits

Relieve pain

• Ease joint & spinal pressure i

• Reduce fatigue & tiredness

• Be more active

• Have more energy

• Appear taller

• Jump higher, walk and

run faster r

• Have instant comfort

• Cool your feet & reduce

foot odor
|

• Elevate your performance

\

I put them on and all I could say was,

"WOW!" In minutes I was out the door.

I was invincible; tireless in my new Gravity

Defyer shoes. It was as if my legs had been
replaced with

Customer Satisfaction
Speaks for Itself!

4 out of b customers purchase a

2nd patr within 3 months.

super-powered
bionics. What the
doctor promised
was all correct.

No more knee
pain. I started to

lose weight. At last, I was pain free and filled

with energy!

I was back in the ^
game. Gravity had no
power over me!

Nothing to lose:

Start your 30
Day Trial Today! absorb shock
So, my friend, get back

E,ifninate pain from ever
* «*

on your feet like I did.

Try Gravity Defyer for

yourself. You have
nothing to lose but
your pain.

Tell us your storyl

Login «*f

GraVitydefyercom
and"ihare your experience.

REBOUND PROPELS
YOU FORWARD

Reduce fatigue. Be more active

v* -
Resilient High Grade Ethylcne-Vinyl
Acetate (EVA) MicJsole
Rock«r construction protects metatarsal
bones and aids fluid stepping motions

\ i
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"icrobial Growth

Ruggnd Polymer Sole
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EXCLUSIVE ONLINE OFFER
TRY THEM FREE - PAY IN 30 DAYS
Go to www.GravityDefyer.com/MC8JCE4
or call (800) 429-0039 and mention the

promotional code below.

Promotional Code: MC8JCE4
Offer not available in stores. Shipping & Handling not included.
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— Available exclusively at these fine retailers

New York City Greater Washington D.C./Virginia
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Northern California

and Greater San Diego
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> BY JOE PAPPALARDO
> ILLUSTRATIONS BY RAZVAN MAFTEI

BY COMBINING IDEAS AND TECH FROM
INDUSTRY EXPERTS, OUR EDITORS
CREATE THE IDEAL REPLACEMENT
FOR ARMY AND MARINE CORPS
HUMVEES-THE POPULAR MECHANICS
LIGHT TACTICAL VEHICLE (PMLTV). M
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Common Remotely
Operated Weapon
Station (CROWS)
allows troops to fire

weapons from

inside the vehicle by

using ajoystick.

Developed by Kongsberg

Gunfire detection

system can locate

threats from the

acoustic signature

of firearms.

Developedby Raytheon

Sweating armor
emits water through

microscopic pores in

the vehicle's skin to

reduce the thermal

signature.

Developed byBAE
Systems

I *a

Sensors enable the

PMLTV to operate

as an unmanned
ground vehicle.

Modes include

follow-the-leader as

well as waypoint

and autonomous
navigation.

Developed by U.S. Army;

DARPA

HE PENTAGON IS HAVING A DEVILISHLY HARD TIME builclinga light

tactical vehicle to replace the Humvee, which was introduced in the

early 1980s to haul gear, ferry troops and conduct patrols. Contractors

are vying to produce the next-generation all-purpose vehicle, called

the Joint Light Tactical Vehicle (JLTV), for the Army and the Marine

Corps. But with S300 million already invested—and at least S580 mil-

lion more in projected development costs through 2015—the only

options thus far have been expensive, overweight prototypes.

In February the Army's product manager of the JLTV program

revealed to attendees of a National Defense Industrial Association

wheeled-vehicle conference that each of the 21 JLTV designs submit-

ted by contractors was as much as 1000 pounds too heavy. This

degrades the vehicles' performance and, since JLTVs will be built to

be carried by specific helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft, restricts their deployment. The cost is

also rising. Replacing steel with lighter composites and metal alloys drives up the price; the

JLTV options are already topping the $300,000 goal set by the Pentagon. Existing Humvees cost

$75,000; with an extra armor kit, the price is around $200,000.

Not willing to sit by while the defense industry that created the Jeep flounders, PM took

action. We called on the nation's best military-vehicle designers to help us create the PMLTV, a

rugged, menacing piece of machinery, ifwe do say so ourselves.

REQUIREMENTS

Curb weight:

13,600 lb

Payload: 3500 lb

Air-transportable:

C-130 fixed-wing,

CH-47 and CH-53
helicopters

Carrying capacity:

Four crew

Armor Bolt-on

protection option

for higher-risk

operations
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BLAST
CHIMNEY

In order to save the weight of armor, the PMLTV instead uses a flue to channel energy

from an explosion through the center of the vehicle, guiding the damaging blast away
from the occupants. The downward thrust produced by the blast rushing through the

chimney also helps keep the PMLTV from flipping. Maryland-based Hardwire LLC is

pitching the chimneys to the military; the Pentagon is blast-testing the tech now.

DIESEL-ELECTRIC
POWERTRAIN

FORD F-450
FRAME

TAK-4
SUSPENSION

CREW
COMPARTMENT

o
o
o
Q
>-

CD

l/>

5
<
ct

<

The PMLTVs diesel

engine is connected to

an electrical generator,

which creates power for

a traction motor driving

each axle. This

eliminates the need for

a transmission and a

conventional drivetrain,

creating more room
under the crew
compartment for 360
degrees of armor. For a

scout vehicle operating

far ahead of the front

lines, the option of

switching to nearly

silent propulsion is very

appealing. We like

vehicle manufacturer

Oshkosh's ProPulse

system, a 450-hp
engine that can also

export enough power to

run a field hospital.

Most military-vehicle

companies prefer the

flexibility offered by

their homegrown
chassis, but purchasing

an available and trusted

vehicle frame from a

commercial production

line can save hundreds

of millions of dollars. In

2005 vehicle designer

Scott Badenoch and the

Georgia Tech Research

Institute developed an

armored patrol vehicle

using a Ford F-350 truck

frame; we opted for the

wider F-450. At about

5000 pounds, the F-450
chassis is heavy, but it

can handle thousands of

pounds of payload

without going over the

specified 13,600-pound

curb-weight limit.

It's hard to build an

active suspension

system that is both

agile and tough enough

to handle on- and

off-road conditions.

The F-450 suspension

is certainly not up to

the task, so the PMLTV
adopts the new version

of TAK-4, made by

Oshkosh.This

independent suspension

system uses high-

pressure gas to raise

and lower the vehicle 20
inches with the flick of

a switch on the

front-seat dashboard.

The government is now
testing the new TAK-4,

says Chris Yakes,

Oshkosh's vice

president of advanced

products.

Many new armored vehicles have steering wheels in

the center of the dash, which allows greater visibility.

The layout of the ballistic-resistant windows provides

a better field of vision. Inside, a cage of tubular steel

protects occupants during rollovers, and seats are

suspended to halt the transmission of explosive shock

waves to occupants.
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Invasive Species? If You Can't
Beat 'Em, Eat 'Em
> BY GLENN HARLAN REYNOLDS
> ILLUSTRATIONS BY COtWYN THOMAS

N THE 21ST CENTURY WE FACE ALL SORTS OF PROBLEMS:
environmental, economic, political and military. But sometimes

a little creative thinking can turn a problem into an opportunity.

One big problem—brought on by the expansion in global

trade and travel that transplants people and other creatures willy-

nilly around the world—is the rise in invasive species. These spe-

cies, from Asian carp to kudzu, may fit nicely in their original eco-

logical niches, but transplanted to a new place where they have

no established predators, they can explode in number, crowding

out valuable critters and plants and ruining things for people.

Lots of responses have been tried, such as hunting, spraying

or bringing in new predators to exterminate the newcomers.

Sometimes the efforts work, but often they don't. Occasionally

they make matters worse by adding a new problem species.

But what if instead of importing predators, we became the

predators? Hungry humans wiped out the passenger pigeon and

turned Chilean sea bass into a scarce commodity. Can we do the

same with unwanted intruders? That's what dive masters and

LIONFISH CAN
DESTROY NATIVE

REEF SPECIES. A
GOOD FISHING
SPEAR CAN HELP.

underwater explorers are trying to do

with one of the Western Hemisphere's

nastiest invaders, the lionfish.

Lionfish are native to the Indian

Ocean and South Pacific. They first

appeared in noticeable numbers in

Caribbean and Florida waters around

2000 and have expanded rapidly

since. They occupy valuable reef

niches and can compete other fish

out of existence.

Probably because lionfish look

strange and respond aggressively

when approached—flaring their poi-

OCTOBER 2011 POPULARMECHANICS,COM



sonous spines to look bigger and

fiercer—potential predators

leave them alone. They don't

look like familiar food, and they

do look like trouble.

Dive masters throughout the

Caribbean are trying to remedy

this by spearing lionfish and

feeding them to sharks and grou-

pers, to teach them something

important about lionfish that

isn't apparent to the naked (fish)

eye: They're delicious.

It may be starting to work. On
a recent trip to the Cayman
Islands, I accompanied dive

operators Nat Robb and Art

Hintze of Indepth Watersports

on a number of lionfish hunts.

Using a three-pronged spear, they

impaled lionfish, snipped off the

spines and fed them to groupers.

On many occasions, the groupers

snatched them off the spear and

gulped them down before the

spines were even removed—the

spines can inflict a painful sting

on people, but these fish didn't

seem to mind—demonstrating

that they'd learned from prior

observation that lionfish make a

tasty snack. In fact, at one dive

site, groupers began clustering

and following us as soon as they

saw the spear, as though it were

an underwater dinner bell.

Will the groupers start hunt-

ing lionfish on their own? Let's

hope so. Even fish are capable of

learning, when there's a meal to

be had.

But people learn faster. Back

on the boat, I snacked on lionfish

sashimi prepared carpaccio-style

with lime juice, olive oil and

capers—and it was very good.

Cooked, the flesh tastes like

something between Chilean sea

bass and lobster. It's good grilled,

fried or jerked. (Lionfish tails

even resemble lobster tails.)

Restaurants on the Caymans
are beginning to serve lionfish,

and if the trend catches on,

human gourmets may do for

lionfish what they've already

done for numerous other edible

marine creatures, generating suf-
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THINKING AHEAD///
INVASIVE SPECIES

ficient demand to drive the species'

numbers way, way down.

Some people are taking this

approach further. Jackson Landers,

author of the Locavore Hunter blog, is

a big fan of eating lionfish, saying,

"It's like Chilean sea bass without the

guilt." Landers has also feasted on

invading European green crabs,

nutria, Asian carp—he's working with

Louisiana chef Philippe Parola on a

plan to turn that creature into deli-

cious mass-marketed meals—and

even armadillo. (Fears of leprosy, he

says, are grossly exaggerated.)

T asked Landers if it was important

to get restaurants involved in serving

invasive species, and he said yes: Put-

ting the critters on menus lends "a lot

of legitimacy" to the idea of them as

food. Stock grocery shelves with them
and instead of an expensive eradica-

tion program, we've got a self-financ-

ing method of pest control.

But building a market is not essen-

tial, and Landers encourages a DTY

approach. "Even on a locavore hunt-

ing level we can make a difference as

individuals," he says. "If you have a

patch of reef thatyou dive once a week

and spear every lionfish you see, then

that is going to be a little oasis where

the cleaner wrasse, a species threat-

ened by lionfish, can survive, and fish

from hundreds of miles awav can

come to have their parasites removed.

That reef might be surrounded by a

wasteland of lionfish, but as long as

someone is taking personal responsi-

bility for his reef, then you've got a

place where some of these endan-

gered species can survive."

The same thing works on dry

ground, Landers says: Individuals

hunting for their tables wiped out

invading wild boar in parts of West

Virginia. And got tasty meals to boot.

I think there's a lot to this

approach. Too often, preserving the

environment is seen as involving a

great deal of sacrifice. But sometimes

it can be as rewarding as eating lion-

fish sashimi. Which, take it from me,

requires no personal sacrifice at all.

Meanwhile, I wonder if there isn't

a larger lesson here. Life is full of

problems, but often the solution isn't

to attack them head-on, with big

programs, but to find ways to let

markets and individuals solve them

on their own. Are there other prob-

lems out there that, with the right

approach, could be turned into the

equivalent of appetizing snacks?

Perhaps we should look. pm

Lionfish Carpaccio

Glenn Reynolds is Popular

Mechanics' resident contrarian,

a longtime scuba diver and an
enthusiastic omnivore. His weapons
in the fight against invasive species:

lime, hot sauce and a cold beer.

INGREDIENTS
3 large limes

3 tablespoons sugar

Liberal amount of olive oil

Salt and pepper to taste

As many capers as you like

Dash of Tabasco or other

hot sauce (optional)

Lionfish

DIRECTIONS
Squeeze the limes and mix thejuice with all

the other ingredients except the fish, "mis mix

will keep in the fridge, although the olive oil

does go a little cloudy once refrigerated. With

extreme care de-spine and fillet the lionfish.

Slice the fillets as thinly as possible. Drizzle

the sauce over the meat

Serve with crusty French bread.

Recipe courtesy ofdive operatorArt Hintze of

Indepth Watersports, Cayman islands
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WHAT WENT WRONG

EXPLOSION IN SAN BRUNO
BYJEREMY REPANICH

LOCATION:
EVENT:
DATE:

SAN BRUNO, CALIF.
GAS PIPELINE RUPTURE
SEPT. 9, 2010

It happened without warning. On the evening of Sept. 9, 2010,

a natural gas pipeline operated by Pacific Gas and Electric

(PG&E) in the San Francisco suburb of San Bruno ruptured,

then exploded. TTie blast launched a 28-foot section of the bur-

ied pipe 100 feet, leaving behind a 26 x 72-foot crater. Leak-

ing natural gas fueled a massive blaze. Eight people died; 108

homes were damaged or destroyed. The National Transporta-

tion Safety Board (NTSB) determined that the blast occurred

after the power supply to a valve 35 miles away malfunctioned

during maintenance and steadily increased pressure in the line,

blowing apart a weakened section. But one factor alone didn't

cause the disaster; instead, it was the result of a chain of mis-

steps, from installation to maintenance. "When you start to

pile up the multiple breakdowns in quality control," says Robert Bea, an engineering professor at

the University of California, Berkeley, and an expert on large-scale engineering disasters, "y°u see

this thing was incubating from the day they put it into the ground until it blew up."

MELINEOFTHEDISAS

<

1956

PG&E installs a

30-inch-

diameter
transmission

pipeline. Crews
weld the

exterior of a

28-foot-long

section's

lengthwise

seam but

neglect to weld

the interior.

To navigate

uneven terrain,

workers fuse

short sections

on-site,

creating severe

bends in the

47-mile-long

pipeline that

later prevent

the use of

inspection

robots fpigs'*).

EARLY '90S

PG&E's head
of information

and records

management
alerts company
officials that

pipeline maps
are out of date
and testing

records are

missing. Failure

to act would be
"costly to

PG&E... it may
be difficult to

defend the

nonexistence

of this data."

PG&E ignores

the memos; no
action is taken

on the pipeline.

1998

While moving
paper files to a

computerized

system, PG&E
updates its

records—and
includes an
error made in

1977. Staff

lacking pipeline

expertise had
reviewed
vouchers from

the accounting
department
instead of notes

by engineers

who installed

the line. They

assumed a

voucher marked
SML referred to

seamless pipe,

when it actually

meant seamed
pipe.

2003

Starting in 2003, PG&E
exploits what it thinks is a
regulatory loophole: It can
avoid costly inspections

by spiking the pressure in

some lines once every five

years, then operate the

pipelines at a lower psi

than that maximum.
That's how PG&E
interpreted it, but that

was not the intent of the

regulation," says Richard

Kuprewicz, a pipeline-

safety expert. With a

seam like the one in San
Bruno, he says, "spiking

pressure is the last thing

you want to do." But
because of its cataloging

error, PG&E didn't know
the seam existed, which
also explains why the

utility never properly

inspected its integnty.

2006

In an internal memo,
PG&E engineer Chih-hung

Lee writes that because

the majority ofdamage
comes in the first 30
seconds after a pipeline

rupture, remote-control

and automatic-shutoff

valves have little or no
effect on increasing

human safety or

protecting property. In the

event of an explosion,

crews will travel to shutoff

valves and manually cut

the gas.

2008

ILLUSTRATIONS BY PLAYLAB
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Eight people
died in a blaze

that raged
after a natural

gas pipeline

explosion in San
Bruno, Calif.

ANATOMY OFTHE BLAST

A faulty weld and a pressure spike contributed to the deadly explosion of a natural gas pipeline in San Bruno.

The NTSB released a photo of the pipe that shows it all started with a 2-inch breach.

Short lengths

of sheet metal
were fused

together with

girth welds.
This created

sharp turns

that made the

line impossible

to inspect with

P'gs.

A cross section

of the rupture

site (right)

shows that the

Ve-inch-thick

pipe was welded
only halfway
through.

Pressure-spiking

tests weakened
the seam.

Sheet metal Fracture points Exterior

Lack of weld Interior

*

Direction of gas flow

it

:h: 28 feet

SEPT 9,2010

3:05 PM

At PG&E's
terminal in

Milpitas, 35 miles

southeast of San
Bruno, workers
begin to replace a
power supply that

failed in April

2010.

4:20 PM

Repair of an
electrical panel in

the Milpitas

Terminal causes
pressure

transmitters and
regulators to

malfunction. Gas
pressure surges

along the entire

47-mile-long

pipeline.

' Transmission pipeline

(8 feet deep)

6:11 PM

In San Bruno, a
2-inch section of

the seam
ruptures, blowing
open the pipe. The
pressure ejects a

28-foot chunk of

the line from the

ground. The pipe

lands 100 feet

from the blast's

epicenter, and the

escaping gas is

likely set aflame

by a nearby

home's pilot light

6:16 PM

PG&E's control

center in San
Francisco sees a
drastic drop in

pipe pressure.

Amid confusion,

the dispatch

center doesn't

send crews
trained to

manually close

the shutoff valves

for ha If an hour.

7:30 PM

Approximately a
mile from the

blast site, a PG&E
crew closes the

upstream valve;

15 minutes later,

a half-mile away,

they close the

downstream
valve, allowing

firefighters to

bring the blaze

under control.

J, AFTERMATI

Shortly after the San
Bruno explosion, the

NTSB urged all gas
companies to verify

records on old pipe. At a

hearing this past March,
PG&E s Lee conceded
that the fire caused by
the gas leak could have

been controlled much
sooner if the automatic

shut-offvalves had been
installed. And in June, the

company released

documents that showed
a pattern of failed and
defectiveweldsinits

network over many
years. Currently,

PG&E faces 74 civil

lawsuits, and the

Department of Justice

has opened a criminal

investigation.

LESSONS

The San Bruno explosion

highlights the dire state of

the 2.4 million miles of

natural gas pipelines in

the U.S. In the past few
years, pipes have failed in

Virginia, Ohio and
Minnesota, among other

states. Between 2005
and 2010, natural gas
pipeline incidents caused
more than $997 million in

property damage—twice
the costs incurred in the

15 years prior. At least 12
percent of the country's

transmission lines are

older than the San Bruno
pipe; 36,000 miles of the

lines that connect homes
and businesses to the

grid are made from
fragile, leak-prone cast

iron, some ofwhich is

more than a century old.

UC Berkeley's Bea says

more inspections are

needed to avert future

disasters, but most of the

national transmission grid

isnot"piggable."Yet

"pipelines are still the

safestway to move
[natural gas]," Kuprewicz,

the pipeline-safety expert,

says. 'But this isn't soda
pop you're playing with. It

can kill in a heartbeat

You've got to maintain

your network."

4, PREVENTING DISASTER: Wider use of inspection devices and testing methods may prevent another incident like San Bruno's.

EXPLORER-II: A self-propelled robot that can
navigate bends and obstructions, this

inspection pig is equipped with cameras and
a sensor that uses alternating current to

examine the pipe wall.

EMAT: This electromagnetic acoustic

transducer bounces a current off a magnetic
field around the pipe, reflecting where cracks

or flaws are present. Sensors detect the

sound waves, and software constructs a map
of the size and depth of flaws in the pipe.

HYDROTESTING: Operators fill an unpiggable

pipe with water until it reaches maximum
pressure, then hold that level to see if the line

can withstand it. However, some experts

criticize the tests for overstressing pipes and
possibly making imperfections worse.



Flight
It's good to be an amateur airplane designer in the

United States. Engineering software is sold on
the shelves, American airspace is the most permissive

in the world, and hordes of fellow tinkerers are on hand
to help build. There's no greater thrill than constructing

your own plane—except flying it safely.

BY JEFF WISE

PHOTOGRAPH BY JAKE STANGEL
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It was a warm, clear morning in West Texas, a fine day for flying as Mark Stull

cruised low over rocky, cactus-filled rangeland. With a popping

sound, the control stick suddenlyjerked and the plane's nose tipped

down. Stull instinctively hauled back on the stick and the nose came
up, but he could tell something was terribly wrong by the plane's

lack of responsiveness. He had to hold the stick almost all the way

back just to maintain level flight. Even though he knew the craft's

every wire and strut—he had built the airplane from scratch, after

all—Stull didn't know what the problem could be. "I couldn't think

of anything that would suddenly slack the 'up' elevator cable like

thatwithout lettinggo completely," he recalls.

Nerves on edge, Stull nursed the stricken craft 8 miles back to the

(i 1
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DAVID ROSE IS THE RAREST KIN:
AND FLIES HIS OWN HIGH-SPEED AIRPLANES. HE'S BUILDING THIS CR.

TO BEAT A 22-YEAR-OLD SPEED RECORD OF 528 MPH.

RUCTS
RP-4,

S.
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airfield, landed and jumped out to

examine his airplane. A clamp holding

the pulleys that fed a cable to the plane's

tail had broken and was barely hanging

on, like a fingernail on a cliff. "If I'd hit

the slightest bit of turbulence, it would

have popped off," Stull says. "I would

have lost control, and I'd be dead."

That was the first time Stull escaped

a potentially fatal accident in one of

his homebuilt planes. But it wasn't the

last. There was the time an engine

mount failed in flight. And there was

the time his muffler fell offand hit the

spinning propeller. But as far as Stull is

concerned, a few mishaps are all part

of the game.

The 59-year-old former auto

mechanic belongs to a tiny subculture

that takes up the ultimate engineering

challenge: designing an airplane,

building it from parts and wagering

lives on its airworthiness by flying the

creation. "It's a borderline obsession

for some people," says Jake Crause,

administrator of homebuiltairplanes

.com, the community's online nexus.

No other country has produced a

more storied tradition of aeronautical

innovation than the United States, and

the vibrancy of the homebuilder
community is an extreme testament to

this legacy.

This kind of creative aeronautics has never been safer or easier to

pursue. Inexpensive computer-aided design (CAD) programs can con-

figure airframes, and off-the-shelf flight simulations can verify the

blueprints before a designer cuts metal. These programs have helped

usher in safe, successful aircraft that can outperform professional

models, win races and catch the attention of admirers at air shows.

Still, Stull prefers the intimacy of old-fashioned ways, using pen-

cil and paper to sketch plans that please his eye. Even load calcula-

tions can be a matter of intuition. "I have a knack for visualizing

loads on structural parts," Stull says. "I calculate when necessary. So

you just build it robust. But not too robust.'
?t

omebuilt-airplane makers are actually a subculture

within a subculture. Of the 23,000 amateur-built aircraft in

the U.S., all but a minority were built from professional

designs or assembled from kits. Only a handful of builders

finish and fly the planes they design—and with good reason.

An airplane is a complex piece ofengineering. A design that

is 99.9 percent perfect could still harbor a fatal flaw. "All it takes is

one little thing," says Martin Hollmann, an aeronautical engineer

who conducts seminars on aircraft design. "All you need is the bolt to

break on the elevator and you can kiss your ass goodbye."

According to the National Transportation Safety Board, home-
built aircraft are three times as likely to wind up in a fatal accident

as industrially manufactured light aircraft. The agency doesn't keep

separate records for planes designed by hobbyists, but the accident

rate for those is likely even worse. One of the ways that pilots get

into trouble is by improvising tweaks or substitutions to estab-

lished plans. John Denver, for instance, died in 1997 while flying a

kit plane its builder had modified with a relocated fuel valve that

Denver apparently had trouble reaching after one of his tanks ran

dry. With amateur-designed homebuilts, the problem is even worse:

The planes are improvised from tip to tail.

AVIATION AMBITION:

BUILD IT YOURSELF

OBuild virtually first
Tn toct hnui umll

Want to take to the skies in a
Elane that you've designed and
uilt yourself? You've got a long

climb ahead of you, but some
inexpensive tools and a support-
ive community of like-minded
pilots will help you on your way.

To test how well your ideas will work in practice,

buy a copy of X-Plane, a program that lets you
design a plane and then fly it over realistic

landscapes. Homebuilt designer David Rose uses

the program in conjunction with the CAD program
AirplanePDQ (combined cost: $198). "With those

two programs," he says, "I can do everything a

$30,000 design suite can do."

Design the structure
To configure actual parts and solicit advice

on how to put them together, crack open
Martin Hollmann's book Modern Aircraft Design.

Hollmann also offers design classes at fly-ins,

and structural consulting for intrepid airplane

homebuilders (aircraftdesigns.com).

The Experimental Aircraft Association, an
organization of aviation enthusiasts, has

branches all over the world. Local members can
offer encouragement, advise you on technical

issues and even help do the work. "A lot of people
are willing to volunteer their time just to be

involved in a project," Rose says.

4. Get to work
People who build planes of their own design tend

to be retired folks with a lot of energy. "It's going

to take at least two years of full-time work,
including weekends," Hollmann says. "And that's

if you do everything right."
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ROTATING 2700-HP
CARBON- DART V8
FIBER ENGINES
PROPELLERS (ONE

SHOWN)
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NAME:
DAVID ROSE

LOCATION:
SAN DIEGO

PLANE: RP-4

David Rose obviously built the

overpowered RP-4 for speed.

The experimental counter-

rotating propellers, inspired

by a NASA project, run at an

impressive 4800 rpm. Rose
can connect both propellers

directly to their engines
without heavy reduction

gearing. The props can change
pitch for maximum efficiency

at any speed. "It's a drag-racer

frame with skin on it to keep
the wind out," says Jerry Baer,

a former pilot who helped Rose
build RP-4.
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PLANES TO ORDER:

SOME ASSEMBLY

REQUIRED
Not totally committed to building
an airplane from scratch? Con-
sider Buying a kit plane instead.
Many manufacturers produce
partially assembled airframes.
Some companies even allow you
to come to their factory and
assemble the kit with the help of
employees, potentially cutting the
build time from months to weeks.

©

©

©

©

Shop around
Before you jump in, make
sure the plane you're going to

build is the right one for you.

Read up on the various

available models. The more
successful designs have
active online forums where
builders can share their

expertise. "Don't just base
your decision on what a plane

looks like," says Andy
Chiavetta, a crew chief for

Reno air-races pilot Darryl

Greenamyer. "Talk to people

who've flown them."

Dabble
There are three main
construction materials used
in homebuilt planes: wood,
metal and composite. Each

has its own advantages and
requires different aptitudes.

Try them out to determine
which suits you best. Every
year the massive EAA
AirVenture convention in

Oshkosh, Wise, holds

hands-on workshops where
would-be homebuilders can

try different techniques.

Start small
Manufacturers such as

Van's Aircraft sell partial

kits. Buy the tail, and if

building it is too hard or

unsatisfying, you can rethink

your options without wasting
months of work and
thousands of dollars.

Be realistic
Even if you're involved in a

builder-assist program,

constructing a functioning

aircraft requires a serious

time commitment. "There
are an awful lot of kit planes

out there that get started

and are never finished,

Chiavetta savs.^

And that challenge is the real joy of building a plane from scratch

rather than assembling a kit plane from a vendor. "I started with a

piece of paper, and now I have an airplane," says air-race team crew

chiefAndy Chiavetta, who recently flew his self-designed plane after

eight years of construction. "That's extremely thrilling."

An amateur aircraft designer can tailor a plane to fit his or her

precise requirements, no matter how outlandish. Take David Rose.

Inside his hangar at Montgomery Field in San Diego, this former air-

line pilot is building a machine that he hopes will earn him aero-

nautical immortality. If all goes according to plan, a thunderously

overpowered racing machine called RP-4 will reach a straight and

level speed in excess of 528.3 mph and become the world's fastest

piston-driven plane. The 22-year-old record is held by a modified

World War II-era Grumman F8F Bearcat.

Rose has been obsessed with speed all his life. In his teens, he

built drag racers and started a weekly race meet in Petersburg,

Va., near his hometown. Then he joined the Air Force, where, impa-

tient to break the sound barrier (761 mph at sea level), he took

an F-86 to 30,000 feet and then dove straight down on full after-

burner. In civilian life, he flew (more responsibly) passengerjets for

American Airlines.

In 1990, Rose found inspiration at the National Championship

Air Races in Reno, Nev., where souped-up planes tear around a

closed circuit 50 feet off the ground at speeds exceeding 500 mph.

He bought a used Pitts Special biplane and won a trophy with it in

1992—and then decided he could do better. Using off-the-shelf engi-

neering software, he designed his own biplane.

No big deal, Rose says: "You just crack the books and buy some

computer programs." With the help offormer airline pilotJerry Baer

and local mechanic Eric Hereth, Rose built the plane in his hangar

in 10 months. Powered by a 230-hp engine, it clocked 225 mph
around the Reno circuit in 2002 and won Rose the Biplane Gold cat-

egory four times.

His RP-4 project is another beast entirely. Inside the cowling sit

two engines, both 2700-hp Dart V8 "BigM" aftermarket drag-racing

blocks, 598 cubic inches each, one mounted in front of the other.

The massive engines suck 1 10-octane racing fuel at 120 gallons per

hour. The exhaust stack produces 300 pounds of thrust—enough,

Rose says, that "we could fly the plane on the exhaust alone."

Instead of linking directly to a single prop, the driveshafts turn a

gearbox connected to a pair of counter-rotating propellers, 24-inch-

Iong carbon-fiber blades. The experimental design, which offers

greater efficiency than conventional props, was developed by NASA
engineers for the rigors of high-Mach flight. At full throttle, the pro-
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In 1989, Cory Bird was a shop
fabricator at Scaled

Composites, famed aviation

designer Burt Rutan's

company, when he decided to

use his knowledge of

composite construction to

Q

build aeronautical art. "I

wanted to show what I could

do," he says. Over the next 14
years he conceived and
created a two-seat airplane he
called Symmetry. The sleek

aircraft can reach 284 mph at

3000 rpm. The labor of love

proved so exquisite that it

won a Grand Champion prize

at the Experimental Aircraft

Association's big air show in

-;

Oshkosh, Wise. Today, the

53-year-old Bird, now a

project manager at Scaled, is

hard at work on another

design for a plane that will

carry two and land on shorter

airstrips than Symmetry.

NAME:
CORY BIRD

LOCATION:
MOJAVE, CALIF,

PLANE:
SYMMETRY
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LANDING
GEAR:
ONLY
THE TAIL
WHEEL
RETRACTS.

ENGINE:
200-HP
LYCOMING
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clever engineering—and some
hair-raising test flights— to

make it work. Stull added a

hydraulic damper to ensure

that the tail didn't swing too

far to the side, and balanced

the tail by adding weights to

the ring. He then moved the

seat forward to maintain the

craft's center of gravity.

Self-taught 31-year-old

amateur builder Chris

Christiansen designed and
flew his third homebuilt

airplane, the high-wing
Savor, in just 15 months.
That's especially impres-

sive considering that

Christiansen designs with

pencil and paper. Yet the

Savor, which is intended as

a cross-country flying

machine, looks very much
like a professionally built

airplane—a good deal, in

fact, like Cessna's new
entry in the light-sport

aircraft market, the

Skycatcher. Except that

Savor can go nearly

200 mph, 65 mph faster

than Cessna's plane.

peller's tips break the speed of sound.

Rose and Hereth are obsessed with

their high-speed project and expect

other people to feel the same; the

odder the construction, the more the

builders want to show it off.

Outside the open hangar doors, a

sunset is turning the underbelly of the

quilted cumulus Barbie-pink, and

the breeze carries the sweet tang of

eucalyptus. Rose runs an appreciative

hand along the boxy skeleton of 4130

moly-chrome tubing—another of the

craft's unusual features.

Most modern planes have mono-
coque construction, with the metal or

composite skin providing much of the

structural strength. RP-4 is built more

like a skyscraper, with an internal truss

bearing all the major stresses.

"This structure is designed to sur-

vive an impact of 300 mph," Rose says.

"If the angle is less than 10 degrees,"

Hereth adds.

ark Stull sits on a folding chair under the wing of his

ring-tailed yellow ultralight, Lacky Stars. Similarly fanci-

ful flying machines are lined up in rows on either side of

him, and behind his back a plastic mesh fence marks

the edge of a grass runway upon which a dazzlingly eclec-

tic procession of aircraft have been taking off: powered

parachutes, flying boats and even a miniature P-51 Mustang.

Wiry and compact, with close-cropped hair, Stull has an angular

face that seems as if itwere designed for minimum wind resistance

in an open-frame flying machine. He has traveled halfway across the

country to attend one of the premier events on the homebuilder's

calendar, a Lakeland, Fla., fly-in called Sun 'n Fun. One week every

spring, aerobatic flight teams, owners of antique military aircraft

and all manner of merchandise dealers converge amid throngs of

aviation enthusiasts.

There are not many people who build their own planes, but they

command outsize respect in the aviation community. They may not

all have technical backgrounds, but they like to work with their

hands and are confident of their skills. Above all, they are

maniacally determined and persistent. "I don't think they could

keep themselves from doing it even if they tried," HomeBuiltAir-

planes' Crause says.

Their unique levels of self-motivation mean that builders like

Rose and Stull tend to be solitary, beavering away on their creations
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alone or with a small number of friends. But when they need help,

there's a large, very supportive network of builders spread across the

country. "It's a team effort," Hollmann says. "We try to stick together

and help each other."

An event like Sun 'n Fun is one of the few occasions when the

tribe gets to connect face to face, and the sense ofcommunion can

be electrifying: For once, these men are surrounded by human
beings who not only understand what they're talking about, but

actually care. A reporter from a kit-building magazine stops by and

sits next to StuII. "What was the first flight like?" he asks.

"I almost crashed four times," StuII replies. He explains that he

had built the control stick so that it hinged at the top instead of the

bottom. "It was indescribable how confusing it was," he says. "I did

a hop and almost crashed, and I tried again."

In the end, Stull wound up rebuilding the control system along

more conventional lines. He is forever tinkering, reconfiguring and

trying new ideas. "I can build a plane in three months," he says, "but

it takes me up to a month to adjust it."

The importance of strong construction skills became apparent

at Sun 'n Fun: The day before, a tornado trashed half the planes in

this section of the airfield. Some were crumpled into balls of fabric

and mangled spars. Lucky Stars made it through almost intact—the

main boom holding its tail in place snapped, grounding it.

Later that afternoon, Stull wanders over to chat with ultralight

pioneer and fellow homebuilderjohn

Moody, who is reclining on a lawn

chair next to a biplane without a tail

or fuselage.

Stull wonders aloud if the ultralight

innovator might be asleep, but Moody
jumps up, and he and Stull fall into a

conversation about the pros and cons

of Lucky Stars' ring-shaped tail. "It's

cool," Moody says. "I don't know ofany

advantages, aerodynamically."

"It's mainly for fun," Stull says. He
points out that it has the same aero-

nautics no matter how the plane is ori-

ented on its longitudinal axis. That

leads him to ruminate about his next

possible project. "I've got some wild

ideas," Stull says. "Since the ring tail

worked, why not ringwings? You could

fly the plane on edge, sideways!"

Stull laughs, slapping his knee. His

outlandish ideas have a history of actu-

ally taking flight. In fact, he says, he's

already begun penciling sketches, pm
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A SPATE OF SEVERE WEATHER EVENTS HAS LEFT LARGE SWATHS OF THE U.S.
DEVASTATED. TIME TO FACE THE NEW HIGH-HAZARD REALITY-AND GET PREPARED

New
York

THE HURRICANE CHURNING EAST OF NEW JERSEY SEEMS DESTINED FOR THE MID-

ATLANTIC. THEN A COLD FRONT DESCENDING OUT OF CANADA NUDGES THE CATEGORY

2 STORM NORTHWEST INSTEAD-SETTING IT ON A WORST-CASE COURSE FOR NEW YORK
CITY, f New York Harbor has often sheltered the city, dissipating energy from violentgales that

start at sea. But now it plays an opposite role: It turns an otherwise moderate hurricane into a

disaster. As the eye ofthe storm passes over Staten Island, the 100-mph counterclockwise winds

shove 500 million tons of seawater directly into the harbor. The narrowing shorelines and

shallowing sea bottom cause die mass ofwater to build. By die time the storm surge washes over

die shores of Brooklyn, Queens and Manhattan, it towers 11 to 15 feet high.

Water flows through New York's financial district and reaches 2 miles into southern

Brooklyn and Queens, flooding 2900 miles of roads. Impromptu rivers gush into subway

stations and pour through hundreds of sidewalk gratings.

In Manhattan, the lower levels ofPenn Station and Grand Central fill with water. The

subway floods within 40 minutes—paralyzing the city's chiefform of public transportation.

Three of the four automobile tunnels linking Manhattan to the outer boroughs and New
Jersey also flood, submerging hundreds of cars stranded in trafficjams during evacuation. A
million people lose electricity and phone service as floods shut down 10 power plants and

the emergency generators powering cellphone towers.

While this scenario may sound like yet another apocalypse-in-New York summer
blockbuster, it was produced using calculations from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

—

and it's been given serious attention from

government planners. That 1 995 Army Corps

report and a 2006 analysis by the Department of

Homeland Security predict that a Category 4

hurricane scoring a direct hit on New York City

would inflict S500 billion worth of damage

—

quadruple that wrought by Category 5

According to the Metro New York Hurricane Transportation Study, an
analysis by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a Category 4 hurricane

could inflict $500 billion worth of damage. SLOSH computer models
from the city's Office of Emergency Management show that a direct hit

by even a Category 2 storm would completely inundate Rockaway Pen-

insula; a Category 3 storm would put JFK airport under 19 feet of water.



CATEGORY 3

HURRICANE

O
SEVERE
STORM
WARNING

Hurricane Katrinain 2005.

A third study, released this

September by New York state,

predicts that an even milder,

Category 1 hurricane or winter

nor'easter could inundate the

city's subway and cause S58 billion

in losses. Experts don't consider

such disastrous flooding a mere

possibility; they believe it's a

certainty—a one-in-100-year event.

Sea level rise will upgrade it to a

one-in-35-year event by 2080.

"We've been very, very lucky

because we haven't had that

[direct hit]," says Cynthia

Rosenzweig, a climate-impact

scientist at the NASA Goddard

Institute for Space Studies in

New York who has helped guide

the city's storm- and climate-

planningeffort. "But the potential

vulnerability for that is very high."

Every region of the U.S. is

subject to catastrophic storms of

one type or another. While the

severe floods and tornadoes that

devastated large swaths of the

country this spring surprised

many people, there's no reason

they should have. Annual losses

from natural hazards have

increased severalfold over

time—costing the nation $573

billion in crops and property since

1 960. Americans are turning even

routine storms into full-blown

disasters by settlingwhere they

strike. Then, when vulnerable

infrastructure is swept away,

people have exhibited a steadfast

commitment to rebuilding it.

"There are more people living

in what we might consider to be

high-hazard areas," says Susan

Cutter, a disaster scientist at the

University of South Carolina in

Columbia. These include coastal

areas, floodplains and places

especially prone to tornadoes and

landslides. By 2040, 70 percent of

the U.S. population—which

should then number 100 mil-

lion— is expected to concentrate

in 11 megaregions, seven ofwhich

occupy coastal counties.

IfNew York—part of the

Northeast megaregion—suffers a

direct hit, workers will spend

weeks pumping a billion gallons

of brackish water out of its subway

and train tunnels. The salt will

corrode power lines, transformers

and thousands of brakes and

switches that control the trains.

Some subsystems could take a

year or more to restore.

To avoid such a scenario, New
York state recommends the city

invest well over S100 million a

year in storm protections. City

planners are already experiment-

ing with dozens of low-tech fixes,

says Adam Freed, deputy director

of the Mayor's Office of Long-

Term Planning and Sustainability.

These include raising subway

vents above sidewalks, installing

several-inch-high barriers around

subway entrances and using

porous pavement. They've also

considered building lips around

rooftops to slow the percolation of

water into streets and sewers,

because every inch of rain that

falls on New York translates to a

billion gallons ofstorm water that

must be managed.

Some observers, such as

Malcolm Bowman, an oceanogra-

pher at the State University of New
York at Stony Brook, have even

suggested that four massive

barriers be built across the

waterways surrounding the city.

The arms would swing shut during

severe storms—much like those of

the Maeslantkering, a barrier that

protects the Port of Rotterdam

from surges in the North Sea.

CANTON, MO., A TOWN OF 2500

on the upper Mississippi River,

has been at the center ofan

increasingly high-stakes environ-

mental wager foryears now. In the

summer of 1993, a high-pressure

system stalled over the southeast-

ern U.S., forcing the jet stream,

laden with moist air from the Gulf

of Mexico, to the north, where it

collided with cold air from

rf

lomono

In 2010, the Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety Research Center

tested two different home-construction methods against hurricane-force winds.
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1 1 Heat Engine

Hurricanes are

massive dyna-
mos powered by
the evaporation

of water and
its subsequent
recondensation

into clouds

and rain. Each
gallon of water
that evaporates
and condenses
carries about as
much thermal
energy into the
atmosphere as
that contained

in 1 cup of

gasoline.

2 | Hotspot

Hurricanes
spawn over
patches of ocean
where the sur-

face water has
warmed to at

least 80 F down
to a depth of at

least 160 feet.

Ocean water
evaporates in

these hotspots

and the moist

air rises.

3 |
Updraft

The rising of

warm, moist air

creates a low-

pressure zone,

pulling in more
air from nearby
areas, which
also moistens
and rises. The
continued
updraft is fed

by condensation
of evaporated

water into

clouds and rain.

The condensa-
tion dumps
energy back into

the air, warming
it and making it

more buoyant.

4 1 Spiral

Surrounding air

flows into the

low-pressure
zone in a spiral

pattern. This
inward-spiraling

air forms the
hurricane's

destructive

winds. The
direction of the
spiral is deter-

mined by the
Coriolis effect—

a

byproduct of the

Earth's rotation.

5 | Sinking

Air is ejected

from the top of

the storm at an
altitude of about
40,000 feet.

This cooled,

dried air sinks

through the eye
of the storm or

else flows out
and sinks in

the outer bands
of the storm,

forming areas
without rain.

6 |
Magnitude

At its peak, a

hurricane can

miles oirain

per day and
unleash thermal
power (freed by
condensation of

that water) at a

rate of 6 x 1014

watts-equal to

200 times the
amount of elec-

tricity gener-
ated by humans
worldwide.
Only about
0.25 percent of

this power is

converted

to wind.

7 | Effects

In addition to

destructive

winds, hur-

ricanes can pile

up sea surges
higher than 20
feet (which are

responsible for

most deaths).

Even after

winds dissipate

inland, rain can
cause flooding

for days—as
happened with
Hurricane
Mitch, whose
floods and
mudslides killed

nearly 20,000
people in

Central America
in 1998.
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Canada. As a result, rainstorms

drenched the upper Midwest.

Many towns received two to six

times the nonnal amount of

rainfall forJune and July.

The Mississippi River crested at

13.8 feet above official flood levels

in Canton, overtopping several

local levees. That year, more than

1 000 levees ruptured or overflowed

along the Mississippi and Missouri

rivers. Seventy towns, including

Canton, flooded. The water stayed

high for six months.

According to government

statistics, the flood that Canton

experienced in 1993 was a freak,

one-in-500-year event—not

something that would happen

again soon. That estimate came

from analyzing the 140-year

historical record—calculating the

frequency of floods ofvarious

magnitudes and extrapolating the

curve out to events at a scale never

seen before. Tf only it were that

simple. Canton suffered another

500-year flood in 2008, a 70-year

flood in 2001, and 10-year floods in

1 996, 1 998 and again in early 201 1

.

Plenty oftowns across the region

have suffered similar events.

"We're witnessing higher and

higher floods over time," says

Robert Criss, a hydrogeologist at

Washington University in St. Louis.

"We are seeing higher and far more

frequent floods than government

estimators saywe should."

The data are too noisy to chalk

that trend up to increased rainfall.

Instead, official statistics may
underestimate the severity of

floods in this region because

records are too short to reveal the

full variability of the climate. "We

have no idea what Mother Nature is

capable of dishing out," Criss says.

PEOPLE TEND TO VIEW

earthquakes and hurricanes as

the most damaging natural

disasters—but a steady rain could

do far worse. In the winter of 1861

to 1862, California experienced a

FLOOD I

PREVENT
FUTURE
DAMAGE

THE
COST OF

INACTION

<$10

S10-S1 00

S100-S1000

>$1000

Improved statistics Flood-risk statistics for the upper Missis-

sippi River seriously understate the potential for flooding.

In St. Louis and dozens of smaller cities and towns, a one-in-

200-year flood may actually occur every 50 years. Correcting

those risk numbers could raise flood insurance rates, curb
development in high-risk areas, and ultimately reduce

federal flood insurance payouts.

Coastal buffers During the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami,
mangrove trees as little as 300 feet deep blunted tsunami
flow pressure by up to 90 percent. Development has substan-
tially reduced mangroves that naturally occur along the U.S.

Gulf Coast from Texas to Florida; restoring them could help
protect coastlines against hurricane storm surges.

Proactive mapping Coastal cities need to retool zoning laws

to incorporate the 2 to 4 feet of sea-level rise expected by
2100. Jonathan Overpeck at the University of Arizona has
produced elevation maps of 180 coastal U.S. cities—on
average, almost 10 percent of their area will be inundated by
1 meter (3.28 feet) of sea-level rise-with larger areas at risk

of floods or extreme tides.

Handheld warnings Quicker flood warnings could help

people react in time. The U.S. Geological Survey is currently

developing smartphone apps that track users' locations and
warn them if a flash flood is headed their way. The apps
could become available within five years in Sacramento,
Los Angeles, San Diego and other flash-flood-prone areas.

Floating structures In areas where floods are a problem but
wind, waves and strong currents are not, one solution is to

build infrastructure that floats. In New York City, for exam-
ple, several oil-fired power plants on floating barges provide
electricity during peak demand. These "power barges" can
move upriver during storms and then restore power after the
surge has passed.

There were 1764 presidential disaster declarations due to natural hazards-such as
severe weather and wildfire—between 1960 and 2009, costing the U.S. $147 billion.

(IN MILLIONS)
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The Maeslantkering storm-surge barrier, in the Netherlands' New Waterway, automati-

cally swings shut to protect the Port of Rotterdam against severe flooding from the

North Sea. Similar barriers have been proposed for the waterways around New York City.

series of rainstorms lasting 45

days. The Central Valley became a

shallow lake that lingered for

months. Newspapers described

people traveling the streets of

Sacramento in boats.

A team of 40 scientists recently

modeled the effects of such a

roughly 500-year storm if it were to

strike California today. "There's

no way that the magnitude of the

storm and the subsequent

flooding could be contained by the

existing flood structures," says

Justin Ferris, a hydrologist at the

U.S. Geological Survey's California

Water Science Center in Sacra-

mento. "Such a flood would be

devastating."

Ferris and others estimate that

a 300- by 20-mile swath of the

Central Valleywould flood.

Waterlogged soil would trigger

hundreds of landslides. While the

USGS considers a magnitude 7.8

earthquake along the San Andreas

fault an equally likely event, the

California storm would cost nearly

three times as much—$300 billion

in direct damages.

Plenty could be done to soften

the impact of massive downpours,

but it will mean undoing 1 50 years

ofmisguided policy. Engineers

have progressively walled in the

upper Mississippi and lower

Missouri rivers as they straight-

ened them for ship navigation—in

some places decreasing the rivers'

width by two-thirds since 1 875.

This reduced their ability to

expand during floods. Compared
with a century ago, an equivalent

amount of water flowing down the

upper Mississippi River now
causes the water to rise 10 to 12

feet higher.

In Chesterfield Valley, Mo.,

malls and homes worth several bil-

lion dollars have been constructed

in the past decade on land that

was underwater in 1993—requir-

ing the government to build up

levees. Breaking that cycle, Criss

says, will mean putting an end to

misleading flood-risk statistics

and the artificially cheap federal

flood insurance that goes hand in

hand with them. "It enables

people to obtain financing for very

economically damaging projects,"

he says. "It puts the taxpayer on

the short end of the stick."

You might say the Army Corps
of Engineers took a small step in

the right direction on May 3, 2011.

That's when it dynamited a 2-mile

section of levee on the Mississippi

River to divert water onto

farmland and save the town of

Cairo, III., from flooding. But the

ensuing wall of water inflicted

long-term damage—scouring

away topsoil, gouging gullies 8 feet

deep and dumping sand.

A better approach is to plan for

flooding by building lower levees

that are designed to overflow,

allowing the farmland to flood

more often—and more gently. "We

need a system that uses farmland

for floodwater storage," Criss says.

"It will help the environment, and

the farmers can be compensated

for that, just like we compensate

them for letting land lie fallow."

Such a system would pay for itself

by reducing rebuilding costs; flood

damages currently total SI billion

to S10 billion peryear in the U.S.

FLOOD AND HURRICANE RISK

can at least be predicted: It is

heavily influenced by topography,

and the storms and floodwaters

can be tracked for days in advance.

But severe tornadoes, like the ones

that tore across the central and

eastern U.S. in 201 1 , pose a very

different challenge.

The tornado that ripped

through Joplin, Mo., on May 22,

a 5 on the enhanced Fujita (EF)

scale, existed for just 38 minutes.

O
SEVERE
STORM

WARNING
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Researchers at Texas Tech
have developed plans for

DIY storm shelters made
by pouring concrete into

foam forms. The walls

are two layers of plywood
and one layer of 14-gauge
steel. The doors close with
triple deadbolts, and ducts
equalize the pressure

inside and out.
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1 1 Supercett

Tornado-
spawning
thunderstorms,

called supercells,

arise where a

current of low,

warm, moist air

traveling north
from the Gulf

of Mexico flows

underneath
a higher,

cooler mass of

air traveling east.

Shear from these

opposing winds
causes the entire

supercell to

rotate slowly.

2 | Updraft

The low, moist
air is warmed by
sunlight, making
it increasingly

buoyant. The
moist air breaks
through the
cooler air above
and rises. As it

does so, vapor
condenses into

water droplets-
dumping the heat

of condensation
back into the ris-

ing air, warming
it and further

feeding the

updraft that will

ultimately power
the tornado.

3 |
Downdraft

The updraft is

counterbalanced

by a downdraft
of sinking air,

which is cooled

by rain. This cool,

sinking air next
to warm, rising

air produces a

pressure gradient

in the bottom
3000 feet of the
atmosphere,

lending a spiral-

ing motion to the
updraft—which
will become the

tornado.

4 | Stretching

The supercell

travels northeast,

towing the

updraft like a
leash. Stretch-

ing causes
the updraft
to narrow. As
this occurs, its

spiraling winds
accelerate-
much like a

spinning ice

skater speeding
up as she pulls

in her arms
and legs. A
violent tornado

is born.

5 |
Pressure

The tornado's

updraft creates

a low-pressure
zone at its core.

That pressure dif-

ferential relative

to the surround-
ing air is roughly
equal to that of a

Category 5 hurri-

cane-except that

in the case of

the tornado, the

differential exists

within half a

mile rather than
100 miles—help-
ing fuel ferocious

winds that can
far exceed those

of a hurricane.

6 | Effects

Supercells don't

just spawn
tornadoes. They
can also produce
powerful down-
drafting wind
bursts miles
from the tornado.

These bursts can
sometimes flip

mobile homes.
Supercells can
also produce dan-

gerous lightning

and hail as large

as golf balls or

grapefruit.
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During that time it plowed a path

three-quarters of a mile wide

through town, destroying nearly

7000 homes and tossing trucks

200 yards. Many people, such as

Pizza Hut manager Christopher

Lucas, reacted just in time: He

crowded 1 9 people into his

walk-in freezer. They survived,

although Lucas—sucked out of

the freezer as he held the door

shut with a bungee cord—was

among the 150 who died.

The tornado seemingly could

have struck anywhere. The moist

air that flowed from the Gulf of

Mexico that day created a whole

herd of potentially tornado-

spawning thunderstorms, from

Oklahoma to Minnesota. The

Joplin tornado affected just a few

square miles of that vast area—yet

it did so with overwhelming fury.

Its winds, over 200 mph, ham-

mered buildings with four times

the pressure that a Category 2

hurricane with 100-mph winds

would have exerted.

It's possible to build a house to

withstand 100-mph winds,

providing partial protection

against some weaker tornadoes.

But 200-mph winds? "It's just not

practical to design the entire

building to withstand those kinds

of pressures," says Ernst Kiesling,

an engineer at Texas Tech

University's Wind Science and

Engineering Research Center. "It

would be too expensive."

Even if houses can't be

protected from EF5 tornadoes,

Kiesling has spent decades

looking forways to save the lives of

the people inside them.

After a tornado killed 26 people

and destroyed hundreds of homes

in Lubbock, Texas, in 1970,

Kiesling and his colleagues

noticed a curious thing: Even in

buildings that were blown apart,

an interior bathroom or closet was

sometimes left intact. It gave

Kiesling an idea: Convert a small,

windowless room in the house

into a tornado shelter that could

survive 250-mph winds.

Many of the fatalities in

tornadoes occur when people are

struck by projectile debris—the

Joplin tornado, for example,

drove all four legs of a chair

through the walls of one house.

So Kiesling's team tested their

shelters with a gun that fired

2 x 4s at 100 mph (the speed at

which they would be propelled by

250-mph winds). They settled on

steel-reinforced plywood to make

the structures puncture-proof.

Such shelters can now be

installed for S3000 to S10.000.

Researchers are working on

other technical solutions to

tornado protection—for example,

radar that provides earlier

warnings. But societal trends

continually work against even the

best of efforts. "For any intensity of

tornado, you're more likely to be

killed ifyou're in a mobile home
than in a permanent home— 15 to

20 times more likely," says Harold

Brooks of the National Severe

Storms Laboratory in Norman,

Okla. Unfortunately, die propor-

tion ofAmericans living in mobile

homes has tripled since 1970 (and

it is highest—about 1 5 percent—in

the tornado-prone Southeast).

In this sense, the problems

posed by tornadoes do bear a

resemblance to those of hurri-

canes, floods and other severe

storms. Some steps needed to

minimize losses, such as stricter

building codes and sturdier

infrastructure, are well-known.

They require greater investment.

Other solutions, just as important,

involve choosingwhat not to

protect. Instead of applying brute

force, they'll mean removing the

perverse incentives that encourage

people to build in high-risk areas.

Because for those who find

themselves in harm's way, even

modest storms can be super. PM

o
SEVERE
STORM

WARNING
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CS TTie Solar

Decathlon, a

biennial contest in

which 20 teams
of col lege

students build

houses that

produce as much
energy as they

consume, was in

the ironic position

of homelessness

in January 2011:

The competition

had lost its spot

on the National

Mall in Washing-

ton, D.C. The

news broke during

the International

Builders Show,

where teams had

met to show off

models of their

projects. The

students were

bummed. So they

got organized and

lobbied Congress,

and Team
California's

Elisabeth Neigert

(left) pleaded their

case in The

Huffington Post.

In the end, the

students won.

The competition,

organized by the

Department of

Energy, will be

held on the Mall

Sept. 23 to Oct.

2. During that

time, the public

can tour the

homes and see

students testing

brilliant ideas-
like these 22—in

real-world

conditions, one

watt at a time.

TEAM CALIFORNIA " CHIP

(8 CalTech and SCI-Arc's CHIP (Compart House,

Infinite Possibilities) combines engineering and

architecture to challenge conventional building

practices with concepts like these:

TO ROOF
FRAMING

VINYL
MEMBRANE

i

SOLAR PANEL CLAMPS Rather than penetrating a rooftop

with a racking system (which can void roofing warranties and lead

to leaks), students combined panel-mounting IronRidge rails with a

homemade clamp-and-pipe system that can pinch the panels into

place while the vinyl roof membrane remains unbroken.

POWER FOR EV PARKING
Planning for a vehicle isn't a

competition requirement. But

Team California figured out

how to use CHIP's cantilevered

upper floor to create an

electric-vehicle carport under

the bedroom. Beefy 10-gauge

wiring connects an exterior

outlet to a 20-amp breaker,

using the 8.0-kw photovoltaic

(PV) system to charge an EV.

AUTOMATIC A/C
When asked to name the

single best piece of CHIP's

HVAC equipment, CalTech

student Fei Yang rattled off a

model number: Mitsubishi

MXZ-2B20NA-1. This air

conditioner takes infrared

measurements of the house,

then automated louvers blow

cool air to hot areas.

CONTROLS VIA KINECT
A CalTech modification makes

Microsoft's Kinect system for

the Xbox 360 function like a

next-gen Clapper. The system,

described by designer Cole

Hershkowitz as a "gesture-

and location-based

home-control interface,"

senses specific body motions

to turn on lights, fire up the

stereo or switch on the TV.

BILLBOARD SIDING
The team used vinyl-coated

polyester, which could be

recycled from billboards, as

impervious siding. The white

cladding also wraps the roof.

TEAMNEWJERSEY- ENJOYHOUSE

THERMAL MASS*- Team New Jersey

(Rutgers and the New Jersey Institute

of Technology) squeezed 6 inches of

expanded polystyrene insulation inside

its home's foot-thick precast concrete

walls, floor and roof. In winter, the slabs

absorb daytime solar heat and release

it throughout the night.

U. OF MARYLAND ' WATERSHED

SOLAR PERGOLA As a backup to a

9.2-kw photovoltaic array on the south

slope of its split-butterfly roof, the

Watershed has a solar pergola above

its kitchen door. Six 220-watt panels

shade a small deck. Micro-inverters

convert DC current to AC current at

each panel, eliminating excess wiring.

TEAMNEW YORK - SOLAR ROOFPOD

MODULAR BLOCKS The City College

of New York's Solar Roof Pod, designed

to perch atop a four- to six-story

structure, includes 8 x 5-foot building

blocks that can be used as walls,

windows, photovoltaic mounts or glass

prisms. Owners can customize the

614-inch-thick blocks' configuration.
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DIY
SOLUTIONS

4 IDEAS TO TRYATHOME

TRACK ENERGY USE 13 The eMonitor

system by Intellergy, featured in

Middlebury College's home, displays

power consumption as an average or

in real time. A top-five list reveals

which appliances consume the most

juice—info that can curb usage.

RECOVER HEAT The Ohio State

University's enCORE house uses an

energy-recovery ventilator as part of

its HVAC system. The device, which

can be retrofitted onto ductwork,

passes heat from outgoing indoor air

into fresh air as it enters the home.

This reduces the load on heating and

cooling by capturing energy that

would otherwise escape as exhaust.

GO NATIVE Taking its cue from the

Chesapeake Bay lowlands, the

University of Maryland built a

constructed wetland to manage
rainwater and filter graywater.

Residents can navigate the native

landscaping on rot-resistant cooked-

ash decking, which is fired in a kiln and

similar to pressure-treated lumber.

AMP UP AN AWNING Semitrans-

parent Sanyo solar panels cast diffuse

light on Appalachian State's porch. The

partial shade is pleasing and powerful,

plus the 42 panels collect UV on both

faces to yield about 195 watts apiece.

CUSTOM REFLECTORS Mirror-lined troughs

beneath an array of solar thermal tubes make
each one more efficient at heating a glycol loop,

which transfers energy to warm the Home-

stead's water. To mold the trough, students

pressed flexible mirror film facedown on a length

of 12%-inch-diameter PVC pipe, clamped it in

place with a pair of 2 x 4s on hinges, then spread

fiber and epoxy on the rear to create a firm

fiberglass backing. It's a simple process, but

figuring out the exact angle of the trough's arc

and its optimal distance from the tube took

engineering physics graduate student Neil Rifkin

two full semesters of hardcore number

crunching. Parabola? Circle? The sun's position

over Washington, D.C., in September? "Once I

figured that out, building the reflectors was the

easy part," he says. The resulting 6 x 16-foot

thermal array is part of a solar skylight above the

home's otherwise windowless mechanical core.

TEAMMASSACHUSETTS 4DH0ME

HYBRID PANELS0The Massachusetts

College ofArt and

Design and the

University of

Massachusetts, Lowell, combined

electricity-producing photovoltaic

panels and water-heating solar thermal

collectors in a single hybrid module.

Normal PV panels' 1/?-inch silicon

sandwich sits in a IVi-inch aluminum

frame. The 4D Home's SunDrum solar

hybrid system fits a %-inch-thick

flat-plate solar thermal collector into

the extra space, leveraging it to heat

domestic water while making the PV
panel cooler and more efficient.

210
WATTS

435
WATTS
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® "Hurricane shutters are quite ugly/' FIU project manager Andy

Madonna says. His team's solution: 10 cantilevered, counterbalanced

shutters that shade the house and porch. The shutters batten down to

weather a storm, or just add privacy, in 15 minutes—an eighth of the

time it takes to set up the hurricane shutters sold today. "We're trying

to bring a new product to the market/' Madonna says.

PARSONS • MILANO • STEVENS - EMPOWERUOUSE

Senior electrical

engineering

major David
Daily runs wire
from the service

panel to outlets
and fixtures

throughout
the University

of Maryland's
Watershed.

RAIN WRANGLER To manage rainwater, the

street curb's permeable pavers filter storm

runoff into the soil. Rainwater that hits the roof

feeds into a 1000-gallon underground cistern,

accessed for garden use via a spigot. Surplus

water feeds a sunken rain garden.

sun

bee

frot

sue

mei
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4 IDEAS TO TRYATHOME

TRACK ENERGY USE 13 The eMonitor

system by intellergy, featured in

Middlebury College's home, displays

power consumption as an average or

in real time. A top-five list reveals

which appliances consume the most

juice—info that can curb usage.

RECOVER HEAT The Ohio State

University's enCORE house uses an

energy-recovery ventilator as part of

its HVAC system. The device, which

can be retrofitted onto ductwork,

passes heat from outgoing indoor air

into fresh air as it enters the home.

This reduces the load on heating and

cooling by capturing energy that

would otherwise escape as exhaust.

GO NATIVE Taking its cue from the

Chesapeake Bay lowlands, the

University of Maryland built a

constructed wetland to manage
rainwater and filter graywater.

Residents can navigate the native

landscaping on rot-resistant cooked-

ash decking, which is fired in a kiln and

similar to pressure-treated lumber.

AMP UP AN AWNING 3 Semitrans-

parent Sanyo solar panels cast diffuse

light on Appalachian State's porch. The

partial shade is pleasing and powerful,

plus the 42 panels collect UV on both

faces to yield about 195 watts apiece.

CUSTOM REFLECTORS Mirror-lined troughs

beneath an array of solar thermal tubes make
each one more efficient at heating a glycol loop,

which transfers energy to warm the Home-

stead's water. To mold the trough, students

pressed flexible mirror film facedown on a length

of 12%-inch-diameter PVC pipe, clamped it in

place with a pair of 2 x 4s on hinges, then spread

fiber and epoxy on the rear to create a firm

fiberglass backing. It's a simple process, but

figuring out the exact angle of the trough's arc

and its optimal distance from the tube took

engineering physics graduate student Neil Rifkin

two full semesters of hardcore number

crunching. Parabola? Circle? The sun's position

over Washington, D.C, in September? "Once I

figured that out, building the reflectors was the

easy part," he says. The resulting 6 x 16-foot

thermal array is part of a solar skylight above the

home's otherwise windowless mechanical core.

TEAMMASSACHUSETTS 4DH0ME

HYBRID PANELS0The Massachusetts

College ofArt and

Design and the

University of

Massachusetts, Lowell, combined

electricity-producing photovoltaic

panels and water-heating solar thermal

collectors in a single hybrid module.

Normal PV panels' '/Hnch silicon

sandwich sits in a l 1/4-inch aluminum

frame. The 4D Home's SunDrum solar

hybrid system fits a Vi-inch-thick

flat-plate solar thermal collector into

the extra space, leveraging it to heat

domestic water while making the PV
panel cooler and more efficient.

210
WATTS

435
WATTS
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FLORIDA INTERNATIONAL U. ~ PERFORM[D]ANCEHOUSE

I
' [® "Hurricane shutters are quite ugly/' FIU project manager Andy

Madonna says. His team's solution: 10 cantilevered, counterbalanced

shutters that shade the house and porch. The shutters batten down to

weather a storm, or just add privacy, in 15 minutes—an eighth of the

time it takes to set up the hurricane shutters sold today. "We're trying

to bring a new product to the market/' Madonna says.

PARSONS • MILANO • STEVENS - EMPOWERUOUSE

Senior electrical

engineering

major David
Daily runs wire
from the service

panel to outlets
and fixtures

throughout
the University

of Maryland's
Watershed.

RAIN WRANGLER To manage rainwater, the

street curb's permeable pavers filter storm

runoff into the soil. Rainwater that hits the roof

feeds into a 1000-gallon underground cistern,

accessed for garden use via a spigot. Surplus

water feeds a sunken rain garden.

sun

bee

frot

sue

mei



AFTERLIFE!* nee the Solar Decathlon

ends, many of the contest's houses end up

sitting idle. But the team of Parsons The

New School for Design, Milano (The Milano

School of International Affairs, Management
Urban Policy at The New School) and the

t/ens Institute of Technology identified the D.C.

[hborhood of Deanwood as the ideal

nanent venue for its Empowerhouse. The team

is to show an 860-square-foot competition

;ion of the house on the National Mall. After the

. . Decathlon, that home will

combine with a second building

* to create a 2700-square-foot

two-family dwelling.

5 5 3
9 9 9

NDSCAPE DESIGN The team chose to

ound its house with American hornbeam trees

ause their slight stature won't block the sun

i reaching a 5-kw solar panel array. Plants

l as hydrangeas and switchgrass filter heavy

als, removing them from the garden's soil.

POPULARMECHANICS.COM I OCTOBER 2011 82

PURDUE U. - JNHOME

03 Plant roots rid air of formal-

dehyde, benzene and other

volatile organic compounds.

Seriously. NASA proved it. Team
Purdue adopted the science to

design its vertical biowall.

FLORA FILTER A2x6-foot vertical

wall of plants cleans the INhome's air as it

enters an HVAC return vent. Purdue student

Kevin Rodgers designed the garden to grow

in a soil-free, porous fabric medium fed by

fertilizer-rich drip irrigation. "We use

common plants like golden pothos and

heart-leaf philodendron. Pass large amounts

of air through the roots, and that's when you

see benefits," Rodgers says.

SOIL-FREE
MEDIUM

RETURN
AIR
VENT

MIDDLEBURY- SELF-RELIANCE U. OFTENNESSEE L [VING LIGHT

IMPENETRABLE WINDOWS > To

prevent energy loss through a window
wall, architecture co-lead Joseph

Baisch specified German Optiwin

windows, which use a triple-pane

design to resist heat transfer at a stout

R-7 rating. The windows, plus R-42

walls and an R-74 roof, take insulation

to the extreme.

DUAL FACADE > Two double-layer

windows enclosing a foot-thick air gap

cover the home's north and south walls.

"We can maximize transparency, light

and view without compromising the

thermal envelope," project manager

Amy Howard says. Automated blinds

between the glass panels further

reduce HVAC load.

TEAM FLORIDA - FLEXHOUSE

iXl To manage humid air using one-third the

electricity required by an air conditioner,

students from Florida State University

designed a liquid-desiccant waterfall.

©EfflffliEaaiEEnniEl its

basically saltwater,' Florida State mechanical

engineering graduate student Jon Pandolfini

says about the calcium chloride blend flowing

down a 7.5-foot-tall acrylic sheet. Visible in the

house, the sealed chamber doubles as an HVAC duct. Humid
outdoor air enters the duct, then the desiccant collects

moisture. Combined with an energy-recovery ventilator, which

heats or cools air but doesn't dry it, the system beats the

swamp heat without wasting wattage. PM



Adventure-Touring Bikes

PRISTINE SHORELINES, OLD LUMBER TOWNS, ABANDONED COPPER
MINES, VAST WILDERNESS—MICHIGAN'S REMOTE UPPER PENINSULA IS

PRIME FOR EXPLORATION. AND THE BEST WAY TO SEE IT ALL—BE IT VIA

THE COMFY BLACKTOP OR TREACHEROUS DIRT TRAILS— IS ON AN
ADVENTURE-TOURING BIKE. ROAD TRIPS SHOULD ALWAYS BE THIS FUN.

F
Sam Smith photographs James Minchin
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AFTER 2 HOURS EXPIORINE MMHOBHEB COPPER MINE, EMERBINE 1MB THE AETERNBON SOU
dialed our pupils down to pencil points. We were fascinated by the descent into

upper Michigan's underground history, but we were on a motorcycle trip and were

eager to log more miles in the aboveground present. We were three days into our

journey, roughing out an itinerary on the fly with nothing more than a map, a rough

sense of direction and the kindness of strangers.

We had spent most of our time on paved roads, but we were curious about the

Built to handle local dirt. "Is there a decent off-road trail around here anywhere?" we asked the

virtually any terrain, owner of the Adventure Mining Company, a 37-year-old engineer named Matt

motorcycles are the Portfleet. He femes tourists around the mines with two ex-Swiss Army Pinzgauer

ultimate road-trip

vehicle. Here, the
group crosses a

converted train

trestle on their way
to Houghton, Mich.
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4WD troop trucks, so we figured he

would know.

"How near were you thinking?" he

asked. "Because if you turn left at the

end of this parking lot, the trail will

take you about 75 miles off-road almost

into Houghton."

No matter which route we took,

there would be a hotel room, a shower

and a happy hour waiting for us in town.

Taking the road would get us there in

2 hours; the trail would take at least 4.

Naturally, the trail won.

We had our choice of routes, thanks

to the motorcycles we were riding.

Adventure-touring bikes are motor-

cycling's SUVs: dirt-and-pavement

Swiss Army knives with long-travel sus-

pension, hard-wearing bodywork and

torqueypowerplants.These bikes aren't

dirt machines per se, but they're capa-

ble off-road, especially with street-legal

Michigan's Upper
Peninsula offers

miles and miles of

empty picturesque

roads like this one.

knobby tires. They can also easily rip off

an 800-mile day cruising the highway.

Buy one, the thinking goes, and you

can ride to Panama and back without

getting sore. Or tear off into the woods

of Michigan's Upper Peninsula and

indulge, as we did, in a few days of

unplanned exploring.

If statistics are any judge, this kind

of motorcycling has pretty wide appeal.

Sales for adventure tourers, also known

as dual-purpose motorcycles, rose

nearly 25 percent in the first quarter of

2011. It used to be that the BMWR1200
GS ruled this categoiy, but there is now
a host ofnew players in the game.

Adventure tourers run the gamut

from S6000 650-cc single-cylinders to

SI 5,000 1200-cc monsters weighing

600 pounds or more. For our journey,

we gathered five new motorcycles, each

representing a different way to explore

on two wheels: a BMW F800 GS, a

Kawasaki KLR650, a Suzuki V-Strom

650 ABS, a Triumph Tiger 800XC and a

Yamaha Super Tenere.

Why Michigan? First off, it's a big

place; the state encompasses two enor-

mous peninsulas, each ofwhich is cul-

turally distinct enough to be its own
country. Combined, they hold around

3200 miles of off-road-vehicle trails.

Second, with three Great Lakes and

3288 miles of shoreline, there's a lot of

pristine space to get lost in.

When our group bombed out of

Ann Arbor, Mich., one June morning,

sun blazing and bikes freshly washed,

we had no idea we were headed to the

depths of a copper mine.

if mm mniiHB »**>
gan's Upper Peninsula (locals just call

it the U.P.), you'll spend a lot of time

crossing the rest of the state. Ann Arbor

is 280 miles from the 5-miIe-long Mack-

inac Bridge, which connects the state's

two land masses, and on a map the

roads look like graph paper. The coun-

ties in Michigan's top half are hilly,

sparsely populated and covered in a

rolling carpet of trees and wildflowers.

The bridge crossing—narrow,

windy and nerve-racking even in pleas-

ant weather—is a rite of passage for

Michiganders. An engineering marvel,

the 26,372-foot-long, 552-foot-tall

Mackinac is the third-longest suspen-

sion bridge in the world and the lon-

gest in the Western Hemisphere. When
it opened in 1957, it marked the end of

the slow ferry ride across the Straits

ofMackinac, the narrow slice of water

between the state's two peninsulas.

In the interest of gaining seat time

and not wasting daylight, we set our

sights on the southern shore of Lake

Superior and the town of Munising,

120 miles of wide, razor-straight pave-

ment from the bridge. The asphalt,

while smooth, is an odd cross between

Zen moment and solitary confinement.

You can spend hours riding without



seeing another car or a curve in the

road. It's like Nebraska with pine trees.

All the bikes easily cruised at 70 mph,

but some were more skilled at this

mindless task than others. On one end,

the Kawasaki's relatively low-powered

single-cylinder engine annoyingly

buzzed and let the rider know there

wasn't much speed left to be tapped.

The Yamaha, however, has a sail-size

fairing and plenty ofpower in reserve

—

a perfect tool for covering distance.

The U.P.'s towns are all ghosts of

what they once were; a century ago, the

peninsula was chock-full of thriving

fishing communities, active copper

mines and sawmills. Now dried-up ves-

tiges of the original settlements

—

Canadian-accented vowel jumbles

such as Escanaba and Ishpeming—dot
the landscape, while vacation homes
line the coast. Munising, an old lum-

ber town in a sheltered bay, is the

jumping-off point for the shoreline's

dramatic cliffs and the 114-square-

mile Pictured Rocks national park.

You can rent a room in Munising

without too much trouble; the town's

population is a whopping 2983, and

motels are on almost every corner. We
picked a small one on the town's har-

bor, surrounded by hundred-year-old

buildings and a Dairy Queen with a

mile-long line. The air was that impos-

sible blue you get only in northern

summers, the water of Lake Superior

cold enough to numb your toes. We ate

our weight in buttery local lake trout,

BMW
F800 GS

As-tested price $12,900
Engine/trans 798-cc liquid-cooled parallel twin/6M

Rear-wheel horsepower 78

Weight (pounds) 526
Suspension travel, front/rear (inches) 9.0/8.5

Seat height (inches) 33.5 to 34.6

Fuel-tank capacity (gallons) 5.2

Fuel economy (mpg) 47.90

THEGOOD
Feels slim like a dirt bike, and off-road it rips

with such agility that you'd never guess that it

outweighs its closest rival in this test, the

Triumph. Barky exhaust gives it a rebellious

aura. Embarrasses many bikes on curvy roads

and outruns most cars. The suspension has the

same uncanny combination of suppleness and

sharp handling as BMW's road cars, so the

rider feels connected to the road, not simply on

top of it. High-quality switchgear survives

contact with the ground. So capable overall, we
have to wonder why anyone would drop the

extra dough on its big brother, the 1200.

THE NOT-SO-GOOD

Narrow, hard seat could double as a fence rail.

Trip computer hard to operate with a gloved

hand. A touch of engine vibration.

THE BOTTOM LINE

Straddles the line between dirt and street

better than just about any other bike.

Kawasaki
KLR650

As-tested price $6149
Engine/trans 651-cc liquid-cooled single/SM

Rear-wheel horsepower 37
Weight (pounds) 423
Suspension travel, front/rear (inches) 7.9/7.3

Seat height (inches) 35

Fuel-tank capacity (gallons) 5.8

Fuel economy (mpg) 42.60

THE GOOD
Mechanically simple—it still breathes through

a carburetor—so, of the five bikes, you have

the best shot at fixing this one trailside. Its

comparatively light weight made it the

easiest to wrestle through tight, rocky trails.

It hasjust enough power to cruise at

80 mph, but don't ask for more. Engine has

decent low-end grunt but would probably

benefit from lower gearing. Suspension does
an admirablejob of absorbing big off-road

bumps. The low starting price means there's

money left over to indulge in the huge KLR
aftermarket, a benefit of this bike's age. It

first appeared in 1987.

THE NOT-SO-GOOD

Earned the trophy for both the slowest and

the thirstiest bike. Engine shake puts hands
and feet to sleep. Exhaust note sounds like a

bleating goat, which is a little awkward.

THEBOTTOM LINE

Like an old mule—aesthetically unimpressive

but impossible to kill.
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Suzuki
V-Strom 650 ABS

As-tested price $8099
Engine/trans 645-cc liquid-cooled V-twin/6M

Rear-wheel horsepower 62
Weight (pounds) 470
Suspension travel, front/rear (inches) 5.9/5.9

Seat height (inches) 32.3

Fuel-tank capacity (gallons) 5.8

Fuel economy (mpg) 51.00

THE GOOD

Don't dismiss the V-Strom as yet another

UJM—universal Japanese motorcycle. While

stylistically challenged compared with the

BMW and the Triumph, the Suzuki has won
many praises for its overall competence. The

V-twin is lacking displacement, but it's

sewing-machine smooth and happy to rev, and

has plenty of moxie. We appreciated the

V-Strom's low seat height in the dirt, and the

soft cushion and fairing made passing

highway miles effortless. In terms ofvalue per

dollar, it's one of the best on the market. As

one rider prepared to climb aboard, he said,

"Helloooo, sweetie," a sentiment snared by all.

THE NOT-SO-GOOD

It's missing some creature comforts, such as

outlets for a heated vest. Lacks the visual

and audible character that makes motor-

cycles, you know, badass.

THEBOTTOM LINE

A terrific, easy-to-ride starter bike, yet it's got

enough get-up-and-go to hold our interest.

Triumph
Tiger 800XC

As-tested price $11,799
Engine/trans 799-cc liquid-cooled I3/6M

Rear-wheel horsepower 82
Weight (pounds) 481
Suspension travel, front/rear (inches) 8.7/8.5

Seat height (inches) 33.2 to 34.0

Fuel-tank capacity (gallons) 5.0

Fuel economy (mpg) 42.70

THE GOOD
A bike full of superlatives—fantastic power,

wonderful turbine-like exhaust sound,

techno-industrial styling that looks good and

sportbike road handling. Wonderfully

responsive chassis, and the tank is high

enough that you can lie on it and tuck behind

the meager fairing. Buttery gearbox shifts

cleanly, and the throttle response is

thrilling—it's like there's no flywheel

connected to the engine. While its heft is a

hindrance off-road, the bike's balance makes
it better suited off the pavement than we
expected. Sure, it's pricey, but it delivers.

THE NOT SO-GOOD

Slurps fuel and has a smallish tank, so

make sure you know the gas station

situation before getting too lost. Some
thought the fairing directed the wind right

at the rider's helmet.

THEBOTTOM LINE

With the right tires, we wouldn't hesitate to

run some mud, but it prefers pavement.

Yamaha
Super Tenere

As-tested price $13,900
Engine/trans 1 199-cc liquid-cooledparallel twin/6M

Rear-wheel horsepower 90
Weight (pounds) 574
Suspension travel, front/rear (inches) 7.5/7.5

Seat height (inches) 33.3 to 34.3

Fuel-tank capacity (gallons) 6.0

Fuel economy (mpg) 43.00

THEGOOD
Wickedly quick—the fastest bike in the

group—and touring-bike-stable on the highway.

The supple suspension turned cratered roads

smooth. "I'm aiming for potholes,just for the

sport of it," said one tester. Lots of useful,

well-engineered details such as an adjustable

seat and windscreen, a shaft drive and traction

control. Linked brakes with ABS mean a simple

squeeze of the front-brake lever in a panic will

stop the bike in short order. Optional saddle-

bags have clever, easy-to-use mounts. Ifwe had

three days to ride to California, this would be

the bike.

THE NOT-SO-GOOD

On the dirt, it's like riding an athletic woolly

mammoth compared with the other bikes.

Engine vibrates at high revs. One tester said the

exhaust sounds like the mufflerwas "made out

of old soup cans."

THEBOTTOM LINE

Promises adventure on all terrains, but too

heavy to really deliver off-road.

drank beer named after sunken Supe-

rior freighters (Great Lakes Brewing's

Edmund Fitzgerald Porter tastes of

coffee and impressive seamanship)

and generally toasted the art ofmodern

motorcycle design.

m.WS MINIM theneamon.-
ing, we made for Marquette, the U.P's

largest city, about 50 miles away.

Marquette houses Northern Michigan

University, but its chief attractions are

a quiet harbor, a 19th-century down-

town and ore-loading docks so big they

dwarf the massive ships that sidle up to

them. I wanted to see the latter because

I'm a sucker for monster engineering;

PM senior automotive editor Mike

Allen wanted to see them because his

father was a Great Lakes freighter cap-

tain. Throughout our trip, he regaled

us with tales of men doing manly

historical-ship things like navigating

life-threatening storms in the middle

of the night. Coincidentally, these

stories emerged whenever I began to

think that motorcycling was making
me brave and awesome. As my dad

used to say, perspective is everything.

Our trai I to Houghton traces back to

a plate of scrambled eggs in a diner in

Munising. Over breakfast on the

second day, we were pondering where

to go when the waitress mentioned

the mines. The U.P. boasts one of the



PM auto editor

Larry Webster (left)

and author Sam
Smith consult a

Department of Nat-

ural Resources map
for the nearest off-

road-vehicle trail.

Below: The BMW
F800 GS soaks up
the bumps on an

abandoned railroad

right-of-way.

world's largest copper veins, and mines

have existed on the peninsula's west-

em half, Copper Country, since prehis-

toric times. Some of them are played

out, but many have simply become too

expensive to be kept running. Owners

often fall back on tourism.

Portfleet's mine is near the hamlet

of Greenland. Portfleet and his wife,

Vicky, bought the 160-year-old,

1300-foot-deep mine in 2005. We first

met him in the parking lot, where he

spotted the bikes and came to chat.

"I've been thinking about getting a

BMW GS," he said. "I have a lot of

friends who want sportbikes, but you

can't really use 'em up here. These

bikes make sense on this kind of ter-

rain." His tour of the mine proved to be

the kind of fascinating, history-

drenched thing that you always mean

to do on vacation but never actually get

around to doing. Amazingly, the mine

was originally excavated by candlelight

using sledgehammers and broom-

handle-size steel spikes. Portfleet

allowed that if we had more time, we
could rappel down one of the deeper

shafts—he offers a tour that does just

that—and head into the mine's guts.

"I didn'twant an office job," he said.

"This won't make me rich, but it's fun."

Then he pointed us toward the dirt.

about theseWIS IS WE BESIPM
motorcycles: You can ride wherever,

whenever, sometimes just to see where

a road goes. Following Portfleet's tip,

we blasted onto the trail that once

served as a railroad right-of-way. From

the parking lot of Adventure Mining,

the trail disappeared into a series of

deep valleys. The trail to Houghton

—

itself an old mining camp that has

evolved into a college town—leads

through a series of gravel switchbacks

and gorge-spanning railroad trestles.

At one point we popped out of the for-

est, grabbed fresh pasties (an up-north

meat pie, not unlike a supersize Hot

Pocket) at a gas station and dove back

onto 70-mph dirt straights. The kicks

kept on coming.

All of us fell—it's almost impossi-

ble not to—but we were well-geared-up

for both bad weather and close contact

with the terrain. We wore armored

all-weather riding gear from Rev-It,

Alpinestars and BMW. With removable

thermal and rain liners, we were warm
and dry regardless of the weather.

One ofour more experienced riders

remarked that he'd never gone so fast

off-asphalt before. Five miles later, we
were standing on the pegs and poking

through knee-high grass in first gear. A

few hours after that, exhaling dust

from our nostrils, we were checking

into an old-style motel on Houghton's

main drag and having the proprietress

introduce us to her duffel-bag-size

house cat.

Funny thing about dirt: You cover

yourself in it, people assume you're

trustworthy. The U.P.'s vaguely reserved

Scandinavian nature was tempered by

the extreme friendliness that the bikes

brought out in the locals.

In the end, though, for all we felt at

home, the PM crew may as well have

been on the moon. We ate random
regional food that most of us couldn't

pronounce. (Do you know how to say

"cudighi" or "pannukakku"?) We
stood inside a mountain and reflected

on our trip in the time-travel blackness

of a copper mine; we rode over a rail-

road trestle spanning a 200-foot

ravine. Best of all, we stayed in clean

hotel rooms every night, got satisfy-

ingly filthy during the day and discov-

ered a strangely foreign American land

within spitting distance of civilization.

All of it impromptu. pm
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THE

<E* Great
T Courses'

Optimizing Brain Fitness

Taught by Professor Richard Restak

THE GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY SCHOOL
OF MEDICINE AND HEALTH SCIENCES

LECTURE TITLES

1. How Your Brain Works

2. How Your Brain Changes

3. Care and Feeding of the Brain

4. Creativity and the Playful Brain

5. Focusing Your Attention

6. Enhancing Your Memory

7. Exercising Your Working Memory

8. Putting Your Senses to Work

9. Enlisting Your Emotional Memory

10. Practicing for Peak Performance

11. Taking Advantage of Technology

12. Building Your Cognitive Reserve

Optimize Your

Brains Fitness
Your brain is the most powerful machine in the world—and its

constantly changing. Once you take advantage of this process, you can

improve your brain's jaw-dropping powers at any age. In fact, optimal

brain fitness leads to improvement in a range of areas, including

memory, attention, creativity, and motor skills.

Discover the secrets to expanding your brains power to meet everyday

challenges and enhance the quality of your life with Optimizing

Brain Fitness. This engaging 12-lecture course shows you how to cake

advantage of the basic principles of brain operation and build the brain

you want to live with for the rest ofyour life. Delivered by Dr. Richard

Restak, an award-winning teacher and practicing neurologist, these

lectures are packed with vital information and research-based exercises

you can perform every day to tap into your hidden mental potential.

Offer expires 11/22/11

1-800-832-2412
www.thegreatcourses.com/4prm

Optimizing Brain Fitness

Course no. 1651 1 1? lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Designed to meet the demand for lifelong

learning, The Great Courses is a highly

popular series of audio and video lectures led

by top professors and experts. Each of our

more than 300 courses is an intellectually

engaging experience that will change how

you think about the world. Since 1990,

over 9 million courses have been sold.
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Shooting professional-looking

hotos takes more than a fancy
digital single lens reflex camera

(D SLR). Knowing how to har-

ass its aperture and shutter
ntrols, flash intensity, light

metering and ISO will help

bring your photography skills

up to the level of your gear.

<
X

<

Automatic
FULL AUTO MODE IS FINE-MOS"
CAN TAKE BETTER PICTURES BY USING FIVE

CONTROLS. BY DMITRI

It J

ANUAL!

© The latest digital SLR cameras employ sophisticated light sensors and

composition-analyzing algorithms to routinely nail correct exposures in full auto

mode. Yet amateur DSLR photos often look no better than shots from a run-of-

the-mill point-and-shoot. The reason, explains photography instructor Bryan

Peterson, lies in appreciating the difference between a "correct" exposure, mean-

ing one that's well-lighted and not

blurry, and a "creatively correct" expo-

sure, meaning that you actually like

how the picture looks. To achieve the

latter, sometimes you have to say

goodbye to your friend Full Auto.

Exposure is determined by three

key settings—aperture, shutter speed

and sensitivity to light, or ISO—as well

as by how the camera meters light

and how intensely the flash is fired.

For any given scene, there are dozens

insi i) h: HOT GADGETS + OVERPRICED PHONE PLANS + NEW ANTIPIRACY REGS

PHOTOGRAPH BY SETH SMOOT
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(§) RadioShack
A CELEBRATION OF AMAZING CREATIONS
AND THE PARTS THAT MADE THEM POSSIBLE

Build Your Own Retro Analog Synthesizer!

There are a lot of great beginner electronics projects,

but this one is a true cult classic. The "Stepped Tone

Generator" first appeared in Engineer's Notebook:

Integrated Circuit Applications, written by the

champion of amateur science. Forrest Mims. and

published by RadioShack in 1980. It later came to be

known as the "Atari Punk Console" (APC) for its sonic

similarity to the early video game system.

At the heart of the APC is an integrated circuit called

the 556 (actually a doubled-up version of another

common IC. the 555). The circuit generates a square

wave, which gives it its distinctive sound. The pitch

is controlled by a pair of potentiometers— variable

resistors with knobs that can be played like a musical

instrument. An optional switch or momentary push

button can be included in the circuit to turn the tone

on and off. The APC can play through its own internal

ADVERTORIAL

speaker, or the audio signal can be sent to an external

amplifier or headphones through an output jack.

Like many popular DIY projects, the APC has been

"hacked" over the years. For example, one can replace

the potentiometers with photoresistors, and play the

mini-synth with light. People have also come up with

some creative packaging ideas, such as using an old

video game joystick as an enclosure.

I built my own APC in just a few minutes using parts

available at RadioShack. One of the handy features

of RadioShack's universal solderless breadboard is

that you can plug an integrated circuit like the 556 right

into the center of the board, which makes it easy to

connect other components to the IC's pins.

Following a circuit diagram I found with a quick Internet

search for "Atari Punk Console." I inserted the capacitors,

resistors, speaker wires and the 9V connector into the

breadboard. I had to solder my own lead wires onto the



\

potentiometers, as well as to the push button. A few

jumper wires were required to complete the circuit.

I attached the knobs to the potentiometer posts, and

attached the potentiometers and the speaker to the

breadboard with some double-sided tape. The push

button fit nicely into one of the holes in the board

intended for the terminal posts (those weren't needed

for this project). Finally, I plugged in a 9V battery and

was ready to rock!

About the author:

Ken Murphy is a programmer, musician, artist, author

and tinkerer living in San Francisco.
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\ GET THAT NEW WAVE SOUND FEATURES

THESE®RadioShack PARTS:

0.1 uF Ceramic Capacitor

Hexagonal Control Knobs

1 k-Ohm Resistor

4.7k-Ohm Resistor

Toggle Switch (SPST)

8-Ohm Mini Speaker
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9V Battery

To submit your own creation, explore

other great creations and get the

hard-to-find parts you need, visit

RadioShack.com/OIY

SCAN THIS QR CODE TO LEARN
MORE ABOUT THIS PROJECT
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Tech HARNESSING YOUR DSLR

of combinations of these settings that

will produce a correct exposure—but

each alters the style of the photograph.

Taking a picture manually is like going

on a road trip from New York to San

Francisco—you can take many routes.

Full auto, though, is like a GPS unit that

tells you to take 1-80 every time. To plot

a more creative course, you need to

learn the basics of manual control.

Aperture
FOR PORTRAITS, •

LANDSCAPES, CLOSEUPS,
LOW-LIGHT SHOTS

© Set the mode dial to A (or Av in

Canon cameras). Depending on what

model you own, you'll use either a dial

or buttons to adjust the size of the

aperture—the hole in the lens that con-

trols the rate at which light passes

through to the sensor. The size of the

aperture is called the f-stop and shows

up as a number displayed on top of the

camera or on the rear screen.

Full auto favors middle-of-the-road

apertures such as f/5.6, but you're going

to want to play with the extremes. For

landscape shots, like the one of Yosem-

ite's Half Dome on the opening page, put

your camera on a tripod and select a very

small aperture (one with a high number),

say, f/22. That maximizes depth of field

so that everything from the trees in the

foreground to the iconic cliff in the dis-

tance shows up in focus.

To draw attention to a particular part

of the picture, though, choose a wide

aperture (one with a low number), such

as f/2.8 or below. In the robot photo (top

right), I focused on the fingertip and shot

at f/2 to minimize depth of field. Only its

left hand is sharply in focus, creating the

impression that this menacing machine

is reaching out to touch you. Wide aper-

tures are great for human portraits too.

Shutter Speed
FOR NIGHT SCENES,
ACTION SHOTS, IMPLIED
NOTION, SPORTS

© Shutter speed determines how
long the camera's aperture stays open

to admit light to the digital sensor, and full auto likes to play it safe on this front too. It

generally opts for middling speeds from %o to Vsoo of a second, which reliably pro-

duce blur-free images. But reliable can be boring.

When photographing things that move, turn the mode dial to S (orTv in Canon

cameras). In bright light, choose a very fast shutter speed, Viooo or higher, to freeze

action. You'll see every little drop of spray as a Whitewater raft blasts through rapids,

and each clod of dirt flying from the tires of a mountain bike.

Work the other end of the shutter-speed spectrum too. Slow shutter speeds (%o

or longer) allow enough time for the moving person or object to blur, conveying

motion. (Stabilize your camera, preferably on a tripod, so that only the moving sub-

ject comes out blurry.) Long exposures can also produce artistically interesting results

in low-light situations. For the photo above of the person twirling fireballs, I used a

3-second exposure, enough time for a few full revolutions.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DMITRI ALEXANDER
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ISO
FOR LOW LIGHT,
ACTION SHOTS, NIGHT SCENES,
FLASH-FREE SHOTS

© This setting determines how responsive the digital sensor is to light. At ISO

200, the sensor is twice as responsive to light as it is at ISO 100; ISO 400 is twice as

light-sensitive as ISO 200, and so on.

The tradeoff is image noise: The higher the ISO setting, the more grainy, multicol-

ored speckles pollute your pictures. Sensors have gotten much better at night vision,

but noise often becomes noticeable beyond ISO 800.

Some cameras have a dedicated button to push when you want to change the

ISO; others require you to use menus to make changes. For the picture of a cafe in

Nepal (above left), I used ISO 800 and a 10-second exposure.

Flash Compensation
FOR PARTY PICTURES,
OUTDOOR PORTRAITS, •

LONG-RANGE FLASH

Q Full auto sometimes goes gonzo on the flash, making your friends chatting in a

bar look like wax statues at Madame Tussauds. For more tasteful results, start by

selecting a wide aperture and higher ISO. These changes will allow your camera to

capture more natural light, making it less reliant on the flash.

Next, manually set the flash to fire by pressing the lightning-bolt button found on

many cameras or by raising the built-in flash module. Find your camera's flash-

compensation button or menu item, symbolized by a small lightning bolt with a +/-

symbol next to it. You'll see a numbered scale. Try setting the flash for -1.3, then

-0.7, and so on, until the lighting is appropriately subdued.

The photo of the hiker (above, top right) shows another way to use this feature.

With the subject in front of you, aim at the sun. Find the exposure-compensation

control (not the one for the flash), which on most cameras is a button with a +/-

symbol on it. Change it to around -1. This helps you get a blue sky and keeps the

sun from being too bright. Then dial the flash compensation to +1. The result will be

an into-the-sun shot with both the subject and bright background properly exposed.

Spot Meter
FOR COMPLEX LIGHTING,
OUTDOOR PORTRAITS,
LANDSCAPES, SILHOUETTES

© The shot of the Andes (above, bot-

tom right) presented a classic light-

metering challenge—a scene containing

both bright and dark elements. In high-

contrast scenarios, full auto splits the

difference to capture as much of the

highlight and shadow detail as possible.

The resulting shot is often an unsatisfy-

ing compromise.

For better results in high-contrast

scenes, set the camera to the spot-

metering mode, symbolized on the dis-

play screen by a dot inside a box. Then

decide what's most important visually.

Center the area of interest in the view-

finder—in my photo, the sky and moun-

tains—and depress the shutter button

halfway. This tells the camera, "Give me
a perfect exposure of what we're look-

ing at right now." With the shutter still

half-depressed, you can adjust the com-

position, then push further to shoot.

This technique left the mountaineer

and foreground slopes underexposed

to the point of becoming silhouettes,

but that added visual punch. Compro-

mise is overrated. So take the next exit

from full-auto 1-80 and have a little

more fun. pm
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Digital Clinic
by John Herrman

Hot Pockets
My smartphone gets hot. Not
so hot that it burns my hand,

but close. Is something wrong?

ISCHARGING
BATTERYl

REAR VIEW)|

ELLULAl
transceiver!
and flasi
storage!

PROCESSOR^
AND SIM CAI

A A little heat from an electronic

device is normal. It's an unavoid-

able side effect of charging, discharging,

processing and illuminating. Stick your

hand behind the ventilation grille of an

HDTV or a cable box, or feel the bottom

of your laptop. These things are like

space heaters.

Just because gadget heat is normal

doesn't mean it's good. To a user, exces-

sive warmth emanating from a device

may be irritating or even alarming; to the

gadget—in particular, its battery—heat

is a mortal threat. "Heat is a killer of all

batteries," says Isidor Buchmann, CEO of

battery-testing firm Cadex Electronics.

He's not exaggerating: According to

his research, a lithium-ion battery stored

at 40 percent charge and 104 degrees

Fahrenheit—a realistic temperature for

common cellphone use—will lose 15

percent of its capacity over the course

of a year. That numberjumps to 35 per-

cent if the battery is stored at full

charge, as in the case of a laptop that's

left plugged in all day.

So, what, if anything, can be done

about an overheating gadget? There are

three common causes of a feverish

phone: poor signal, intense workload and

battery charging. There isn't much you

can do about a poor signal. Smartphone

operating systems are fairly good at

keeping renegade software in line, but

it's worth checking to see if there are any

apps running in the background. The

most likely culprit is actually a phone's

case—especially if it includes a battery

pack of its own. Let your phone go nude

for a day, and see if that helps.

A scalding laptop can usually be

explained by either an overactive proces-

sor or poor ventilation. Press

CTRL+ALT+DELETE on a PC or open the

Activity Monitor app on a Mac to check if

any programs are straining the proces-

sor, then close or uninstall the worst

offenders. Propping up a hot laptop to

improve airflow will go a long way too:

M
<_

IPERATURE SCALE °F

Processors, transceivers and
graphics units can be major

sources of heat in smart-

phones. But it's probably the

battery that you're feeling

through your pant leg.

PHOTOGRAPH BY DEVON JARVIS
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Some laptops, such as Apple's, use their

entire bodies as heat sinks.

Lastly, take a peek inside your com-

puter's exhaust or intake ducts. A dust

buildup can result in severe overheating.

If you're willing, you can partially disas-

semble your computer and clean with

compressed air or a fine brush.

If a gadget's temperature gets out of

hand, the device will usually attempt to

save itself. A laptop will simply shut off

without warning; smartphones will dis-

play a visual warning, then power down.

If the problem persists, contact the

manufacturer—persistent or extreme

heat could be a sign of thermal runaway,

which can result in a burst battery.

Business Expenses® i need

to access my work email from my
personal phone, but my carrier insists

that I need to pay an extra $15 for a

business plan. Is this necessary?

Probably not. Unless you're a BlackBerry

user, these Enterprise or Pro data plans

are not required to access Exchange

email or corporate computer networks

(virtual private networks, or VPNs).

Android, iOS, Windows Phone and

webOS smartphones include software

to connect to corporate accounts and

can be synced to Exchange servers for

email, calendars and contacts using any

smartphone data plan. That's because

the connection itself is identical to that

of a consumer plan: Data travel over the

same network, pass through the same
back-end hardware and use the

same network protocols.

Customer service will often attempt

to upsell customers to a corporate data

plan whether or not it will be subsidized

by their employer—in either case, they

will very likely be wasting $15 a month.

In a call to AT&T customer service, I was

told repeatedly and without elaboration

that the corporate data plan "is the only

plan that allows business use." Both

Exchange email and a Cisco corporate

VPN, however, work on my iPhone with

a cheaper, consumer-oriented plan.

Nonetheless, some employers may
require a pro-level data plan. Ask your

HR rep, or, better yet, buy your office IT

guy a beer.

FRAUD ALERT

FIGHTING ILLEGAL PHONE CHARGES

Services

1 911 Service Fee $1.09

2 Regulatory Cost Recovery Charge $0.49

3 Federal Universal Service Charge $1.74

4 Telecommunication Surcharge $0.38

5 State Excise $1.57

Total

Mlsc Charges and Credits

$5.27

6 Une Fee, ABC Teleservices. 1-800-555-8495 $9.99

7 Membership. ACME Payments. 1-800-555-4321 $1.99

8 Une Protection, FraudCo. 1-800-555-6132 $4.99

9 Stale Tax $1.36

Total

PWPJ^^WHWPPW^
$18.33

•> Readyour bill

The only way to spot

cramming is to keep an

eye on your bill. Look for

vague names: "Service

Charge," "Line Fee/' etc. If

you don't recall asking for

it, it shouldn't be there.

•* Research the

company Have you ever

done business with

these people? Can you

even tell what they do?
Often, crammers will bill

through a generic

payment-processing firm.

•> Demand a refund

First, call the company
that levied the charge.

If they offer resistance,

make note of their claims

and appeal to your

phone company. Don't

back down.

THE FCC HAS ANNOUNCED A RENEWED CRACKDOWN ON A PRACTICE KNOWN AS
CRAMMING, IN WHICH COMPANIES CHARGE PHONE USERS FOR SERVICES WITHOUT
THEIR CONSENT. THE FIRST AND STRONGEST LINE OF DEFENSE, HOWEVER, IS YOU.
HERE'S HOW TO SPOT-AND THWART-PHONE-BILL CRAMMING. BY JOHN HERRMAN

i

.

se charges may be small, but they add up

s, notify the authorities: Both the FCC and FTC will take

cramming complaints online at fcc.gov and ftc.gov, respectively.

.

The Accidental Pirate- My family and I don't illegally download movies

or music (as far as I know, at least). We do, however, use a ton of bandwidth—

Netflix, gaming, music streaming, etc. I read that Internet service providers are

cracking down on downloaders and pirates. Does that change anything for us?

Unless your kids are sneakily downloading movies on BitTorrent, then, no, the new
Copyright Alert antipiracy system shouldn't affect you. The standardized warning

system, designed by ISPs and the Center for Copyright Information—a coalition of

film, music and TV companies—is targeted at people who actively share content

illegally.

The new system works like this: A __^^_^^^^_^_^_^^^^_
content owner notifies an ISP that one

of its users is hosting illegal material on I

BitTorrent or a similar service; the ISP

warns said pirate that he's been caught;

if the pirate doesn't cease and desist, I

the ISP throttles his connection to 56K I

modem speeds until he does. pm

Got a technology problem?
Ask John about it. Send your ques-

tions to pmdigitalclinic@;hearst.com.

Whilewe cannot answer
questions individually, problems

of general interest will be
discussed in the column. £%
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Air Supremacy
WE TEST EIGHT LEAF BLOWERS
TO HELP YOU GET THE UPPER

HAND IN YARDWORK.
BY ROY BERENDSOHN

INSIDE

They're called leaf blowers, but they do more than move leaves. They sweep a

patio clean of grass clippings or blast a winter's worth of sand off the driveway.

They can also annoy your neighbor as you stand there in a trance blowing a few

spoonfuls of dust. Used responsibly, these tools are as efficient a timesaver as a

power lawnmower, and new designs have better grips for two-hand control. So we
tested eight two-stroke leaf blowers by moving all kinds of debris. We learned that

their rating for airspeed and volume is an unreliable gauge of effectiveness—some
of the least air-worthy were the most trustworthy. Here are our findings.

KITCHEN-FIX-UP TIPS + USING CASTOFF PARTS + SEALING DRIVEWAYS

PHOTOGRAPHS BY SCOTT JONES
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Home LEAF-BLOWER TEST

Rating

• • • i

CRAFTSMAN
358.794774

M!M1JI*1W* 25

WEIGI

Mvjis

215mph/470cfm'
11.1 pounds

S145

Likes: The Craftsman is one
easy-starting blower. Set its

automatic choke to Start, give

its recoil handle one or two
gentle pulls, and the engine roars

to life. The choke lever moves
automatically to the Run
position. The blower has good
vibration isolation and

comfortable handles. It moves
debris well, if not exceptionally.

Dislikes: The Craftsman is too

heavy, and given its high

air-movement numbers, it should

blow leaves more effectively. Its

locking nozzle is difficult to

install and remove, requiring you

to twist it on with a pair of large

tongue-and-groove pliers.

ECHO
PB-250

25.4 cc

1 35mph/390cfm
IS 9.5 pounds

SI 60

Likes: The Echo was one

example of how misleading

air-movement numbers can be.

It has low numbers, but it's

highly productive. To us, that

indicates that an airstream has

to be more than fast or have

high volume—it has to be

shaped for maximum impact.

We liked the Echo's long tube,

which lets you direct its tip close

to what you need to move. Also,

the tube's S-shaped curve helps

reduce the blower's tendency to

twist, reducing user fatigue.

Dislikes: We don't like the

tool's sliding Stop switch or its

upside-down purge bulb, which

is awkward to pump.

HITACHI
RB24EAP

23.9 cc

V£Lmm\
170mph/441 cfm

9 pounds

Si 50

WEIGh

Likes: We're well-acquainted

with Hitachi's electric power
tools, and we're becoming more
familiar with its gas-engine

products. We like what we're

seeing. This little green blower is

lightweight and produces an

effective airstream. We found it

worked well moving soggy

leaves and prickly seedpods.

Dislikes: The air-cleaner

element is a skimpy little ring

of die-cut foam that doesn't look

like it provides enough
protection for the engine. The

blower nozzle is too short,

reducing the effectiveness of its

airstream. The nozzle needs to

be able to get in close to debris.

HUSQVARNA
125B E-TECH

HSMISMdH* 28

130mph/425 cfm

HERIfl 9.4 pounds

$150

Likes: Ihe Husqvarna was
another example of how
air-movement numbers can be

misleading. Its air numbers are

low; its ability to do the job is

high. We attribute that to a

well-focused airstream that

doesn't waste its energy on

turbulence—in the blower tube,

in the housing or at the impeller.

Wisely, Husqvarna also provides

a fan-shaped nozzle (not shown)

that increases the blower's

ability to skim refuse from

pavement. Finally, the tool's light

weight and good balance make it

easy to handle.

Dislikes: Nothing noted.

* Volume in cubic feet (ofoir) perminute; Croftsmon ond Poulon Pro oirspeed meosured
with narrow-nozzle accessory, not shown. Volume reading taken in vac mode.
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POULAN PRO
BVM210VS

ENGINE SIZE: 25 cc

DECIBELS (A-WEIGHTED): 92

AIRSPEEDAOLUME:
210mph/460cfm
WEIGHT: 10.75 pounds

PRICE: $135

Likes: The Poulan and its

performance are essentially

identical to the Craftsman's. It

starts with a slow and gentle pull

of its recoil handle, and its

automatic choke lever sets itself

to the Run position after the

machine starts, which it always

does with one or two pulls. It's a

good leaf mover, even if it isn't

the best, and it moves all other

types of yard debris effectively.

Dislikes: Like the Craftsman,

the Poulan is heavy compared
with other blowers, and its

nozzle twists on only after a

considerable effort. The Poulan's

high air numbers weren't

reflected in its leaf movement.

STIHL
BG 55C

TANAKA
TRB 24EAP

TROY-BILT
TB2BV EC

H8MI8HMM 27

143mph/418cfm
iYigMnw 9.1 pounds

$150

170mph/441 cfm

IVUMIW 9 pounds

SI 50

fiWIMUfil

150mph/500cfm
9.85 pounds

$150

WEIG'

Likes: The Stihl's air-movement

numbers were low compared
with other blowers, but we
found it moved debris better

than those with higher

numbers—the airstream is

optimized, focused and less

turbulent. We suspect that

somebody looked carefully at

the impeller, the blower-tube

length and the tube's taper and
diameter to make the most of

the air it moves. The tool's light

weight further improves its

productivity.

Dislikes: Our one small gripe is

that the Stihl needs a momen-
tary Stop switch, not one with a

fixed position.

Likes: Except for the orange

color and its distribution

through power equipment
dealers (not, for example,

Lowe's), the Tanaka is the same
as the better-known but equally

aggressive Hitachi. It's a highly

energetic, lightweight yard tool,

especially when it comes to

moving damp material.

Dislikes: Just like the Hitachi,

this tool needs a longer nozzle

to put its airstream closer to the

ground and what you want to

move. It also needs a more
substantial air filter, not the

skimpy die-cut foam one it's

equipped with. A better filter will

likely improve performance and

extend engine life.

Likes: We appreciated the fact

that the Troy-Bilt was designed

for folks who want to use a leaf

blower with two hands. Sure, you
can operate it with one hand, but

it has two handles below its body,

and the weight distribution and
ergonomics are clearly designed

for two hands, unlike other

machines. These features permit

better maneuverability when you
pivot the blower to the side or

vertically. If not an exceptional

leaf mover, it's certainly a good
one, and it starts with an easy

pull of the recoil handle.

Dislikes: The blower is a little

too heavy, and its die-cut

foam air filter is a bit on the

scrawny side.
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Homeowners Clinic
by Roy Berendsohn

QA

The Forest in

the Kitchen
My wife and I are remod-
eling our kitchen, and I'm

considering using some
beautiful reclaimed pine

from a local dealer as
shelving or trim. Can you
give me some tips about
working with salvaged
wood? My wife is counting on me to do a nicejob, and this is

my first real woodworking project. Any thoughts on fixing up a

kitchen on a tight budget are also welcome.

A Okay, got it. First I'll address working with reclaimed lumber; then I'll turn to

budget kitchen fix-ups.

Reclaimed lumber, especially pine, can be a wonderful material. Barns, board-

walks, houses and warehouses, barracks, factories, bridges, and water tanks and

towers are sometimes called the industrial forest. Wood from these structures is

extremely high-quality because it comes from beautiful old trees that grew very

slowly to a large diameter. The slow growth produces a dense grain pattern because

the more slowly a tree grows, the narrower its characteristic bands of light- and dark-

colored wood (early and late wood, respectively).

But using reclaimed pine for the purposes you describe can present challenges. It

can have small cracks, holes and rust stains left from nails and screws; buried hard-

ware or hardware fragments; insect

boreholes; and wear marks from

decades of use.

For many, character is part of the

charm of reclaimed lumber. But if that's

not to your taste, you'll have to buy a

planer, a table saw and maybe even a

jointer and convert the lumber into

more uniform, blemish-free stock. Of

course, removing these details misses

the point and creates a ton of waste.

Regardless of whether you use the

lumber as you find it or remanufacture

it, consider buying a metal detector

($50 to $170) to find any hardware that

PHOTOGRAPH BY SARAH SHATZ
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Burner

Technology that's

50% quieter than

any other forced
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It's more than hardwood.
It's Bellawood ^S^^

}

Brazilian Koo 1

Mill-Direct LOW prices on first quality, »Z^*2£r$SL
full warranty tloors like Bellawood. flj Jl\Ji^lS*S^|l

For a FREE catalog or store near you. MBjEjj/0$BBBBM
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making sacrifices to pay
your heatin

We Can help. Whether you've been heating with wood for years or are

new to the idea, a Central Boiler outdoor wood furnace is the safe, efficient

and affordable way to heat your entire home and eliminate high heating bills.

It works with your existing heating system to ensure an easy and hassle-free

installation.

Outdoor Wood Furnace

XSE^ THE CLEAR CHOICE. ,M

Rethink how you heat your home. Talk to your local dealer today

about limited-time, money-saving offers!

Visit CentralBoiler.com
or call (800) 248-4681 for the dealer nearest you.

Adapts easily to new or existing heating systems.

Furnace and system must be properly sized and installed. ©201 1 Central Boiler • ad6058

may be buried in the wood. But you'

likely miss some metal even after using

it—don't be surprised if you end up buy-

ing extra blades and bits to replace

those damaged by stray hardware.

I hope I don't sound like I'm discour-

aging you from using reclaimed wood. It

just requires a bit more care than new
lumber. Speaking of which, the less fin-

ish you apply, the better. A thin layer of

shellac or penetrating oil is all you need

to bring out the lovely, dense grain.

Now, on to inexpensive fix-ups. Obvi-

ously, you get the most mileage from

paint ($120 is probably enough to cover

your walls, ceiling and any non-

reclaimed woodwork that needs paint).

Other inexpensive touches that can

make a dramatic difference are new
covers for switches and electrical out-

lets (about $100 to $200 total), and

cabinet knobs or pulls ($100 to $150
total). And even though you can't see it,

a trash-can slide is always worth adding

($30 to $50). New blinds go a long way

toward improving a kitchen's appear-

ance ($70 to $100). In fact, I'd consider

making a window valance from some of

the reclaimed wood. It could be the

crowning touch.

After all the painting is done and the

hardware replaced, I think your wife will

be pleased—and so will you.

Flipping the Lids its high

time we had our septic tank pumped.

The problem is that the company

that does the work says we could

save a considerable amount of money

if we locate the lid rather than hire

them to do it. What's the quickest

way to find the lid?

Unfortunately, there's no foolproof

answer here. Typically, you begin the

search inside the house, not outside.

Look for the point where the building's

main drain exits the foundation. In most

cases, the drain runs perpendicular to

the foundation for about 10 feet and

meets up with the septic tank. In some
parts of the country, that distance can

be as little as 6 or 7 feet. Ask your pump-

ing company for advice on that matter.
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DON'T THROW IT OUT

THE FIX FOR STRIPPED HOLES

WHAT TO

KEEP

WHY YOU
KEEP 'EM

HOW TO

USE 'EM

Braided copper

ground wire clipped

from old light fixtures;

electrical screws of

various sizes.

It's not unusual when
you change a light

fixture mounted to a

plastic box to have the

holes for the mounting
screws strip out.

Slip a piece of the braided copper ground wire into the

stripped hole and clip off excess wire so that none
protrudes. Drive the mounting screw as you normally

would. You can also use an electrical screw that's one size

larger. Carefully drill out the stripped hole and drive the

bigger screw. In some cases, you can skip the drilling and
just drive the screw.

You can also check with the town or the county. Your municipality may require

that the position of the tank and the rest of the house's waste system be indicated

on a plot plan or a similar document.

Ifyou have the plans, use a tape measure to locate where the tank is. Probe with

a shovel or use a digging bar with a sharp tip. The top of the septic tank will be any-

where from 4 inches to 1 foot belowground. When digging a test hole, remember to

remove a square patch of sod so that it can be easily put back into place after the

tank is pumped or when you go to make another test hole.

Sometimes a tank lid is easy to find and requires no more than half an hour to an

hour of careful probing and digging; other times it can take a couple of hours. It

makes you appreciate why some pumping companies now use flushable transmit-

ters. The pumping contractor flushes a transmitter down a toilet and then finds it by

sweeping over the ground with a locator. Other companies use a metal detector to

seek out the piece of bent rebar that is sometimes cast into a tank's concrete lid. In

any case, you're making a smart move by locating the tank yourself.

The Seal Deal © I'm going to seal my asphalt driveway this fall. I've never

done this before, and I don't want to make a mess out of it I would appreciate

any advice you can give me about what kind of sealer to use and the best way to

do this work.

Sealing a driveway is about as simple as DIY projects go, and freshly sealed asphalt

can make a world of difference to a home's attractiveness, not to mention greatly

increase the pavement's durability.

Begin by cleaning the driveway with a stiff-bristle broom or a leaf blower. Scrape clean

any cracks that are filled with weeds (use an old reciprocating-saw blade for this). Patch

and firmly compact potholes with cold-patch asphalt, and seal cracks with crack filler. To

repair large cracks, either pack the bottom with sand or lay in a length of foam backer
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Don't call them wipes!

They're bigger, tougher and soaked

with a knock-your-socks-off cleaning

solution that annihilates even the most

onerous grime. Unlike typical wimpy

wipes, our towels hold up to vigorous

scrubbing. Inside, outside, on the job, or

on the go, there's almost nothing they

can't clean. And while they're tough on

dirt they're easy on hands.

AVAILABLE AT

Louie's
Let's Build Something Together"

Q20U ~D*£ a Companies, inc.All nghts reserved Loire's,
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visit tubotowels.com for a

SPECIAL OFFER
©2011 federal Process Corporation A i r ghts reserved.
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rod before applying crack sealer. Next,

apply oil-spot primer to greasy spots with

an old paintbrush. This prevents the spot

from bleeding through the seal coat.

Finally, use masking tape, paper and

sheet plastic to protect adjoining sur-

faces, such as sidewalks, foundation

walls, garage doors or floors, or retain-

ing walls. Sealer that gets splashed

accidentally on these surfaces is nearly

impossible to remove.

You've got several choices of drive-

way sealer. Coal-tar sealant is the tradi-

tional product; its primary component is

the refined tar formed when bituminous

coal is converted to coke, a steel-making

fuel. Coal-tar sealer is still the go-to

material of the pavement-sealant indus-

try; it's favored because it resists degra-

dation from the sun's UV rays and

doesn't dissolve easily when blemished

by motor oil and automotive chemicals.

Coal tar, however, is at the center of an

ongoing controversy. In 2006, Austin,

Texas, banned asphalt sealers that con-

tain the material, citing a study that

found polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAHs) had accumulated in waterways.

An industry trade group, the Pavement

Coatings Technology Council, fired back

with counter-studies that took that

research to task for flawed methodol-

ogy, and noted that PAHs are also found

in auto exhaust and the residue from

burning wood and charcoal, among
other sources.

Where does that leave you? Coal-tar

sealants are still available almost every-

where in the country, but if the possible

environmental risk concerns you, then

your best choice is to use a sealer formu-

lated from asphalt emulsions (which

contain a tiny fraction ofthe PAHs found

in coal-tar formulations). There are also

sealers made from acrylic emulsions.

Although I haven't seen data on PAHs in

acrylics, I would estimate that their level

is at least as low as in asphalt emulsions

and probably lower. Expect to pay $3 to

$4 a gallon for asphalt-emulsion blends,

and $12 a gallon for acrylic sealers.

Regardless of the sealer you use,

reduce chemical-containing runoff from

the driveway by applying the sealer when the forecast is for dry weather. The longer

the post-application stretch of dry weather, the better. The sealer should have a

chance to cure before it rains.

TGSt Pilot My detached garage is heated with a ceiling-hung gas furnace,

and the pilot flame often blows out when I open the garage door. Obviously, this

is a nuisance. What's the solution? I can't always bring in tools, equipment and

materials through the side door.

First, have a heating contractor inspect the furnace. Yes, a pilot flame can easily be

blown out by high wind, but it's also possible that the pilot flame is weak or that the

furnace needs a tuneup. A weak pilot flame can be caused by gas pressure that's

too high or too low, a dirty pilot-light orifice orjust ordinary wear and tear—to name

a few of the many causes. A quick visual check can confirm whether the flame has a

light blue color and a correct shape, which can range from that of a bullet to the

form of a butterfly wing seen from above.

Ruling out a weak pilot, you might ask your heating and cooling contractor to

install an aftermarket automatic relighter, such as the one made by Adams Manu-

facturing. This device produces a stream of ignition sparks until the pilot relights

itself or the thermocouple cools to the point that the gas-control valve closes, shut-

ting off gas flow to the appliance.

TOOl LurKGr© I'm a longtime reader and online lurker of all things PM. I'm

beginning to take on new home projects, so I'm requesting more tools for special

occasions like my birthday. I point family members to your website and ask for

the tools that you recommend. But that means I've got many different brands of

power tools. Is there one brand that ranks best overall? This would be particu-

larly helpful to know concerning cordless power tools, so that I can swap
batteries as much as possible.

We get asked this question a lot. The simple answer is no. Over the past 20 or so

years, we've found that each manufacturer has at least one strong suit. For example,

we haven't seen a reciprocating saw yet that can outcut the iconic Milwaukee Super

Sawzall, and Bosch'sjigsaw handily beat all comers in a recent test. Among cordless

tools, we've had consistently high results from Bosch, Makita and Milwaukee, to

name three professional brands. DeWalt, Ridgid and other well-known names in the

industry also perform very well in our tests, and some less expensive brands such as

Hitachi, Ryobi and those sold by Harbor Freight provide more than enough perfor-

mance for homeowner needs.

Even within brands, you might be attracted to smaller, low-voltage tools that take

a stick-type battery that fits in the handle, while larger tools of the same marque use

a larger, slide-on type of battery. Ifyou find yourself needing to swap batteries among
various tools, buy a combo kit, such as one that contains a drill, a circular saw and a

reciprocating saw.

I suppose I'm just stating the obvious, but sooner or later manufacturers should

settle on a standard battery configuration. Yes, we've heard a lot of reasons from

manufacturers over the years about why this isn't possible. But then again, other

industries have put this kind of squabbling behind them and moved on to successful

standardization. It's time for the power tool industry to do this too. pm

©Got a home-maintenance or repair problem? Ask Roy about it. Send your

questions to pmhomeclinic@hearst.com or to Homeowners Clinic, Popular

Mechanics, 300 W. 57th St, New York, NY 10019-5899. While we cannot answer
questions individually, problems of general interest will be discussed in the column.
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Save Their Life For $250. You'll End Up Smiling Too.

Ming. 6 months, China

Durgap. 5 years, India

Free cleft surgery which takes

as little as 45 minutes and costs

as little as $250, can give

desperate children not just a
new smile — but a new life.

'...one of the most

productive charities—
dollar for deed — in the world.

—The Sew York Time*
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Your support can provide free treatment
for poor children with clefts.
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According to the U.S. Government, women should take sufficient levels of folic acid (400 micrograms/day) during pregnancy to help prevent neural tube defects and reduce the

risk for cleft lip and palate. When folic acid is taken one month before conception and throughout the first trimester, it has been proven to reduce the risk for neural tube defects

by 50 to 70 per cent. Be sure to receive proper prenatal care, quit smoking and drinking alcohol and follow your health care provider's guidelines for foods to avoid during

pregnancy. Foods to avoid may include raw or undercooked seafood, beef, pork or poultry; delicatessen meats; fish that contain high levels of mercury; smoked seafood; fish

exposed to industrial pollutants; raw shellfish or eggs; soft cheeses; unpasteurized milk; pate; caffeine; and unwashed vegetables. For more information, visit www.SmileTrain.org.

Smile Train is a 501 (cH3) nonprofit recognized by the IRS, and all donations to Smile Train are tit-deductible in accordance with IRS regulations.© 201 1 Smile Train.
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Build a T-Shirt Cannon ^'V
BLAST BALLISTIC SOUVENIRS TO THE BLEACHERS
USING PVC PIPES AND PRESSURIZED AIR.

BY WILLIAM GURSTELLE

I
PRESSURIZED
TANK!

TOGGLE SWITCH

BARREL

SOLENOID
VALVE

# MATERIALS LIST

36-inch length of

2-inch-diameter PVC pipe

16-inch length of

3-inch-diameter PVC pipe

3-inch threaded-to-smooth

PVC coupling

3-inch threaded end cap

3-to-2-inch PVC reducer

fitting

2-to-l-inch PVC reducer

bushing

2-to-l-inch PVC reducer

fitting

1 -inch-diameter iron pipe

close nipples

1-inch smooth-to-NPT PVC
adapter fittings

1-inch-diameter 24-volt

sprinkler solenoid valve

Momentary pushbutton

switch

On/off toggle switch

9-volt batteries and
harnesses

Electronic project box

Pipe-thread sealant

V4-inch NPT tank valve

Motley Crue T-shirt

1 -> 1.1IIWMIIJ Nothing adds value to an item like

firing it from a cannon. To make sports fans scramble

for a shirt, use the items from the materials list

above to build an air tank, barrel and trigger.

2 -» :ram:H^aia^ Solvent-weld the pipe

and pipe fittings together to make the barrel and

air-tank assemblies, using purple PVC primer and
cement to make the connections. The idea is to

reduce the 3-inch (air tank) and 2-inch (barrel) pipes

to fit the 1-inch solenoid valve openings. Use iron

pipe nipples to connect the solenoid valve to the

PVC fittings on the air tank and barrel. Apply

pipe-thread sealant to prevent leaks.

3 -» Hi]uiaMi:««iKK,l*HMiKKl Drill a 15/64-inch

hole centered on the flat part of the 3-inch end cap.

Tap the hole. Insert the tank valve and screw the cap

to the pipe. Use a compressor or foot pump to fill

the tank to 40 psi. Check pressure and test for leaks

with a tire gauge. Build a circuit to control the launch

by connecting three 9-volt batteries in series with a

toggle switch, a pushbutton trigger and the solenoid.

4 -> :lluW:l t'i»M3i;iJ Tightly roll a T-shirt, slip it

into the muzzle and push it to the bottom of the

barrel with a broomstick. Put on safety glasses.

Connect to the air tank and pressurize to 40 psi.

Set the toggle switch to on. Aim and fire. Reload,

refill and repeat. Warnings: PVC weakens in cold

weather. Don't overpressurize the tank. Don't fire

at a target less than 30 feet away. This is an

ofT-label use for PVC and water sprinkler equip-

ment—so proceed at your own risk.

+ MORE TO DO IN OCTOBER

Forge Ahead Thwart Vermin Fly a Killer Kite Gouge a Gourd Saw Lakeside Logs
-> "Our mission in life ^ Critters come in as > See cutthroat sport- -> Pumpkin-carving » Spend Oct. 5 to 14 in

is to get people weather cools, Bruce kite action at the 25th Picasso Jay Ball alters Isabella, Minn., with Ron
smithing," Houston Area Hunt, of United Wildlife annual Outer Banks X-Acto knives to sculpt Brodigan of the Great

Blacksmith's Associa- Control, says. Inspect Stunt Kite Competition elaboratejack-o'-lanterns Lakes School of Log H
tion treasurer Ed potential home entry Oct. 8 to 9 in Kill Devil in Smith field, Utah. "Put Building to learn the
Malmgren says of Forge points—chimneys, Hills, N.C. Kids attend a coping saw blade in full-scribed style. "No
Fest. Hone your anvil soffits, siding—and kite-building workshops, the X-Acto handle/' Ball prerequisites," Brodigan

skills Sept. 30 to Oct. 2 "make sure everything and pros take in stunt says. "Usually a finer says. "Just the dream of

in Oldenburg, Texas. is sealed tight." demos between battles. tooth size is better." building with logs."

ILLUSTRATION BY DOGO
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Over 28 million acres of some of America's most spectacular

public lands are open for you to explore. They're called

the National Conservation Lands - a collection of some of

the last places where you can experience the history and

undisturbed beauty of the American West From the rivers

that Lewis and Clark explored, to the trails traveled by pioneers

in the 1800s, to the sacred meeting grounds where Native

Americans once gathered, visiting these lands is an opportunity

you and your family can cherish and enjoy. Find out more

at conservationlands.org.
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Perfectly tuned to go
15,000 miles between oil changes
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Tuned for performance. Tuned for extremes. Tuned to keep your engine running like new. That's a perfectly tuned

motor oil. That's Mobil 1 Extended Performance. Proven to protect your engine for up to 15,000 miles between

oil changes. Mobil 1 Extended Performance. Get the full story at mobil1.com.

Official Motor Oil of

K&WJ Run Like New. Mobil D
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* This is a classic example
of a repair gone bad.

The previous owner
this door tried to san
out a scratch that went
into the primer. That
darker paint is the color

under the clear coat.
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A FEW MINUTES' WORTH OF CAREFUL FILLING AND POLISHING CAN
MAKE MOST PAINT SCRATCHES NEARLY DISAPPEAR. BY MIKE ALLEN

• New car + parking lot = scratches and chips. It's a fact of life. Other

people often don't treat your car's paint with much consideration. Ditto for kids

and pets, not to mention the odd troll with an attitude and a set of car keys.

Respraying a car can cost thousands of dollars, while respraying a single panel

may leave you with a clown car that doesn't match color left to right.

Fortunately, many small nicks, scratches and imperfections can be easily

retouched. A careful job is unobtrusive and may well be almost totally invisible.

ANATOMY

OF A SCRATCH

PROPER CONDITIONS: BE COMFORTABLE
Before you break out your touchup tools, figure out what you're dealing with. If the

scratch appears thin and white, it probably hasn't penetrated through the clear coat.

INSIDE

PHOTOGRAPHS BY CHAD HUNT
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If it is body-colored or shows metal, you've

got a deeper problem. Regardless, never

try to touch up paint unless the tempera-

ture in your work area is shirt-sleeve-

comfortable for you. Hie paint won't

adhere, dry properly or gloss up. The ideal

temperature would be in the 70s F, but 60

to 85 is acceptable. You'll need to be out

of the wind and sun. Indoors is best, but

a shady carport should do. The relative

humidity should be less than 60 percent

or so: The evaporating solvent will cool

off the panel as it dries, potentially low-

ering the metal's temperature below

the dew point and letting moisture

condense on the surface. This is not

conducive to good surface finish.

PATIENCE

Unless the car you're repairing is over 20

years old or was custom-painted, the

paint is almost certainly a clear-coated

catalyzed enamel. Artificially hardened

by toxic chemicals, its stable within

hours of factory application.

On the other hand, the paint you're

applying, whether it's primer, color or

clear, is a lacquer. Lacquers dry because

the solvent evaporates, leaving the solids

Clear-Coat Scratch

Minor scratches, ones that don't go through the clear coat into the color, or areas

of low gloss or orange-peel texture can often simply be polished out with

compound. Yes, this removes some of the clear coat, so polish the minimum area

necessary or you'll have to respray some of that protective top layer. Thoroughly

clean the panel after you're done to remove the abrasive compound.

[1] Clean the surface first to remove
surface dirt. Masking nearby trim with tape

might be wise, especially if it's chromed
plastic. Apply a small amount of polishing

compound to the pad that comes with it, or

even to a terry cloth or microfiber cloth.

[2] Polish a small area. After a couple of

dozen strokes, use a clean cloth to buff

the area dry. Check your progress, and

repeat if necessary. Go slowly to avoid

sanding through the clear coat, and check

often to see if the scratch is still visible.

Base-Coat/Primer Scratch

You'll need to get some matching paint. This same procedure can be used to

repair primer-coat scratches by brushing in a layer of primer first, then sanding

the overrun until it covers only the bottom of the scratch. Don't skip that step:

You'll have poor adhesion and/or rust.

[1] Clean the panel with solvent to

remove any oils or wax. Carefully apply

primer or color to the scratch. Yes, you'll

have paint overlapping the damaged
area; it's okay, but work carefully and

minimize any lap. [2] Let the paint cure

at least overnight. With a sponge or

rubber block as a backing, wet-

sand with 600- or 1000-grit wet-or-dry

sandpaper until any paint standing proud

of the surface is gone. Work slowly,

stopping often to clean the area and

check your progress. [3] Use compound
to chase the gloss back into the damaged
area. This will keep the sanded area more
closely contained. [4] You will probably

have low spots. Apply more paint, and

repeat until the scratch is filled and level.

A final compounding should restore the

finish's shiny factory gloss. Don't wax for

30 days to allow solvents to escape.
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- Spraying Clear Coat

Oops— if you've sanded through the

clear coat or have repaired a deep

scratch, you'll need to apply clear

coat. Buy a rattle can of automotive

clear coat. Ordinary clear enamel
won't work— it has to be automotive

paint intended for spot repairs.

Dupli-Color and Rust-Oleum have

appropriate products in aerosol cans.

Here's how to keep the repaired area

small and unobtrusive.

[1] Clean the surface with solvent to

remove oils and wax. Cut a dime-size hole

in a piece of paper for smaller blemishes

to avoid over-spraying—you could also

mask the area. [2] Hold the paper a

couple of inches from the panel and spray

a light, dry coat through the hole. If it

sags, you've sprayed too much. If it's

shiny, you've sprayed too much. Let this

dry. [3] Using 600- or 1000-grit

wet-or-dry sandpaper on a sponge or

rubber block, sand off any excess. This

step is necessary to level the clear coat in

the blemish, and also to keep the affected

area from getting increasingly large as

you add subsequent coats. As in a brush

touchup, compound the affected area to

remove sanding scratches. Repeat this

process with at least two coats, allowing

24 hours between coats.

behind. While they may feel hard and be

sandable within a few minutes, they will

continue to shrink for a while. Allow lac-

quers to dry at least overnight so they

can shrink before you add another coat.

If you need multiple coats to build up the

paint film to full thickness for a repair,

one coat a day is best. Of course, be safe.

The amounts of solvents used are small,

but work in a well-ventilated area. Make

sure to degrease the area with solvent-

before starting.

CRACKING THE CODE
Somewhere on your car should be the

factory-paint code, probably on a sticker

or metal plaque under the hood or in

the doorsill. This will help a great deal in

finding the correct touchup. It's amaz-

ing how many similar colors there are in

any car manufacturer's palette in a sin-

gle model year. If you can't match the

color in the display of touchup paints at

the auto parts store, your next, albeit

expensive, step is the parts counter at

the car dealer, at least if you have a car

that's less than 10 to 15 years old. If

you're really stumped, an auto paint

dealer can custom-mix you a pint; take

in a sample, like the gas cap or a mirror.

I've also gotten great matches from

expresspaint.com and from their motor-

cycle counterpart, color-rite.com, where

you can mail-order touchup pens and

bottles, aerosol cans or quarts or larger

cans of matched paint. pm

PRODUCTS:
Walk into any auto parts department

and you'll see a variety of kits and

products. I've always had polishing

compound and fine sandpaper around

the shop. That's really all you need,

but it's handy to have everything in

one box. Some kits have the primer

and clear already on board— all you

really need in addition is the proper

color paint and a place to work.

FROM LEFT: SCRATCHPRO'S
DIAMOND BASED COMPOUND COMES
IN THREE GRADES AND CUTS FAST; THE
0U1XX KIT HAS EVERYTHING, EVEN A
POLISHING CLOTH; 3M'S KIT FITS ON A
CORDLESS DRILL AND IS GREAT FOR
LARGER REPAIRS; DUPLI-COLOR HAS A
FULL LINE OF MATCHED PAINTS.



HARBOR FREIGHT TOOLS
Quality Tools at Ridiculously Low Prices

100% Satisfaction Guaranteed! • Lifetime Warranty On All Hand Tools!

FACTORY DIRECT
TO YOU!

How does Harbor Freight Tools sell high

quality tools at such ridiculously low

prices? We buy direct from the factories

who also supply the major brands and sell

direct to you. It's just that simple! Come
see for yourself at one of our 350 STORES
NATIONWIDE and use this 20% OFF Coupon

on one of our 7,000 products* plus with any

purchase of $9.99 or greater, pick up a FREE

7 Function Digital Multimeter, a $9.99 VALUE
with our compliments. We stock Automotive

products, Shop Equipment, Hand Tools,

Tarps, Compressors, Air & Power Tools,

Material Handling, Woodworking Tools,

Welders, Tool Boxes, Outdoor Equipment,

Generators, and much more.

NOBODY BEATS OUR QUALITY,
SERVICE AND PRICE!

Hsuy
WITH MIMMLM PURCHASE OF %1 99

7 FUNCTION
DIGITAL

MULTIMETER
REG. PRICE $9.99
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7 FT. 4" x 9 FT. 6"

ALL PURPOSE WEATHER
RESISTANT TARP

LOT MO. 877

12" RATCHET
BAR CLAMP/SPREADER

PITTSBURGH

SAVE
50%

$349
REG. PRICE $6.99
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4^fl • •!>.
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" «>A- SAVE
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HaulMaster MOVERS DOLLY
LOT NO. 93868
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SAVE
46% 000 LB. CAPACITY

REG. PRICE $14.99

3 PIECE TITANIUM I

NITRIDE COATED

!

HIGH SPEED STEEL
'

STEP DRILLS

;
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lot no. !
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SAVE
40% $8
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;

$14.99 <
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OSCILLATING
MULTIFUNCTION S/IVE
POWER TOOL 66%
8 Functions: Sanding, Cut Flooring,

Cut Metal. Scrape Concrete,

Remove Grout, Cut Plastic,

Scrape Flooring. Plunge Cut

LOT M0. 66303/67256

REG.

PRICE

$59.99

LUI «U. OOOUO.

$1999
Onmkri Crnot
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PITTSBURGH
13 PIECE

SCREWDRIVER SET
LOT NO. 1847

$499
REG. PRICE

$11.99

LOW-PROFILE
CREEPER
LOT NO. 2745

SAVE
48%

300 LB.

CAPACITY

Jim flMta import U gcod ii^ltttt *imwm HUD*FnWHA n«il ui*it o^m.oriTC 1

to mi *im aymmwmv ceu*m Cupv «fwm «n p«w pwIbh i

Tools sold

separately.
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6" DIGITAL CALIPER
PITTSBURGH

LOT NO. 47257
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driljmaster
1 500 WATT DUAL
TEMPERATURE

HEAT GUN
(572°/1112°)

LOT NO. 96289

SAVE
55% $899 REG.

PRICE

$19.99

REG.

PRICE

$29.99
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FLUORESCENT
WORK LIGHT

CHICAGOQ ELECTRIC
POWER TOOLS

LOT NO. 92079

8 POSITION DOG BONE
PITTSBURGH WRENCHES

SAVE
28%

SAVE
53%

includes two

1 5V button cell
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SAE
LOT NO.

65498

METRIC
LOT NO.

65497

$699
REG. PRICE
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4-1/2" ANGLE GRINDER
driljmaster

LOT NO.

95578

PRICE

$19.99

CHICAGOB ELECTRIC
'o«f« TOOLS

7-1/4" CIRCULAR
SAW WITH LASER

LOT NO.

SAVE
""

40%

iiii i ii in mi mi n

RECIPROCATING SAW
cai/c WITH ROTATING HANDLEOHft CHICAGOBELECTRIC
50%

"—TOOL.
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'ADJUSTABLE SHADE

AUTO-DARKENING
WELDING HELMET
CHICAGO&MIOIHC;

LOT NO 46092
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500 LB. CAPACITY
ALUMINUM

CARGO
CARRIER
LOT NO- 92655

3 GALLON 100 PSI

0ILLESS PANCAKE
AIR COMPRESSOR

LOT NO. 95275

SAVE $4499
**U /0 reg. PRICE $74.99
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"molb."
capacity

four drawer

lA]/E
ROLLER CART

130

1 8 VOLT CORDLESS
3/8" DRILL/DRIVER

WITH KEYLESS
CHUCK

OH t drU|master

50% LOT NO. 68239

18VN«Cd
battery and
charger

included. $"1499
REG.

PRICE
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Car Clinic
by Mike Allen

Mighty Tight
I'm trying to restore this

beautiful-but-rusty sports car.

need to remove the door-

lock mechanism from the sill,

but the giant Phillips-head

screws used to attach it are really tight. I can't break them loose

with a screwdriver; in fact, I ruined a nearly new screwdriver by
trying to turn the shank with a pair of Vise-Grips. When I push
hard enough to keep the bit from popping out, the screwdriver
end gets chewed up. The screws must be made of some sort of

really hard steel. Consequently, I'm afraid to try drilling them out.

Besides, if I drill the heads out, I'll still have to deal with the stubs
left in the holes in the doorframe. My buddy suggested heating
the screws up with an acetylene torch, but I'm afraid I'd damage
the paint or warp the thin steel panel. Any advice?

A I've always used a handheld impact driver to remove tough screws, but

Graham Tool Co. sent me this nice little gadget last month that's even more

effective. It's pretty simple. They call it the Small Fastener Removal Tool, and it's

used in concert with a small air hammer. It comes with a socket adapter for small

Hammering on the end of a screwdriver

sometimes helps to loosen frozen screws,

but it can beat up the screwdriver. Graham
Tool's fastener remover lets you do the job
with an air hammer.

bits, and I've found it useful for remov-

ing brake-disc-locating screws, CV-

joint Allen-head bolts and even slotted

wood screws. The rapid (dozens of

times per second) in-and-out impact

from the air hammer does two things:

It busts up corrosion and loosens up

stuck fasteners, especially when com-

bined with some penetrating oil. At the

same time, it keeps the bit firmly bot-

tomed out in the fastener while you

apply plenty of torque with your other

hand. The combination has freed up

fasteners that I otherwise would have

had to resort to drilling out. Check it

out at grahamtool.com.

Let Me In! © I have a 1996 Buick

LeSabre. The wireless key fobs (both

ofthem) work to lock the doors and

open the trunk but not to unlock the

doors. Any way to fix this?

Okay, the transmitters in the fobs are

working, as is the receiver in the car, or

you'd get no response at all from the

remote. I'm going to assume that you

can unlock the doors with the central

locking system from inside the car

without the key fob or you would have

mentioned otherwise. That leaves only

one variable—the unlock button on the

key fob itself. Times two, of course.

LLUSTRATION BY JAMES PROVOST
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Automotive Accessories
Ford Focus

^ *

FloorLiner is made from a

Sturdy High-Density Tri-Extruded

Material, and is Digitally Measured

to Perfectly Fit Your Vehicle!

Available for Popular Cars. Trucks,

SUVs and Minivans in Black,

Tan or Gray. ?J'*tf
Ford Edge

©201 1 Oy Mmn«iI IP LLC

n* % •"Mi: SLf-

Chrysler Town & Country Side Window
Deflectors

for Virtually

Any Car,

Pickup, SUV

or Minivan! No

Exterior Tape

J Needed.

Also Available

in Dark Tint.

snap right Th!

Toyota Highlander Hybrid

Cargo-Trunk Liner is Computer Designed Protection

for Cars, SUVs and Minivans.
%*>?%-

Chevrolet Impala

All-Weather Floor Mats for Virtually Any

Car, Pickup. SUV or Minivan! Available in

Black. Tan or Gray.

m
'—.
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A V TO MOT ! V K
PRODUCTS LIMITED

if

Specialists in Original Equipment and

Aftermarket Automotive Accessones

Order by Phone or Internet

800-441-6287

We erTech.com
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Cut it. Engraven. Mark it
L AS f ItB

Start a Laser Engraving, Cutting and

Marking Business with an Epilog Laser

From creating and personalizing 3D models, to

engraving photos on keychains, to marking auto

parts and accessories, our laser systems create the ^
products you see here and mo

3.

A . . .
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*»*--

r %
= Laser Systems Starting at $7,995

Visit epiloglaser.com/popmech.htm for more information and

to receive your brochure kit with engraved and cut samples!
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EPILOLASER
1.888.437.4564

salesTepiloglaser.com
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Cordless Protection Just
Got a New Benchmark

i he New and Improved SOLO S3
Longer Range

Enhanced Display

• Sleek Slylirg

. Cordless Freedom. Better Performance. -s349.95

We took a breakthrough product and made it even better. The battery-

powered SOLO S3 is the most powerful combination of cordless

convenience and long range radar/laser detection ever. With increased

sensitivity on all bands for long range detection and its elegant new
design, SOLO S3 provides the freedom of a cordless detector with

the performance you expect from ESCORT. It's your perfect traveling

companion. Take SOLO S3 for a 30 day worry-free test drive.

Don't just drive. . . Drive Smarter with the new SOLO S3 from ESCORT

^Wwtwnwj
Department PMECH 2011 ESCORT Inc. ;;.l :_- 5MARTE
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Incredibly strong,

tough and thick;

Gorilla Tape is

made to stick to

rough and uneven

surfaces like wood

stone, stucco,

plaster, brick

and more.

FOR THE TOUGHEST JOBS ON PLANET EARTH*

GOMUAT0UCH(:]
1-800-966-3458 Made in USA

Normally, when I have a bad

key fob, I pick up a generic remote

off the Internet or at the auto

parts store and use the remaining

working remote to program it. (No

surprise, these units are far

cheaper than the dealer-sourced

ones.) Follow the directions on the

replacement fob, since they're too

complicated to list here. Unfortu-

nately, in your case, both remotes

aren't working properly, which

makes reprogramming a new one

tough. Here's a suggestion: Try

reprogramming the receiver in the

car. Turn the ignition key off. Use a

short jumper wire to short the

under-dash data-link-connector

terminal 8 to terminal 4. Turn the

key on. Press and hold the lock

button on the fob; the doors

should lock. Press and hold the

unlock button; the doors should

unlock. Remove thejumper. (Read-

ers should note that this proce-

dure is specific to a 1996 LeSabre

and probably won't work on most

other cars, GM or otherwise. As

always, consult a shop manual or

even the owner's manual for spe-

cific instructions relevant to your

own car.)

All right, that probably didn't

work, because, as I suspected, the

key fobs are shot. I predict the issue

is bad electrical contacts inside the

fob. Pry or unscrew it open. Find

the small microswitches soldered

to the printed circuit board and

hose them down with my favorite

contact cleaner, DeoxlT. Try the

Got a car problem? Ask us

about it. Send your questions to

pmautoclinic@jhearst.com or

over Twitter at twitter.com/Pop

MechAuto or to Car Clinic,

Popular Mechanics, 300 West
57th St., New York,

NY 10019-5899. Whilewe
cannot answer questions
individually, problems of

general interest will be
discussed in the column.
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lock button again. If that works, immediately acquire a generic fob and use the now-

functioning OEM fob to program it, because odds are it will fail again sooner or later.

UUl 01 Control © Is anyone coming up with a decent cruise control?

Engine sizes are coming down and efficiencies are going up, but the power-to-

weight ratios cause the engines to redline in hilly country when the cruise pushes

the pedal to the floor. What is needed here is an engine-throttle limiter that

would work up to the requested top speed more slowly. In my four-cylinder Ford

Ranger I would be much happier with the speed selection being more of a

suggested upper limit than a demand.

The problem isn't in the cruise control. As you suggest, the power-to-weight ratio is

MIKE'S SHOP SHORTCUTS

THE RIGHT SIZE

I hate brake

work—well, at least

when someone
brings me some
neglected car or

truck that hasn't

had any scheduled

maintenance since

the Nixon

administration.

Any kind of brake

work—whether it's

something episodic

like replacing a

failed brake pipe,

or periodic

maintenance-
means bleeding

the brakes.

Hah. You try

turning those

minuscule, 7-mm
hexhead bleeder

bolts after they've

marinated in salt

water, brake dust

and mud for a

generation. They're

made of fairly soft

steel (probably so

the tapered valve

seat at their inside

end has a chance

of sealing properly

against the hard,

cast-iron seat

inside the caliper),

and that means
they round

off easily.

First rule: Use
a box wrench or

six-point socket to

break them loose.

When they do

round off, the first

thing most people

try is to grip them
with Vise-Grips.

Nope, see above

for discussion of

soft steel. Ifyou
reef down enough

on the Vise-Grips

to get good
purchase, the soft

steel (ditto) bolt,

which is hollow,

will collapse and

break off clean

at the surface

of the caliper.

To avoid the

collapse, I fill the

hole in the center

of the bolt with the

shank end of a

twist drill, choosing

one from the drill

stand thatjust

barely fills the hole.

It keeps the

bleeder bolt from

squashing flat, and

because it's

smooth, it's easy

to extricate later.

PHOTOGRAPH BY CHAD HUNT

FREE
Audio/Video Catalog

Just call Crutchfield

for the latest in

top brand A/V gear

Install it yourself —
our experts can help

you save money and

get professional results

Free shipping on

most orders

For your free A/V catalog or to talk

to a Crutchfield expert, call:

1-800-317-9722
visit:

www.crutchfleld.com/mechanlc

scan:

CRUTCHFIELD
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lower on many small vehicles. This

necessitates more throttle to negoti-

ate hills, which in turn eventually

makes the transmission downshift

with a bang to try and maintain speed.

Some manufacturers, specifically

ones with a more expensive product

than your Ranger pickup, have engine

controls with more intelligence: They

are less prone to downshifting when

in cruise-control mode than not, spe-

cifically to avoid this issue, which is

referred to as hunting. On longer hills,

the vehicle will go back and forth

repeatedly between two gears as

the transmission searches for the

sweet spot.

I do have one suggestion for you:

Some aftermarket cruise controls are

adjustable as to how aggressive they

are. If this problem really annoys you,

disable the Ford cruise control, install

an aftermarket system, and tune it

down. By lowering the sensitivity, the

vehicle speed will sag more on hills,

reducing—but not eliminating—down-

shifts and hunting.

SupersaVd © When I think I'm

going to be stopped in my car for

20 seconds or more, like at a

drive-through window, I shut off the

engine. My son argues that it is going

to take more fuel to restart the engine

than I will save by shutting it off. Is

there some rule of thumb on the

break-even point for shutting off

versus letting the engine run?

Engines consume gasoline while

idling—2 to 5 gallons per hour. They con-

sume no gasoline when shut down. It

takes essentially zero gasoline to restart

a warm engine. Do the math. That's why

hybrids and some new cars shut down
the engine at traffic lights—to conserve

fuel—restarting automatically when
your foot comes off the brake so the car

is ready to go by the time you get to the

gas pedal. I don't know where this mis-

conception came from, but it constantly

comes up in my mail.

Actually, I think I may know where it

came from. In days of old, when cars had

carburetors and chokes, a cold start involved closing the choke to make the mixture

richer, sweetened by a few pumps of the accelerator, which pumped a half-spoonful or

so of raw gas into the intake at every stroke. The extremely rich mixture ensured that

enough gasoline was in its vapor (not liquid) phase when the spark plugs fired; other-

wise, the wet gasoline drops wouldn't ignite. Once the engine caught, the choke had

to stay on for several minutes, or the cold valves and piston would keep the gas liquid.

It would take several minutes of fast idling or choke-on driving to bring the engine up

to normal operating temperature. That, of course, consumed fuel more rapidly until

the engine warmed up. An inappropriate generalization from that phenomenon may
have led to the misconception that engines (modern, fuel-injected engines that are

already warmed up) need substantial amounts of fuel to restart when shut off briefly.

One downside: You may need to replace your starter motor prematurely. Vehicles

with idle shutoff use either an uprated starter or combine the starter function with a

hybrid traction-assist motor.

Braking Bad © Back when I learned to drive, my dad taught me to always

apply the parking brake before shifting the transmission to park. He told me that

this served two purposes. First, applying the parking brake before shifting the

transmission into park took the pressure off the transmission, thereby prevent-

ing the failure of the pin that drops into the transmission when shifting into park.

Second, applying the parking brake recalibrated or reset the brake cable, thereby

keeping the rear-drum brakes in optimum operating condition. Recently, I took

my 2000 Toyota 4Runner into the shop for scheduled maintenance. The

technician recommended a brakejob, which seemed reasonable given the

number of years since the last brake job. Somewhere in our conversation I

mentioned that I always use the parking brake, and the technician gave me the

business about my excessive use of it This leads me to two questions for you.

First, was my father correct in what he taught me 30 years ago? Second, do

those same lessons hold true today on these new-fangled automobiles with

their fancy disc brakes and such?

Your father was right on the money. Still is. Regular use of the parking brake—often

erroneously referred to as an emergency brake— is a good practice. I do think the

advice about taking the pressure off the parking pawl is probably overcautious, unless

you live on a steep hill or someplace where your parked car is likely to be creamed by

passing traffic. Keeping the parking-brake cable from freezing up from disuse, how-

ever, is good advice, even today with four-wheel disc brakes being commonplace. If

the cable doesn't get regular exercise, it'll freeze, especially the part of it that's hang-

ing below the chassis and is constantly bathed in salty water and grit. Ditto for the

self-adjusting system built into the rear backing plate or rear caliper. pm
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Unclog Drains with Your Pressure Wisher

""*
100 Ft Sewer Jetter Only $129$ioo£

FIVE MINUTE FENCE STAIN
Stain 100 feel of fence in just 5 minutes! Sprayer

attaches directly to garden hose. No masking, simply

hose off over-spray. One quart covers 600 square

feet. Select from three natural wood tones; Natural

Cedar, Dark Cedar or Redwood.

www.FiveMinuteFence.com

UMP REMOVAL
HVST & EASY!
Eliminate Landscape

Eyesores with a DR®
STUMP GRINDER!

• Make stumps
DISAPPEAR.

• EXPAND lawn areas.

• OPEN UP fields

& meadows.

• BLAZE new trails.
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mowing
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The DR* STUMP GRINDER uses carbide-tipped

cutting teeth that take over 400 "bites" per

second, to pulverize stumps into a pile ofwood-

chips. Quickly and easily, you can grind any size

tree stump below ground level. Gone forever!

Call for a FREE DVD & Catalog!

TOLL-FREE

1-800-462-1032
DRstumpgrinder.com
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STORAGE WITH STYLE
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Toll free
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ALTERNATE ENERGY

SOLAR POWER GENERATORS.COM
Emergency Power for storms and

power outages! Plug-n-Play Solar

Power and Accessories. *Solar Panel Kit

+ lOOAmp Portable Solar Battery Case

NEW KITONLY - $49.00* Order Today!

GoOff-The-Grid! 1-888-760-9838.

ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION

Electric and Gas Powered Bicycles,

Bike Conversion Kits, Scooters, Minibikes.

Mopeds, Dirtbikes, ATVs,

WWW.FIVEFLAGSMOTORBIKES.COM,

(850) 941-2080.

CONVERTYOUR GAS VEHICLE
TO ELECTRIC.

50 to 300 horsepower.

Save money on gas & maintenance.

702-277-7544.

www.grassrootsev.com

Grassroots Electric Vehicles Inc.

APPAREL

SUSPENDERS WITH PATENTED
NO-SOP Clip. Free Catalog 800-700-4515.

www.suspenders.com

ARTS, CRAFTS, SUPPLIES

WHOLESALE PRICES ON JEWELRY
CRAFT ITEMS, Beads & Beading

Supplies, Rockhound Supplies,

Belt Buckles, Clock Movements.

Free 122 page catalog.

Eloxite Dept. 45,

Box 729, Wheatland, WY 82201,

Ph.: 307-322-3050

Web: www.eloxite.com

AUTOMOTIVE
AMSOIL, SYNTHETIC LUBRICANTS.
Buy Direct, Register to Buy Wholesale.

Free Catalog. 1-888-450-2658.

www.synthoils.com
SUPER SONIC SPARK PLUGS

US Patent 5,610,470

More Power - Better Mileage

Cars, Trucks, Motorcycles

1-800-243-6674

www.enginebrain.com/2

BICYCLES

GOLDEN EAGLE BICYCLE ENGINES
2 & 4 Cycle Geared Belt 25 - 40cc

517-410-2793

bikeengines.com

BOATS, OUTBOARDS, TRAILERS

BOAT KITS - PLANS - PATTERNS -

SUPPLIES Catalog $5.00,

Clarkcraft. 16-6 Aqualane,

Tonawanda, NY 14150.

716-873-2640.

www.clarkcraft.com

AS SEEN ON NCISI BUILD YOUR
OWN BOAT - Send $9.95 for Book of

Designs, includes free plans.

Glen-L, 9152 Rosecrans/PM,

Beltflower, CA 90706, 888-700-5007

WWW.SMALLBOATPLANS4U.COM

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

CONCRETE CHARLIE™ SAYS:

Claim your piece of the

$100 Billion waterproofing

industry and become a

foundation crack repair specialist.

Most Complete Training

in the Industry!

Don't Wait! Territories available NOW!

Or, buy a kit and fix your cracks!

www.concretecharlle.com

Enter Pop. Mech Promo Code: 971208

EARNINGS UNLIMITED!

Mail our burglar alarm advertisements

from home! S.A.S.E.: LISTINGS-R

Box 699, Lake Zurich, Illinois, 60047-

0699.

DO-IT-YOURSELF

HYDRAULIC JACK REPAIR
Manual and catalog: $15.00

620-594-2247,

Hydraulic Parts Supply,

P.O. BOX 97-PM. Sawyer. KS 67134

SOON THE GOVERNMENT
will enforce the

MARK OF THE BEAST

as CHURCHAND STATE unite!

Let THE BIBLE identify him.

FREE BOOKS/DVDs

The Bible Says. P.O.B. 99.

Lenoir City. TN 37771

thebiblesaystruth@yahoo.com

1-888-211-1715.

ELECTRONICS

CONDUCTIVE PAINT, EPOXY
From $12. Silver or carbon paint.

Silver epoxy. Carbon tapes.

Custom formulas available.

www.semsupplies.com

301-975-9798 (M-F)

Digital Copyguard Eliminator,

Stabilize and Restore

Distorted Video. Guaranteed

to work with all

DVD and VHS Systems.

Free information Package

574-233-3053. www.rcdst.com

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD
DESIGN

Schematic. Layout, Packaging,

Fabrication and Assembly. Reverse

Engineering. Prototypes to

Production. Your one stop solution!

www.PCB3D.com

EMPLOYMENT
JOB SECURITY GUARANTEED!

Regardless of the economy

Learn and use the Twelve Steps

to Job Security.

GO TO: www.JobSecurlty.com

FINANCIAL

RARE COIN INVESTMENTS.

Our clients DON'T LOSE money!

FREE brochure.

DENKO 1-877-777-1754.

FOR INVENTORS

PATENTYOUR BRILLIANT

INVENTION!!!

Registered Patent Attorneys

Available to Assist You

New York and New Jersey Offices

Call (646) 373-2504 or Email:

INFO@PATENTANDTAXLAW.COM

HOME HEATING

INEFFICIENT FURNACES
REDUCE HEATING BILLS!

"EFFICIENIZE"

Your Older Gas Furnace.

Easy, Safe. Steps.

STOP WASTING VALUABLE BTU's.

Huge $$$ Savings Each Year!

FurnaceMasters.net



HEARING AIDS

HEARING AIDS - GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICES!

No huge commissions.

Home trial, terms. All makes.

We're the oldest, biggest, best.

Custom instrument specialists.

Free information. 1-800-323-4212.

Lloyds-PMC
DIGITAL HEARING AID SALE

16 channel bands, any size, any type or

BTE $339.95

Options: touchtone. twin mics,

custom molded - $50.00

Newl Open Fit Technology -

most brands - big discounts
Repairs $77.00 (since 1981)

Free brochure & mold kit

Hearing One 1-800-249-4163

100 Main Street, Marty SD 57361

TROUBLEWITHYOUR
HEARING AID?

Lilli Electronics is a full service

hearing aid repair lab.

We can quickly return most
hearing aids to perfect, working

condition. Serving the U.S.

and beyond since 1967.

Call: 1-800-653-8882 or visit us at:

UUIelectronlcs.com.

READING GLASSES FOR YOUR EARS
Spice up your marriage.

Laugh with your Grandchildren.

Feel years younger.

Doctor-Designed MDHearingAid

$169.99 with coupon "PM"
Money Back Guarantee

FREE Brochure - Call/Visit NOW!
www.MDHearfngAid.com

800-873-0680

HELP WANTED
$400 WEEKLY ASSEMBLING

Electronic Circuit Boards/Products.

Rush S.A.S.E.:

Home Assembly - PM. P.O. Box 450,

New Britain. CT 06050-0450
$300 TO $1000 WEEKLY
ASSEMBLING PRODUCTS

FREE INFORMATION RUSH SAE:
INKLING PRESS,

BOX PM28. 105 Morin Street.

Field. ON. CANADA POH IMP
MKstore currently has a

vacant space for the post of a

online bookkeeper and a storekeeper.

Applicant can work from

anywhere to earn extra money.
For more info, contact:

mkstore@blumail.org

INVENTORS

INVENTORS: Free information tells

how to offer your invention

for sale or license.

Kessler Corporation, 52+ years

800-537-1133, ext. 25,

www.kesslercorp.com

INVENTORS

PROTECTYOUR IDEA!

Write Your Own Patent Application

PatentPro® Software

www.pate nt pro.us

JEWELRY

.....WITH MOTION IN MIND
KINEKT DESIGN GEAR RING:

Interactive jewelry for men & women.
Turn the outer rims of the ring &

see the gears move (watch our video!).

Lifetime Warranty & Free Shipping.

Order online or call 1-888-600-8494.

www.kinektdeslgn.com

LAKES & PONDS
LAKE OR POND? Aeration -

1st Step towards improved water quality.

Complete Systems $169 - $329

11.000 Gal. Per Hour Water

Fall Pump only 3.6 amps! Just $399.95

www.fishpondaerator.com

608-254-2735 Ext. 3

LIVE STEAM MODELS
WORKING STEAM ENGINES
Discounts! Accessories, Parts,

Stirling Engines.

Limited Edition Tin Toys, Cars & Trains.

Catalog $6.95 Refundable.

Yesteryear Toys

Dept.PMSBox537
Alexandria Bay, NY 13607

www.yesteryeartoys.com
1-800-481-1353.

METALWORKING

BUILD, REPAIR, RESTORE ANY METAL
Quality Hand-tools & Forming Machines

for Automotive, Aviation,

Homeshop, Sculpture, Instructional

DVDs & Workshops.

20 years & still the best!

Free catalog 530-292-3506

www.tlnmantech.com

OF INTEREST TO ALL

FREE CATALOG by mail. Meet nice

singles, women, men. Photos. Profiles.

All ages. Since 1981.

Box 310, Allardt.TN 38504

Call 931-879-4625.

OFINTERESTTOMEN
SINGLE RUSSIAN LADIES

Seek romance, marriage.

E-mail, tours, free ads for men.

Anastasia Intl. Since 1994.

http://WWW.ANASTASIADATE.COM
HOT LOCALWOMEN

Listen to Ads & Reply..FREE!

FREE Code 7569.18+

1-888-634-2628

www.MegaMates.com

OF INTEREST TO MEN

ASIAN BRIDESI Worldwide!

Free Details/Photos!

PIC. Box 4601-PM, T.O.. CA 91362.

805-492-8040. www.pacisl.com

PLASTIC MATERIALS

ACRYLIC & POLYCARBONATE
for windows, doors, farm, and

industrial projects.

PVC, Polypropylene, Nylon, Acetal, more.

Gamma Seal bucket lids.

www.freckleface.com

SATELLITE SYSTEM
COMPLETE DIGITAL SATELLITE TV
DISH SYSTEM / FREE CHANNELS

No Contract or Monthly Bill,

Watch FREE 200+ Channels

Call 574-233-3053 for

FREE Satellite Chart and

Information Package, www.rcdst.com

SNOW GUARDS
STOP SNOW SLIDES ON

METAL ROOFS!
Practically Invisible, Easy Installation,

Online Estimator.

Fast Shipping www.snojax.com

STEEL BUILDINGS

BUILDINGS, designed for

the do it yourselfer. Buy direct from

the factory& SAVE THOUSANDS.
Worldwide Steel Buildings

www.wsbnow 800-825-0316.

TOOLS

SPARROWS LOCK PICKS
Bump Keys - Bypass Tools - Lock Picks

www.SparrowsLockPlcks.com

TREASURE FINDERS

BURIED TREASURE - Sensitive

equipment allows locating from distance.

Brochure free. Simmons. Box 10057-MA,

Wilmington, NC 28404
www.simmonsscientificproducts.com

WANTEDTO BUY
BUYING GOLD, SILVER,

PLATINUM -ANY FORM
60 years experience. Free pricing quotes.

Top payment. 1-800-932-1010

www.preciousmetalsreclaiming.com

WATER PURIFIERS

DRINKING WATER SCAMS EXPOSEDI
Free Special Report ($15.00 Value)

Find out which water is best for you!

800-874-9028 waterwise.com

WINE/BEER MAKING
WINEMAKERS - BEERMAKERS.

Free Catalog. (800)841-7404. Kraus.

7850-L, Independence, Missouri 64054.

www.eckraus.com/offers/Lasp
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©When Ryder Washburn graduated from college, he had a decision to make: pursue a

career in finance or go into the family business—a company called The Specialists Ltd.,

which provides weapons for films and television shows. "It turned out that doing armory work

was a lot more fun," he says. Washburn started on TV shows such as Law& Order; now, 11

years later, the armorer visits sets along the East Coast, maintaining weapons for The Bourne

Ultimatum, Salt and other movies. The company's seven armorers work on up to 10 movies and

15 TV series at a time. "If a movie were a Nascar race," he says, "we'd be the pit crew." The firm

is moving beyond guns: "We started doing fabrication three years ago," Washburn says.

"Making those props— like the catapult for The Smurfs—\s the most fun." — ERIN MCCARTHY

ARMORER

Name: RYDER WASHBURN
location: NEW YORK, N.Y.

A.^p: 33
Years on Job: 1
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1 . AK-47 VARIANT
This firearm is a Chinese

version of the world's most
widely manufactured gun:

the Avtomat Kalashnikova

47. Movie sets never use
real bullets, so, like all the

semiautomatic weapons
in The Specialists' arsenal,

this AK has been modified

to shoot blanks—cartridges
that contain gunpowder but

no bullet or shot. "Guns are

designed to work with real

bullets, and blanks don't

have the same operating

principles," Washburn says.

"The modifications are

different for every gun."

2. BLOOD KNIFE
For scenes where an actor

appears to get cut, produc-

tions use blades like this

World War I trench knife.

"A pipe inside the blade

is hooked up to a tube of

pressurized blood," he says.

On cue, the knife-wielding

actor slashes—and holes in

the dull blade funnel fake

blood onto the victim, creat-

ing the illusion of a gash.

3. N0N6UN
One of the most popular

"weapons" used in films

and television—including

The Sopranos—is the
nongun, which contains a

circuit board and electrically

fired charges that simulate

gunfire. "It looks like a gun/'

Washburn says, "but it's

made from scratch, not out

of any gun parts." Nonguns
are great for situations so

risky— like when a character

is shot close to the head-
that even using blanks is

too dangerous.

4. ROCKET LAUNCHER
This genuine AT4 rocket

launcher is an antitank

weapon used by the

U.S. military. "They're

considered disposable," he

says, so they modify them
for use on sets.

PHOTOGRAPH BY BACKYARD BILL
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THE NEW 2011 JOURNEY
ITS DIFFICULT TO PICK DNE GREAT THING TO SAY ABOUT THE NEW 5011 JOURNEY IT HAS 87.6 CUBIC FEET

OF STORAGE. AN ALL-NEW REFiNED INTERIOR. AVAILABLE INTELLIGENT AWD. OPTIONAL SEATING FOR SEVEN

AND TOP SAFFTY PICK HONORS FRnM THE IIHS SO YES PICKING I
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HELIO CASTRONEVES

Three-Time Indy 500 Champion

The synthetic so advanced, it's used right off the shelf in Roger Penske's IndyCars
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pennzoil.com Not just oil, Pennzoil.

I All trademarks jse-.:
: amission ot their respective owners. ©20u soPOSPtaaucis.Ayrighisrese


